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Abstract of the Dissertation

Algorithms and Coding Techniques
for Reliable Data Management and Storage

by

Frederic Sala
Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering

University of California, Los Angeles, 2016

Professor Lara Dolecek, Chair

This dissertation studies problems of data management under unreliable conditions: how

can data be efficiently reconstructed, synchronized, transmitted, and stored in the presence

of uncertainty or noise? The common underlying thread running through the approaches to

these problems is the discipline of coding theory.

Problems related to data editing and modification are considered in the first part of the

dissertation. For the combinatorial data reconstruction problem, a new result regarding

the minimum number of traces needed for exact reconstruction is introduced, resolving an

open problem. Several applications and examples are discussed. An efficient and practical

protocol relying on building blocks from coding theory is proposed for synchronizing data

with general, non-uniform edits; this protocol outperforms existing tools in many scenarios.

In addition, synchronization of data represented by complete or partial ranked lists is studied

and novel bounds and code constructions are presented.

The second part of the dissertation is concerned with problems of efficient and robust data

storage. Inspired by memories operating in high-radiation environments, an exploration of

non-uniform noisy decoding for the popular low-density parity-check (LDPC) class of error-

correcting codes is performed. A novel model and density evolution analysis are introduced.
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The problem of comparing, representing, and classifying practical error-control strategies

for caches and other on-chip memories is tackled by introducing a powerful explanatory

theoretical framework. Finally, a novel coding problem for data used in learning algorithms

is considered.

The insights from this work, combining tools from a variety of disciplines, including algo-

rithms, coding and information theory, and combinatorics, contribute to a unified approach

to general problems of data. Given the ongoing data revolution, solutions to these problems

are of paramount importance.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

We are in the midst of a revolution in the amount of data being generated. There are

many uses for this data; it can be analyzed and interpreted, often through powerful machine

learning algorithms, edited, manipulated, distilled or reconstructed, and synchronized. In all

cases the data must also be stored. All of these tasks must be performed in an environment

of uncertainty; the underlying data operated on is never guaranteed to be reliable. The

data may have been changed or edited knowingly or unknowingly, and is always subject to

corruption from transmission and storage noise.

To deal with the inherent lack of reliability in data-related tasks, powerful tools from

information and coding theory have been developed. This dissertation is concerned with the

application of such tools to a number of important problems in data management. We focus

on two types of problems. The first set of problems involves data that has been edited or

modified. Such changes can be modeled by insertion and deletion operations.

The first problem we study is the data reconstruction problem. In data reconstruction, a

single core piece of data must be recovered from multiple copies of this data that have been

modified in some way (e.g., files edited by users, repeated noisy transmissions, descendant

genetic sequences that have been affected by mutations as part of the evolutionary process).

We are interested in an adversarial version of this problem where the modifications are

at most a certain number of insertions, and where the data is structured as part of an

insertion/deletion-correcting code. The goal is to characterize the minimum number of
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distinct modifed copies (traces) that are always sufficient to recover the original data without

error. This problem setting was introduced by Levenshtein in [Lev01a]. Levenshtein solved

the problem for the case where the data is unstructured (i.e., the data consists of an arbitrary

sequence of symbols from an alphabet). We are interested in a more challenging problem:

how is the required number of traces affected by the structure of the data?

The second problem related to edits is that of file synchronization. In this problem,

there are two closely-related files X and Y , owned by users A and B, respectively, where

file X must be modified to match file Y . This problem has a natural application in data,

and particularly, cloud backup. Consider, for example, a user saving a file in the cloud and

modifying the local copy. The cloud backup must be regularly synchronized to match the

current version of the file.

A trivial solution is for user B to send file Y to user A, but this is inefficient, since the

differences between X and Y are limited. The goal is therefore to find an efficient (in the

sense of bandwidth) algorithm that has a high probability of succeeding. The problem has

both a theoretical component, where the data is produced by a specified statistical source

and the edits are given by a particular insertion/deletion channel, and a practical aspect,

where the algorithm can be run on real-world files and compared to existing tools, such as

rsync [Tri00].

The third problem relates to data stored as ranked lists. If the rankings are complete, they

can be modeled by permutations. On the other hand, partial rankings can be seen as multiset

permutations (multipermutations). There are two reasons to study these mathematical

objects in the context of data: first, because a large amount of data consists of ranked lists

(such as, for example, film ratings), and, secondly, because storing information as rankings

is advantageous for certain types of memories. For example, the rank modulation scheme

proposes storing data as rankings of charge levels in flash memory cells. Changes or edits

in ranked lists have been studied in [GYF+16] in the context of complete rankings. In this

dissertation, we are interested in the problem of edits for partially ranked lists, that is, the
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problem of insertions and deletions in multipermutations. This is an important extension,

since large ranked data sets rarely form complete rankings.

The next part of the dissertation involves problems of reliable data storage. The field

of coding for memories seeks to develop error-correcting codes and coding techniques that

combine performance (offering a very low error rate), efficiency (by ensuring a high rate, or,

equivalently, a low overhead), and ease of decoding. The earliest codes applied to memo-

ries and hard disks are among the oldest error-correcting code constructions, dating back

to the Hamming code. More recently, low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have gained

popularity in memories due to excellent overall performance combined with tractable imple-

mentations. Although these codes date back to the seminal dissertation of Gallager in the

early 1960’s [Gal63], they continue to be a topic of significant research interest.

The majority of works related to LDPC codes and decoding assume that the encoding

and decoding operations are error-free and can be relied on. This assumption is increasingly

unsafe. Problems involving noisy components have been studied since the works of Von

Neumann. More recently, this problem has become critical due to the unreliability caused

by the ceaseless shrinking of device components. Unreliable circuitry is also a major problem

in extreme environments with significant radiation exposure. A flash chip used as a storage

device onboard a spacecraft exploring our solar system will be exposed to very high dosages of

radiation, ensuring unreliable decoding. This motivates us to study problems related to noisy

LDPC decoding. However, unlike earlier works, the radiation-induced decoding failures are

not permanent and unchanging, but rather begin and end according to stochastic processes.

For this reason, we are interested in an analysis and coding techniques for a more refined

noisy decoding LDPC model.

A further problem we consider is that of practical error-correcting strategies for caches and

on-chip memories. These devices prioritize low-complexity operation and high reliability over

rate and overhead. Unlike sophisticated coding approaches such as LDPC codes, schemes for

correcting errors in caches often rely on simple strategies, such as detecting faulty memory
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cells with built-in self-test (BIST) routines and providing a replacement set of cells (a patch)

to avoid using the unreliable cells. There are many such strategies, based on detecting and

remapping faults. Other schemes use simple error-correcting codes, while yet others combine

several approaches from these two classes.

Each such scheme has been showed to perform well in specific practical scenarios. The

main challenge, however, is to put such schemes on an even footing, allowing for a fair com-

parison between different schemes. It is especially interesting to describe known schemes in

a common theoretical language, allowing us to compare and contrast the important features

of each technique. This task also allows for a definition and exploration of the entire design

space of such reliability schemes, enabling a potential analysis of fundamental limits. We

provide such an explanatory framework.

Finally, we consider the problem of channel coding for machine learning algorithms. The

data to be used as input to these algorithms is stored on noisy memories. These memories

can be protected by conventional error-correcting codes. However, this strategy is wasteful,

since we may only be interested in protecting the output of the algorithm (rather than the

input, the data itself). In this case, we seek to develop codes tailored towards reducing

the distortion of the algorithm output. The idea here is that, given a limited budget of

redundancy symbols, we should allocate the protection in a principled way. For example,

certain features may not have a strong contribution to the algorithm output, and thus

can be allowed to be more noisy, or, equivalently, less protected. An exploration of such

optimizations and models forms the last topic of this dissertation.

The problems we considered in this work are diverse, but the same fundamental idea

can be found below the surface in all cases: problematic uncertainty that must be resolved.

The insights in this dissertation, as well, blend tools from a variety of disciplines, including

algorithms, coding and information theory, and combinatorics. We hope that these insights

help contribute to a more general, unified approach to problems involving data.
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1.1 Outline of Contributions

We present a brief outline of the contributions of this dissertation. Chapters 2-4 are concerned

with problems involving data edits and the related problems of characterizing and correcting

these edits. Chapter 5 and 6 focus on problems involving storing data in unreliable memories

and storage systems.

Chapter 2 Contributions

In Chapter 2, we consider the problem of finding the minimum number of traces necessary

for exact reconstruction of a sequence in a synchronization code (a code with a minimum

edit distance) affected by a worst-case number of insertions. We provide an exact expression

for this minimum, resolving an open problem described by Levenshtein in [Lev01a]. The

result is equivalent to the problem of counting the number of common supersequences of a

sequence from a structured set; we give two previously unknown results for this combinatorial

problem. We show how existing special cases can be derived from our results through several

combinatorial identities.

We then apply the results to the Varshamov-Tenengolts (VT) code, the most popular

family of insertion/deletion error-correcting codes. We show that in every VT code, to ensure

exact reconstruction, it is necessary to produce the worst-case number of traces we previously

derived. Extensions of the problem to other channels are discussed, including adversarial

deletion and insertion/deletion channels, along with a probabilistic insertion channel. As

part of these developments, we give a new result for the size of an insertion/deletion ball

around the alternating sequence 0101 . . . 01.

Chapter 3 Contributions

In Chapter 3, we extend the interactive protocol introduced by Yazdi and Dolecek in [S. 14]

(itself using the protocol of Venkataramanan et al. in [VZR10]) to work with non-binary files
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consisting of symbols chosen according to non-uniform distributions. The changes to these

files are allowed to be insertions and deletions, rather than solely deletions. The extension

to these cases is performed by taking into consideration the collision entropy of the source

and by refining the matching graph of the algorithm by placing certain weights on the edges.

A theoretical analysis of this algorithm is performed in the setting where the number

of edits is proportional to the length of the file being synchronized. First we bound the

bandwidth used by the protocol. Next, we show that the synchronization error rate of

the algorithm is exponentially low in the length of the file. We also show that a practical

implementation of the algorithm is capable of outperforming existing algorithms in a number

of scenarios of practical interest.

Chapter 4 Contributions

In Chapter 4 we consider data stored as partially ranked lists, equivalent to multi-set per-

mutations (multipermutations). Motivated by the idea of efficiently synchronizing ranked

lists, we introduce a model of edit error and an appropriate distance. The first error ball

bounds and single and multiple error-correction constructions for multipermutations affected

by edits are developed.

Chapter 5 Contributions

In Chapter 5, we study noisy LDPC decoding inspired by memory operation in environments

with high amounts of radiation. A noisy LDPC decoding model subsuming certain previously

studied models is introduced. This model is better suited to represent correlated and tran-

sient errors and allows for a more refined analysis compared to older, coarser models. The

noisy decoding model also allows for erasures in addition to errors. An appropriate decoder

(which resembles a combination of the Gallager B and Gallager E decoders) is provided.

We perform a theoretical, density evolution-like evaluation for the refined channel model

and decoder. In addition, we provide an optimized version of the voting threshold for the
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Gallager B/E-like decoder.

Chapter 6 Contributions

Chapter 6 examines very practical fault resolution and error correction strategies typically

used in on-chip memories such as caches. Such techniques offer a diverse set of approaches

towards improved reliability. Although each proposal has been shown to be favorable under

a certain set of assumptions and parameters, it is difficult to determine the suitability of

such techniques in the overall design space.

This problem is resolved by introducing a unified general framework representing such

schemes. The framework provides a theoretical representation of general techniques and is

capable of expressing many proposed strategies. The framework, composed of theoretical

characterizations of storage components, decoders, costs, and error rates, enables a full

exploration of the design space of reliability techniques. We show how existing schemes can

be represented and we use the framework to examine performance in the practical case of

high overall fault rates and medium built-in self-test (BIST) miss rates.

Chapter 7 Contributions

In Chapter 7, we consider the question of protecting data used as the input to learning algo-

rithms. We develop optimization problems that produce channel codes tailored to minimize

distortion in the output of learning algorithms. We examine two problems in particular:

linear regression and binary classification with binary features.
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CHAPTER 2

Reconstruction in Synchronization Codes

2.1 Introduction

Data reconstruction refers to a wide variety of problems where a single core piece of data

must be recovered from multiple copies that have been modified in some way (e.g., files

edited by users, multiple noisy transmissions, genetic sequences that have been affected by

mutations as part of the evolutionary process). Reconstruction can be approached from

multiple points of view and by multiple disciplines. For example, in algorithms, the goal is

to produce an efficient, low-complexity, sufficiently accurate algorithm for practical cases. In

information and coding theory, the goal is to find the fundamental limits of reconstruction,

such as the minimum required number of traces (that is, modified versions of the data)

required to produce an output no more than a certain distance from the original version.

The salient features of the reconstruction problem are the format of the data itself (the

space the data words belong to, such as finite fields, permutations, error-correcting codes,

along with the structure of this space) and the process modifying the data, such as noisy

transmission channels, synchronization channels, edits, mutations, and others. Observe the

similarity between data reconstruction and other problems from information and coding the-

ory depicted in Figure 2.1. In reconstruction, there is a single data input that is repeatedly

passed through a channel modeling the changes underwent by the data. The outputs of this

repeated process are then used to generate a single estimate of the original data. By com-
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Figure 2.1: Block diagrams for the reconstruction problem, the point-to-point communication
problem, and the list decoding problem.

parison, in the traditional point-to-point channel, one data input produces a single output

(in one transmission) which is then decoded to generate a single estimate. In list decoding, a

single input and output is used to produce a list of possible candidate outputs; this problem

is, in a way, the dual of the reconstruction problem.

There are many applications of reconstruction. One such application is found in genetics

and evolutionary biology. In fact, the entire field of phylogenomics seeks to reconstruct the

genetic sequences of evolutionary ancestors from the sequences of evolutionary descendants.

The modifications in this case are produced by the evolutionary process. Modifications, for

example, include base pair insertions, substitutions due to mutations, tandem duplications,

and other types of errors. The question of how to efficiently perform the reconstruction is

tackled, from a coding-theoretic point of view in the recent work [FSB16b].

A further intriguing application for reconstruction has to do with ancient historical

sources. The original versions of literary works from antiquity are generally lost. The most

famous such works have been repeatedly copied through the ages. The copymaking process,

however, is not precise, as scribes have made both deliberate and unwilling changes. One

class of examples consists of proclamations of Sumerian kings, written with cuneiform on

fired clay tablets. Each proclamation was repeatedly copied; such copies were sometimes

produced for several centuries. Another example are the works and letters of philosophers

and statesmen from the classical world. In this case, the copies are manuscripts produced in

9



the middle ages, in some cases more than a millenium after the creation of the original data.

Moreover, reconstruction of encoded data has a natural application to data storage. We

can partition the operational lifetime of a disk drive, memory, or other data storage device

into two periods. The first period is regular, short-term use; popular devices and common

error-correcting codes all target this scenario. Here, a small number (often one) of channel

outputs are used to read the data. The second period refers to extremely long-term use of

the device, well beyond the guaranteed operating lifetime. In this case, many reads can be

performed, resulting in a large number of traces that can be used to recover the original

data. This type of very long term use is increasingly relevant. For example, DNA storage

is targeted as a medium to store data for 104 or more years, and, indeed, over the long

term, DNA sequences are affected by insertions and other errors that can be modeled by

insertions (duplications, tandem/block duplications, block insertions) [BD99]. The results in

this vhapter are complementary to the many recent efforts studying coding for data storage in

DNA [JFSB16, FSB16a, GYM16, YKG+15, GKM15, KPM15, YYM+15, GHP+15, BLC+16].

Of course, our work also joins recent coding-theoretic studies on insertions and deletions,

such as [LL15, KK13, CKK16].

Reconstruction problems have an additional classification. In the probabilistic version

of the problem, the modification process is a random process. The goal is generally to

perform reconstruction with sufficiently high probability of success (defined as reconstructing

the original data exactly or to within a target distance). In the adversarial version of the

problem, the modification process is controlled by an antagonist who is capable of performing

up to a fixed worst-case number of changes. In this case, guarantees for exact reconstruction

can be sought.

The probabilistic version of the problem has been studied in a number of existing works.

In [BKKM04], an algorithm is introduced based on bitwise majority alignment that recon-

structs an original sequence of length n with high probability from O(log n) traces when

the deletion probability is O(log 1
n
). These results were extended for the deletion/insertion
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channel in [KM05] and improved upon in [VS08]. Sequence reconstruction with constant

deletion probability was also studied in [HMPW08], where the authors showed that when

the sequence length is n, reconstruction is possible, with high probability, from a number of

traces polynomial in n in time polynomial in n.

The adversarial variant, which we are concerned with in this chapter, allows for traces

formed from a worst-case number of errors and seeks to determine what is the smallest

number of traces needed for zero-error reconstruction [Lev01a]. This setup for sequence

reconstruction has also been applied to associative memories [YB12]. In these memories, each

entry is associated with neighboring entries; when searching for a particular entry, “clues”

are given in the form of such neighboring entries. This notion leads to a generalization

of sequence reconstruction; here, the question becomes how many sequences are associated

with (i.e., of maximum Hamming distance from) three or more sequences. The resulting

intersection is called an output set, and the size of the maximum output set is the uncertainty

of the memory. This line of research was extended by in [JL14], which studies efficient codes

for information retrieval in memories with small uncertainty, and in [JL16], where the number

of input clues is varied. We note that all of these works target the Hamming metric.

By contrast, in this dissertation, we are specifically interested in the following problem.

We store data in codewords from synchronization (specifically, insertion/deletion-correcting)

codes, i.e., codes with a certain minimum edit distance. If one such codeword is repeatedly

transmitted through a noisy channel, how many distinct channel outputs (traces) are neces-

sary for zero-error reconstruction?

In a classic paper, [Lev01a], Levenshtein explored several variations of the reconstruction

problem, studying both adversarial and probabilistic channels and exact and approximate

reconstruction. However, the problem of reconstructing sequences affected by insertions and

deletions in the case where the sequences are themselves part of a code (e.g., have a certain

minimum edit distance) was left open. We tackle this problem for the insertion case. We

target insertions for two reasons. First, insertions are edit errors, which are of particular
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interest as we often wish to reconstruct strings. In keeping with our biology theme, as

described above, we note that insertions are a common type of mutation affecting genetic

sequences. Second, unlike deletions, insertions offer symmetries that allow a tractable search

for exact formulas.

2.1.1 Our Contributions

In this chapter, we are interested in answering the following question. If we are given a

codeword from an (` − 1)-insertion/deletion-correcting q-ary code of length n, what is the

minimum numberM of distinct traces (produced by a t-insertion channel) that always allows

for exact reconstruction of the codeword?

Our main result is that exact reconstruction is always possible when

M >
t∑
j=`

t−j∑
i=0

(
2j
j

)(
t+ j − i

2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)t+j−i + 1. (2.1)

Without further knowledge of the code, the bound in (2.1) is tight. In other words, if

M is smaller than the right hand side of (2.1), there exists a pair of sequences of length

n with M common traces, so that reconstruction cannot be guaranteed, and, moreover,

these sequences are at edit distance at least 2` + 1, and could thus be part of an (` − 1)-

insertion/deletion-correcting code. The result generalizes the uncoded version from [Lev01a]

and [Lev01b], which can be recovered by taking ` = 1 in (2.1) and simplifying the result

through a series of combinatorial identities. It is surprising that exact formulas like (2.1)

exist, given the paucity of exact expressions in insertion and deletion problems.

2.1.2 Organization

This chapter is organized in the following way. In the next section, we introduce our problem

setup, discuss prior work, and describe notation. In Section 23, we prove and interpret the

binary common supersequences problem. Afterwards, in Section 2.4, we present the more
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Figure 2.2: Example setup for the reconstruction problem. Shown are common superse-
quences of X = 1011 and Y = 0011 produced by t = 2 bit insertions. It can be computed
that |I2(X) ∩ I2(Y )| = 12.

general, non-binary result. We also discuss important special cases and corollaries. In Section

2.5, we apply our result to the single deletion/insertion-correcting Varshamov-Tenengolts

(VT) codes. Finally, in Section 2.6, we consider extensions to the adversarial deletion and

insertion/deletion channels and briefly consider probabilistic channels. We conclude the

paper in Section 2.7. Proofs of technical lemmas (predominantly of combinatorial identities)

are found in Section 2.8.

2.2 Problem Definition

Levenshtein provided a general framework for reconstruction problems in [Lev01a]. He con-

sidered the problem of reconstructing a sequence X ∈ V ⊆ Fnq for a set V and an alphabet

Fq. In this case, the traces were selected from Bt(X,H), the ball produced by applying up

to t single errors from a set of error functions H to X. Levenshtein noted that it is always

possible to exactly reconstruct X given NH
q (V, t) + 1 distinct elements of Bt(X,H), where

NH
q (V, t) is defined by

NH
q (V, t) := max

X,Z∈V,X 6=Z
|Bt(X,H) ∩Bt(Z,H)|. (2.2)

The idea here is that X cannot share any more than NH
q (V, t) traces with any other ele-

ment of V , so that NH
q (V, t) + 1 distinct traces uniquely determine X. Thus, the problem of
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exact reconstruction of sequences can be identified with the combinatorial problem of count-

ing (the maximum number of) common distorted sequences. In [Lev01a], expressions were

given for NH
q (V, t) for many choices of error sets H. In [Lev01b], the focus was specifically on

deletion and insertion channels. In this chapter, we focus on the case of insertion channels,

so that H is made up of single symbol insertions, and we wish to reconstruct X from its

supersequences (sequences formed from X by insertions). In [Lev01a], an expression was

provided for NH
q (V, t) in this scenario, but only for the specific case of V = Fnq , the uncoded

case. For this problem setup, we may write the balls Bt(X,H) as insertion balls It(X) and

denote the expression NH
q (Fnq , t) as N+

q (n, t). In [Lev01a], N+
q (n, t) was shown to be

N+
q (n, t) =

t−1∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(1− (−1)t−i). (2.3)

However, the problem of reconstruction given a code V differing from the entire set Fnq

was left open. We resolve this problem. Consider, for example, reconstructing a sequence

that is a member of an (`− 1)-insertion-correcting code C ′. Sequences that are part of such

codes must have a minimum edit distance of 2` (we make this terminology precise later on.)

If this is the case, we can always perform exact reconstruction if we know N+
q (C ′, t) + 1

distinct supersequences of X, where

N+
q (C ′, t) = max

X,Z∈C′,X 6=Z
|It(X) ∩ It(Z)|.

Computing this maximal intersection requires knowing the structure of the code C ′. This

is challenging, since few such codes are known outside of the single insertion case. Instead,

we focus on deriving an expression for the maximum number of common supersequences for

sequences at a minimum particular Levenshtein (edit) distance 2`,

N+
q (n, t, `) = max

X,Z∈Fnq
de(X,Z)>2`

|It(X) ∩ It(Z)|.
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An example is shown in Figure 2.2 for n = 4 and t = 2. Specifically, we prove that N+
q (n, t, `)

is given by
t∑
j=`

t−j∑
i=0

(
2j
j

)(
t+ j − i

2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)t+j−i.

Evaluating the above expression provides an upper bound on the number of channel outputs

needed for reconstruction of codewords in insertion-correcting codes. Without specifying a

particular code construction, this bound is the best possible. Note that Levenshtein’s formula

N+
q (n, t) in (2.3) can be written as

N+
q (n, t) = max

`>1
N+
q (n, t, `).

We will see, in fact, that this maximum is always attained at ` = 1. In other words,

the maximum number of common supersequences occurs for sequences that are as “close”

as possible.

As part of our study, we provide an even more general version of this result where we

allow the sequences X and Z to have different lengths. This result can be interpreted as a

further generalization of Levenshtein’s formula N+
q (n, t).

Notation

We introduce some useful notation. Let Fq denote the set {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} for q > 2 and

[a, b] denote the set {a, a + 1, a + 2, . . . , b − 1, b} if a 6 b. If q = 2, we use ā to denote the

complementary symbol in F2, so that ā = 0 if a = 1 and ā = 1 if a = 0. We denote sequences

with upper-case letters and individual symbols with lower-case letters, so that, for example,

X = x1x2 . . . xn ∈ Fnq while xi ∈ Fq for 1 6 i 6 n. We write XY for the concatenation of

sequences X and Y ; similarly, aX is the concatenation of a symbol a with sequence X. We

sometimes use the notation XS where S is a set. In this case, XS refers to the set that

contains the concatenation of X with all sequences in S, {XY : Y ∈ S}.

We use the generalized binomial coefficient: for a, b ∈ Z,
(
a
b

)
= a(a− 1) . . . (a− b+ 1)/b!.
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We assume 0! = 1. We set
(
a
b

)
= 0 for b < 0. We also use the convention

(
a
0

)
= 1 for all

a ∈ Z and
(
a
b

)
= 0 if a = 0 and b > 0. We sometimes rely on the useful fact that

(
a
b

)
= 0 if

a > 0 and a < b.

If n > v, Z ∈ Fn−vq is a subsequence of X ∈ Fnq if Z can be formed from X by deleting v

symbols. If n = v, Z is the empty sequence, with length 0. Similarly, for t > 0, W ∈ Fn+t
q is

a supersequence of X if it can be formed by t symbol insertions into X. The set of all length

n − v subsequences of X (also called the v-deletion ball centered at X) is denoted Dv(X);

similarly, the set of all length n+ t supersequences of X (the t-insertion ball centered at X)

is written It(X).

In general, the size of Dv(X) depends on the sequence X. For example, |D1(X)| = τ(X),

where τ(X) is the number of maximal-length runs of identical symbols in X. On the other

hand, |It(X)| does not depend on X for any t > 0. There is a formula for the size of the

supersequence set that only depends on n, t and the alphabet size q [Lev66],

|It(X)| := Iq(n, t) =
t∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i. (2.4)

The distance between sequences X, Y can be measured with the edit distance de(X, Y ).

This distance is defined in the following way: de(X, Y ) = k if k is the smallest number of

insertions and deletions that can be used to transform X to Y . Note that it is not necessary

that X and Y have the same length for de(X, Y ) to be defined. For example, take X = 00

and Y = 010. Then, de(X, Y ) = 1, since we require just one insertion of a 1 into X to

form Y . If X = 110 and Y = 000, then de(X, Y ) = 4. Note that our definition of edit

distance does not include substitutions. Studying codes correcting insertions, deletions, and

substitutions is a different, more challenging problem.

An t-insertion-correcting code C is a subset of Fnq such that if X, Y ∈ C and X 6= Y , then

It(X)∩ It(Y ) = ∅. This is equivalent to requiring that C has minimum edit distance1 2t+ 2.
1The required minimum distance is 2t+ 1; however, since all the codewords in C are of the same length,

the distance between any codeword pair must be even, since to go from one codeword to another, there must
be a deletion for every insertion. Thus the minimum distance is in fact 2t + 2. For example, the minimum
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We also note that a t-insertion-correcting code is also a t-deletion-correcting code (and also

a a-deletion/b-insertion-correcting code for any pair (a, b) with a+ b 6 t.) This equivalence

was proved in [Lev66].

As described, we are concerned with computing the maximum number of common su-

persequences between sequences with edit distance of at least 2` for ` > 1. That is, we are

interested in the quantity2 N+
q (n, t, `) defined as

N+
q (n, t, `) = max

X,Y ∈Fnq
de(X,Y )>2`

|It(X) ∩ It(Y )|.

We refer to n, t, and ` as the length, insertion, and distance arguments, respectively.

Additionally, in our results, we consider a more general version of the problem where the

sequences need not be of the same length. One of the two sequences (Y ) continues to be of

length n while the common supersequences remain of length n+ t. However, we allow X to

be of length n+ t− k (that is, longer than Y by t− k symbols.) As a result, we make only

k insertions into X. (Note that we now have two insertion arguments, t and k.) Similarly,

the distance between X and Y is now required to be t− k + 2` in order to make up for the

additional distance between the sequences resulting from the differing lengths. Observe that

t > k > ` in this setup. The goal, then, is to compute

N+
q (n, t, k, `) = max

X∈Fn+t−k
q ,Y ∈Fnq

de(X,Y )>t−k+2`

|Ik(X) ∩ It(Y )|.

We can always retrieve N+
q (n, t, `) from N+

q (n, t, k, `) by taking t = k.

Basic Claims

We use several simple claims as building blocks in our work. First, the following fact is an

immediate consequence of our definitions.

edit distance of the single deletion/insertion-correcting Varshamov-Tenengolts codes is 4.
2The “+” symbol denotes the fact that we are performing insertions.
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Claim 1. For ` > 1 and n, t, k non-negative integers with t > k > `,

N+
q (n, t, k, `) 6 N+

q (n, t, k, `− 1).

Proof. Any two sequences X, Y with distance at least t− k + 2` also have distance at least

t− k + 2(`− 1), so therefore the maximum number of common supersequences for distance

argument `− 1 is at least that for distance argument `.

We also have another easy fact regarding distances.

Claim 2. Let X ′ ∈ Fmq and Y ′ ∈ Fnq with m,n > 0. If de(X ′, Y ′) = v and X ′ = x1X, then

de(X, Y ′) ∈ {v − 1, v + 1}.

Proof. Clearly, de(X, Y ′) cannot be smaller than v−1, or we could formX from Y ′ with fewer

than v−1 operations and insert x1, retrieving X ′ in fewer than v operations, a contradiction.

Similarly, de(X, Y ′) cannot be larger than v+ 1, since we can form X ′ from Y ′ and delete x1

in v + 1 operations. Lastly, since X ′ and X differ in length by 1, de(X ′, Y ′) and de(X, Y ′)

cannot have the same parity.

Next, we introduce two useful results. First, we have an observation that Levenshtein

originally made in [Lev01b]. Consider some sequence Z = z1z2 . . . zn. Then, It(Z) is the

union of two disjoint sets: the set of sequences starting with z1 (which can be formed by

placing all t insertions into z2 . . . zn) and the set of sequences starting with the element

x ∈ Fq \ z1 (which require x to be inserted at the head of Z, leaving t − 1 remaining

insertions into Z.) Formally, we have that

Claim 3. If Z = z1z2 . . . zn ∈ Fnq is a sequence and t > 1, then,

It(Z) = z1It(z2z3 . . . zn)∪∪x∈Fq\z1xIt−1(Z). (2.5)
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If q = 2,

It(Z) = z1It(z2z3 . . . zn)∪ z̄1It−1(Z). (2.6)

Here, recall that xIt−1(Z) refers to appending all the sequences in It−1(Z) to the element

x. The idea in Claim 3 can be exploited to derive recursive expressions for the number of

common supersequences. A variant of the following observation was used by Levenshtein in

[Lev01b]; we provide a proof for completeness.

Claim 4. Let n be a positive integer, t, k be non-negative integers with t > k, and X ′ ∈

Fn+t−k
q , Y ′ ∈ Fnq . Write X ′ = aX and Y ′ = bY with a, b ∈ Fq. Then, if a = b,

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = |Ik(X) ∩ It(Y )|+ (q − 1)|Ik−1(aX) ∩ It−1(aY )|. (2.7)

If a 6= b,

|Ik(X ′)∩It(Y ′)| = |Ik(X)∩It−1(bY )|+|Ik−1(aX)∩It(Y )|+(q−2)|Ik−1(aX)∩It−1(bY )|. (2.8)

If q = 2, the formulas (2.7) and (2.8) reduce to

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = |Ik(X) ∩ It(Y )|+ |Ik−1(aX) ∩ It−1(aY )|, (2.9)

and

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = |Ik(X) ∩ It−1(āY )|+ |Ik−1(aX) ∩ It(Y )|, (2.10)

respectively.

Proof. First we consider the case of a = b. A common supersequence W ′ of X ′ = aX and

Y ′ = aY either starts with a or an element in Fq \ {a}. If W ′ starts with a, we write

W ′ = aW . Using Claim 3, W can be formed by k insertions into X and t insertions into

Y , so W is a common supersequence of X and Y . That is, it is in the set Ik(X) ∩ It(Y ).

Similarly, if W ′ = w1W starts with w1, one of the q − 1 elements in Fq \ {a}, it must be
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formed by inserting w1 at the head of X ′ = aX and at the head of Y ′ = aY . Therefore, W

is in Ik−1(aX) ∩ It−1(bY ). There are thus (q − 1) × |Ik−1(aX) ∩ It−1(aY )| choices for such

supersequences W ′. This establishes (2.7).

For the case of a 6= b, ifW ′ = aW , W can be formed from X ′ by inserting k elements into

X, while W ′ can be formed from Y ′ by inserting a at the head and t− 1 more elements into

Y ′ = bY . If W ′ = bW , it is formed from X ′ by inserting b at the head and k − 1 elements

into X ′ = aX while W is formed from Y ′ by inserting t elements into Y . Lastly, if W ′ starts

with w1, one of the q − 2 elements in Fq \ {a, b}, it is formed from X ′ by inserting w1 at

the head and k − 1 more elements into X ′ = aX and from Y ′ by inserting w1 at the head

and t− 1 more elements into Y ′ = bY . The sets given by the three possibilities are disjoint,

giving (2.8).

2.3 Maximum Number of Common Supersequences: Binary Case

The purpose of this section is to introduce a formula for N+
2 (n, t, k, `) and to provide impli-

cations and a proof. We introduce the binary result first as a gentle introduction and study

the more general case for q > 2 in the following section.

Theorem 1. Let n be a positive integer and t, k, ` be non-negative integers such that t >

k > ` and n > `. Then, we have the formula

N+
2 (n, t, k, `) =

k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
, (2.11)

and, in the equal length sequence case t = k, we have that

N+
2 (n, t, `) =

t∑
j=`

(
2j
j

)(
n+ t− (2j + 1)

t− j

)
. (2.12)

We begin with some observations on Theorem 1. We are more interested in the formula

in (2.12) compared to that in (2.11) because most insertion/deletion codes have equal-length
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Figure 2.3: Curves showing insertion/deletion code rates (dashed lines) and reconstruction
requirement reduction percentage (solid lines) given traces affected by t = 15 insertions
for codes of lengths n = 30, 50, 70, 90 capable of correcting of 0, 1, . . . , 9 edit (insertion or
deletion) errors.

codewords. We will later see (from the proof of Theorem 1) that the sequences that yield

the maximum N+
2 (n, t, `) common supersequences are those at distance precisely 2`. This

confirms the intuitive idea that the maximum number of common supersequences is mono-

tonically decreasing in the distance argument `.

Results in the spirit of (2.12) encourage us to examine the tradeoff between code rate and

reconstruction requirements. For example, the expression in (2.12) is decreasing in `, the

code’s insertion/deletion-correcting ability. (Note that some of the terms
(
n+t−(2j+1)

t−j

)
can be

negative for sufficiently large t and j, but we can only increase ` up to n, and in this regime,

all such terms are positive.) Increasing ` allows us to reconstruct with fewer and fewer traces,

but this comes at the cost of decreased code rate. We show an example of this tradeoff for

insertion/deletion correcting codes of lengths n = 30, 50, 70, 90 in Figure 2.3. Here, we plot

two curves for each code based on the error-correcting ability; the dashed curves show code

rates (based on non-asymptotic upper bounds from [KK13]), while the thick curves show the

percentage reduction (normalized to 1) in the number of traces needed to guarantee exact

reconstruction given traces formed by t = 15 random symbol insertions.

Another consequence of our results is that we can recover Levenshtein’s formula N+
2 (n, t)
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in [Lev01b] by taking ` = 1 in (2.12) and applying the binomial identity

t∑
j=1

(
2j
j

)(
n+ t− 2j − 1

t− j

)
= 2

t−1∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
.

Proof Roadmap

Next we provide a roadmap for the proof of Theorem 1. First, we define

N+
2 (n, t, k, `) :=

k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
.

Then, our goal becomes to prove that N+
2 (n, t, k, `) = N+

2 (n, t, k, `). We show that the for-

mula given by N+
2 (n, t, k, `) satisfies two recursions: first, N+

2 (n, t, k, `) = N+
2 (n−1, t, k, `)+

N+
2 (n, t−1, k−1, `), and second, N+

2 (n, t, k, `) = N+
2 (n, t−1, k, `)+N+

2 (n−1, t, k−1, `−1).

This will be done purely through combinatorial manipulations of the formula given by

N+
2 (n, t, k, `). Afterwards, we show that the maximization given by N+

2 (n, t, k, `) satisfies

two nearly identical inequalities depending on whether the maximizing sequences start with

the same first bit or a differing first bit: N+
2 (n, t, k, `) 6 N+

2 (n−1, t, k, `)+N+
2 (n, t−1, k−1, `)

and N+
2 (n, t, k, `) 6 N+

2 (n, t − 1, k, `) + N+
2 (n − 1, t, k − 1, ` − 1), respectively. We do this

by exploiting Claim 4. These two results are applied in an inductive argument to show that

N+
2 (n, t, k, `) 6 N+

2 (n, t, k, `). All that remains is to give a pair of sequences that yield

equality in this formula. We will show that

X = 00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−k+n 0’s

and Y = 11 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
` 1‘s

00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−` 0’s

.

are two such sequences.

We also briefly discuss two important improvements of our proof technique compared to

that of Levenshtein for the N+
q (n, t) result. First, we generalize the problem to the different-

lengths case where t need not be equal to k. This enables us to involve the second recursion
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(for sequences starting with different bits) directly in the induction. This was not possible in

Levenshtein’s proof, as the second recursion immediately breaks down into different-length

cases (and formulas for such cases were not known); however, for ` = 1, this issue can be

overcome. In the cases ` > 1, this is not possible. Interestingly, our approach mirrors some

proofs in combinatorics, where it is easier to prove a general formula compared to a special

case. In addition, we note that unlike in Levenshtein’s proof, we require a careful accounting

of the recursions’ effects on the distance.

The proof of the following lemma revolves around tedious manipulations and is deferred

to the appendix.

Lemma 1. For n a positive integer and t, k, ` non-negative integers with t > k > `,

N+
2 (n, t, k, `) = N+

2 (n− 1, t, k, `) +N+
2 (n, t− 1, k − 1, `), (2.13)

and

N+
2 (n, t, k, `) = N+

2 (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+
2 (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1). (2.14)

Next, we show that the quantity N+
2 (n, t, k, `) satisfies similar recursions to those of

Lemma 1:

Lemma 2. Let n be a positive integer and t, k, ` be non-negative integers such that t > k > `.

Let X ′ = aX, Y ′ = bY be two sequences satisfying X ′ 6= Y ′3, X ′ ∈ Fn+t−k
2 , Y ′ ∈ Fn2 , and

de(X ′, Y ′) = t− k + 2`. Then, if a = b,

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| 6 N+
2 (n− 1, t, k, `) +N+

2 (n, t− 1, k − 1, `), (2.15)

and if a 6= b,

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| 6 N+
2 (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

2 (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1). (2.16)
3Clearly X ′ 6= Y ′ if t > k, since the two sequences have different length. The condition is only necessary

in the equal-length sequences case t = k.
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Proof. We are given sequences X ′, Y ′ satisfying X ′ 6= Y ′, X ′ ∈ Fn+t−k
2 , Y ′ ∈ Fn2 , and

de(X ′, Y ′) = t − k + 2`. We have X ′ = aX and Y ′ = bY , with a, b ∈ F2. There are

two cases to consider. First, we have the case where a = b. From (2.9),

|Ik(aX) ∩ It(bY )| = |Ik(aX) ∩ It(aY )| = |Ik(X) ∩ It(Y )|+ |Ik−1(aX) ∩ It−1(aY )|. (2.17)

We note that since de(X ′, Y ′) = t−k+2` andX ′ = aX, Y ′ = aY , X and Y must be at the

same distance as X ′ and Y ′, so that de(X, Y ) = t−k+2`. Thus, X is of length (n−1)+t−k,

Y is of length n − 1, and de(X, Y ) = t − k + 2`. Then, we have that |Ik(X) ∩ It(Y )| 6

N+
2 (n−1, t, k, `). Similarly, we have that |Ik−1(aX)∩ It−1(aY )| 6 N+

2 (n, t−1, k−1, `). (We

call this step argument matching, since we are computing the length, insertion, and distance

arguments in order to produce the correct N+ bound.) Putting the two bounds into (2.17)

gives

|Ik(aX) ∩ It(bY )| 6 N+
2 (n− 1, t, k, `) +N+

2 (n, t− 1, k − 1, `).

Next we have the case where a 6= b. Then, from (2.10),

|Ik(aX) ∩ It(bY )| = |Ik(X) ∩ It−1(bY )|+ |Ik−1(aX) ∩ It(Y )|. (2.18)

Again, we bound the terms in (2.18) with formulas of the type N+
2 (n, t, k, `). In this

case, the argument matching is slightly more complicated. For the first term in (2.18), bY

has length n while the insertion arguments are clearly t − 1 and k. It remains to find the

distance argument `′. Recall that de(aX, bY ) = t − k + 2`. We have, from Claim 2, that

de(X, bY ) ∈ {t−k+2`−1, t−k+2`+1} and de(aX, Y ) ∈ {t−k+2`−1, t−k+2`+1}.We must

have de(X, bY ) = (t− 1)− k+ 2`′, so that `′ = 1
2(de(X, bY ) + k− (t− 1)) ∈ {`, `+ 1}. Thus,

the possible argument tuples for the first term are {(n, t− 1, k, `), (n, t− 1, k, `+ 1)}. Next,

for the second term in (2.18), Y has length n and the insertion arguments are t and k − 1.

The distance argument `′ satisfies de(aX, Y ) = t−(k−1)+2`′ ∈ {t−k+2`−1, t−k+2`+1}
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by Claim 2, so that `′ ∈ {` − 1, `}. Then, the possible argument tuples for this term are

{(n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1), (n− 1, t, k − 1, `)}. Next, applying Claim 1, we have that

|Ik(X) ∩ It−1(bY )| 6 max{N+
2 (n, t− 1, k, `), N+

2 (n, t− 1, k, `+ 1)} = N+
2 (n, t− 1, k, `),

and

|Ik−1(aX)∩It(Y )| 6 max{N+
2 (n−1, t, k−1, `−1), N+

2 (n−1, t, k−1, `)} = N+
2 (n−1, t, k−1, `−1).

Plugging these two expressions into (2.18) yields

|Ik(aX) ∩ It(bY )| 6 N+
2 (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

2 (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1),

and the proof is complete.

Now that we have established Lemmas 1 and 2, we are ready for the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof. We prove, by strong induction on n+ t+ k, that

N+
2 (n, t, k, `) 6 N+

2 (n, t, k, `). (2.19)

Afterward, we give two sequences which meet the equality case of (2.19), completing the

proof.

The base cases are n + t + k ∈ {1, 2}. We first deal with n ∈ {1, 2} and t = k = ` = 0.

Observe that for any X, Y ∈ F2, I0(X) ∩ I0(Y ) ⊆ {X}, so |I0(X) ∩ I0(Y )| 6 1. Now,

N+
2 (n, 0, 0, 0) evaluates to

(
0
0

)(
n−1

0

)
= 1, as desired. The other case is n = 1, t = 1, and

k = 0, as we require t > k. Again, I0(X) ∩ It(Y ) ⊆ {X} and thus |I0(X) ∩ It(Y )| 6 1.

N+
2 (1, 1, 0, 0) evaluates to

(
0
0

)(
n−1

0

)
= 1 and we are done.

Next, we assume that the claim in (2.19) holds for all n + t + k < m. We will show

that it is true for n + t + k = m, for m > 2. Consider sequences X ′ = aX, Y ′ = bY where
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X ′ ∈ Fn+t−k
2 , Y ′ ∈ Fn2 , de(X ′, Y ′) = t − k + 2`, and n + t + k = m. First, if a = b, we have

that

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| 6 N+
2 (n− 1, t, k, `) +N+

2 (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

6 N+
2 (n− 1, t, k, `) +N+

2 (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

= N+
2 (n, t, k, `).

In the first inequality, we used (2.15) from Lemma 2. In the second inequality, we used the

induction hypothesis (as (n − 1) + t + k < m and n + (t − 1) + (k − 1) < m). In the final

equality, we applied the recursion (2.13) from Lemma 1.

The remaining case a 6= b is nearly identical; we use the expressions (2.16) and (2.14)

from Lemmas 2 and 1, respectively. We can again apply the induction hypothesis, since

n+ (t− 1) + k < m and (n− 1) + t+ (k − 1) < m. We have that

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| 6 N+
2 (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

2 (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1)

6 N+
2 (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

2 (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1)

= N+
2 (n, t, k, `).

Thus we conclude that indeed N+
2 (n, t, k, `) 6 N+

2 (n, t, k, `). All that remains is to

demonstrate that there exists at least one pair of sequencesX ′, Y ′ such that |Ik(X ′)∩It(Y ′)| =

N+
2 (n, t, k, `). We take

X ′ = 00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−k+n 0’s

and Y ′ = 11 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
` 1‘s

00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−` 0’s

.

It is hard to give a direct proof that |Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = N+
2 (n, t, k, `); instead, we pro-

ceed inductively. As we will see, the induction is identical to the previous proof, replacing

inequalities with equalities. As before, the induction is on n+ t+ k.

The base cases here are n ∈ {1, 2} and t = k = 0, so that ` = 0 as well, along with
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n = 1, t = 1, k = 0, and ` = 0. The cases of t = 0 yield X ′ = 0 and Y ′ = 0 or X ′ = 00 and

Y ′ = 00. Thus, |I0(X ′) ∩ I0(Y ′)| = 1 = N+
2 (n, t, k, `), as desired. If n = 1, t = 1, we have

that X ′ = 00 and Y ′ = 0. Here too, |I0(X ′) ∩ I1(Y ′)| = 1 = N+
2 (n, t, k, `).

Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for n + t + k < m; we show it is true for

n+ t+ k = m. If ` > 1, we apply (2.10) to write

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = |Ik(X) ∩ It−1(Y ′)|+ |Ik−1(X ′) ∩ It(Y )|, (2.20)

where X = 00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−k+n−1 0’s

and Y = 11 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
`−1 1’s

00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−` 0’s

. Note that to produce X from Y ′ with the

fewest operations, we must remove ` 1’s and insert t − k + n − 1 − (n − `) = ` + t − k − 1

0’s. Thus, de(X, Y ′) = t− k+ 2`− 1. A similar calculation gives de(X ′, Y ) = t− k+ 2`− 1.

Now we again match arguments: in the first term in (2.20), Y ′ has length n, the insertion

arguments are t − 1 and k and de(X, Y ′) = t − k + 2` − 1. Thus, the distance argument

satisfies `′ = 1
2(de(X, Y ′) + k − (t− 1)) = 1

2(t− k + 2`− 1 + k − (t− 1)) = `. Applying the

induction hypothesis, we may thus write |Ik(X)∩It−1(Y ′)| = N+
2 (n, t−1, k, `). Similarly, for

the second term in (2.20), Y has length n− 1, the insertion arguments are t and k− 1 while

de(X ′, Y ) = t− k+ 2`− 1. The distance argument satisfies `′ = 1
2(de(X ′, Y ) + (k− 1)− t) =

1
2(t − k + 2` − 1 + (k − 1) − t) = ` − 1. Again apply the induction hypothesis to write

|Ik−1(X ′) ∩ It(Y )| = N+
2 (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1).

We substitute these equalities in (2.20) and apply Lemma 1, yielding

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = N+
2 (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

2 (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1) = N+
2 (n, t, k, `).

If ` = 0, X ′ and Y ′ both start with 0 so we apply (2.9) to write

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = |Ik(X) ∩ It(Y )|+ |Ik−1(X ′) ∩ It−1(Y ′)|.

In this case the argument matching is easy, as de(X ′, Y ′) = de(X, Y ) = t − k + 2`. Using
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the induction hypothesis, we may write |Ik(X) ∩ It(Y )| = N+
2 (n− 1, t, k, `) and |Ik−1(X ′) ∩

It−1(Y ′)| = N+
2 (n, t− 1, k − 1, `). We use Lemma 1 to conclude that

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = N+
2 (n− 1, t, k, `) +N+

2 (n, t− 1, k − 1, `) = N+
2 (n, t, k, `),

and thus complete the proof. To retrieve the formula given by (2.12), take t = k in (2.11).

Binary Result Implications

In this subsection, we discuss some interesting implications of Theorem 1. Observe that

matching the ` = 1 case for binary sequences by taking q = 2 in (2.24) yields the binomial

identity

2
t−1∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
=

t∑
j=1

(
2j
j

)(
n+ t− 2j − 1

t− j

)
. (2.21)

The special case where n = t+ 1 is the famous identity

22t =
t∑

j=0

(
2j
j

)(
2t− 2j
t− j

)
.

This result is easy to prove using generating functions: it is enough to know that the central

binomial coefficients
(

2j
j

)
have the generating function 1√

1−4x and to recognize that the right

hand side is a convolution.

However, a combinatorial proof of this identity is much more challenging. Such proofs

involve counting monotone paths on lattices. This suggests that at least in the case of

n = t+ 1, there is a bijection between common supersequences and monotone lattice paths.

In fact, this seems to be true for the case of binary sequences. We remark on this remarkable

connection in the following.

First, we introduce some simple terminology. A monotone path is a path from the lattice

vertex (0, 0) to the vertex (m, r) in steps of (0, 1) or (1, 0). In other words, a monotone path

moves from the origin to a fixed vertex by moving either north or east with each step. The
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(0, 0)

(0, 1)

(0, 2)

(0, t)

(1, 0) (2, 0) (n− 1, 0)

(n− 1, t)

...

...

...

...

... ... ... ...
Figure 2.4: Illustration of monotone paths and equivalence to maximum number of super-
sequences. Consider monotone paths (paths with steps of (1, 0) or (0, 1)) from (0, 0) to
(n − 1, t). An example of a path is depicted by the dotted line. The total number of path
crossings through the diagonal points (`, `), (`+ 1, `+ 1), . . . , (t, t), shown as squares above,
is precisely equal to the maximum number of supersequences N+

2 (n, t, `).

total number of paths is given by
(
m+r
r

)
. Figure 2.4 illustrates this problem setup.

Consider a path from (0, 0) to (n− 1, t). How many paths cross the diagonal vertex (i, i)

(0 < i 6 t)? The number of paths possible from (0, 0) to (i, i) is given by
(

2i
i

)
. There are

a total of n + t− 1− (2i) total remaining steps and t− i required north-ward steps, so the

number of paths from (i, i) to (n− 1, t) is
(
n+t−(2i+1)

t−i

)
. Thus, the total number of monotone

paths crossing (i, i) is just (
2i
i

)(
n+ t− (2i+ 1)

t− i

)
.

But this is precisely the summand in Corollary 3! In other words, the number of maximum

supersequences is just the number of diagonal crossings of (`, `), . . . , (t, t) in monotone paths

from (0, 0) to (n− 1, t). In the case of ` = 1, which maximizes N+
2 (n, t, `), the formula gives

the number of total non-zero diagonal crossings. This observation suggests that there exists

a bijection between diagonal crossings and common supersequences.

Unfortunately, identifying the bijective map between lattice paths and common super-

sequences does not appear to be doable. Even in the particular case of n = t + 1, the

enumeration of the lattice paths is quite complex. Therefore, identifying the bijective map

between lattice paths and common supersequences remains an open problem.
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2.4 Maximum Number of Common Supersequences: General

Case

Now we are ready to prove the main result of the present work, the general form of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let n be a positive integer, t, k, ` be non-negative integers such that t > k > `

and n > `, and let q be an integer with q > 2. Then,

N+
q (n, t, k, `) =

k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i. (2.22)

If t = k,

N+
q (n, t, `) =

t∑
j=`

t−j∑
i=0

(
2j
j

)(
t+ j − i

2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)t+j−i. (2.23)

This section is organized as follows. First, we discuss important special cases of Theo-

rem 2. In particular, we show how to recover Levenshtein’s result for N+
q (n, t) from [Lev01a]

as a special case. Afterwards, we provide the proof.

Corollaries

Specific cases of Theorem 2 yield a variety of interesting results. Before we present these

results, we require two auxiliary binomial identities. The purpose of these identities is to

help simplify the more complex formulas in (2.22) and (2.23) for special cases. The proofs

are found in the appendix.

Lemma 3. 1. For m > 0,

m∑
j=0

(
2j
j

)(
m+ j

2j

)
(−1)m+j = 1.
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2. For n,m, t, j > 0 and t+ j > m,

m∑
i=0

(
t+ j − i
t+ j −m

)(
n+ t

i

)
(−1)m−i =

(
n+m− j − 1

m

)
.

We are now ready to proceed with our corollaries. We begin by showing that it is possible

to recover Levenshtein’s formula for N+
q (n, t) = maxX 6=Y ∈Fnq |It(X) ∩ It(Y )| by taking ` = 1

in (2.23). In other words, the maximum number of supersequences is attained by taking

sequences at the smallest possible (de = 2) nonzero distance.

Corollary 1 (Levenshtein’s result for N+
q (n, t, ` = 1)). For n a positive integer and t a

non-negative integer,

N+
q (n, t, 1) = N+

q (n, t) =
t−1∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(1− (−1)t−i). (2.24)

Proof. Note first that N+
q (n, t, 1) = N+

q (n, t) follows from Claim 1. From the first identity

in Lemma 3, we have that

m∑
j=1

(
2j
j

)(
m+ j

2j

)
(−1)m+j = 1− (−1)m.

Taking m = t− i yields

t−i∑
j=1

(
2j
j

)(
t− i+ j

2j

)
(−1)t−i+j = 1− (−1)t−i. (2.25)

If we exchange the sums in i and j, we can rewrite the ` = 1 case in (2.23) as

N+
q (n, t, 1) =

t−1∑
i=0

t−i∑
j=1

(
2j
j

)(
t+ j − i

2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)t+j−i. (2.26)
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Applying (2.25), we have that

N+
q (n, t, 1) =

t−1∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(1− (−1)t−i),

as desired.

Note that we did not require the distance parameter ` to be positive in Theorem 2. In

fact, ` = 0 implies de(X, Y ) = 0, or X = Y . In other words, all supersequences of X are

“common” supersequences (of X and X), so we expect N+
q (n, t, 0) to reduce to the formula

for the number of supersequences Iq(n, t). Happily, this is the case:

Corollary 2 (` = 0 case). For n a positive integer and t a non-negative integer,

N+
q (n, t, 0) = Iq(n, t) =

t∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i.

Proof. We exchange the sums for i and j in (2.23) with ` = 0. This gives

N+
q (n, t, 0) =

t∑
i=0

t−i∑
j=0

(
2j
j

)(
t+ j − i

2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)t+j−i. (2.27)

Now set m = t− i in the first part of Lemma 3 and apply the result to (2.27). We get

N+
q (n, t, 0) =

t∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i,

which is just Iq(n, t).

The case ` = 0 represents the minimum distance criterion. We also consider the maximum

criterion. Recall that in Theorem 2 we required that k > `. What happens if ` > k? In

this case, the number of common supersequences is always 0. If a common supersequence

Z existed for X ∈ Fn+t−k
q and Y ∈ Fnq with de(X, Y ) = 2` + t − k, then, we could produce

Y from X with t + k insertions and deletions. However, since ` > k, t + k < 2` + t − k, a

contradiction. This is especially easy to see for equal-length sequences (t = k).
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The maximum distance with a non-zero number of common supersequences is for ` =

k. In that case, the formula in Theorem 2 reduces to
(
t+k
k

)
. Here, we can even see a

direct combinatorial interpretation of the formula. Consider for example X = 00 . . . 0 and

Y = 11 . . . 1, where X is made up of t 0’s and Y is made up of k 1’s. Then, any common

supersequence (formed by t insertions into Y and k insertions into X) is a sequence with t

0’s and k 1’s. There are clearly
(
t+k
k

)
such sequences.

Finally, we wish to reconcile the binary result (Theorem 1) with the non-binary result

(Theorem 2). We note that these are not in the same form, so that taking q = 2 in Theorem 2

is not sufficient.

Corollary 3 (Binary Case). Let n be a positive integer and t, k, ` be non-negative integers

such that t > k > ` and n > `. Then, we have the formula

N+
2 (n, t, k, `) =

k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
.

Proof. We take m = k − j in the second identity of Lemma 3, giving

k−j∑
i=0

(
t+ j − i
t+ 2j − k

)(
n+ t

i

)
(−1)k−j−i =

(
n+ k − 2j − 1

k − j

)
.

Now, applying this result, we have

N+
2 (n, t, k, `) =

k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(−1)k+j−i

=
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − 2j − 1

k − j

)
,

as desired.

Next we are ready for a proof of Theorem 2.
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Proof of Theorem 2

The proof of Theorem 2 uses the same approach as that of the binary version; however, the

underlying recursions are more complex. We denote by N+
q (n, t, k, `) the formula

N+
q (n, t, k, `) =

k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i.

Thus, it is again our goal to show that N+
q (n, t, k, `) = N+

q (n, t, k, `).

The formula N+
q (n, t, k, `) satisfies two recursions.

Lemma 4. For n > 1, q > 2 and t, k, ` > 1 with t > k > `, N+
q (n, t, k, `) satisfies the

recursions

N+
q (n, t, k, `) = N+

q (n− 1, t, k, `) + (q − 1)N+
q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `),

and

N+
q (n, t, k, `) = N+

q (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+
q (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1) + (q − 2)N+

q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `).

Note that unlike in the binary case, the first recursion has a (q− 1) factor for the second

term. The second recursion also contains a third term not found in the binary version.

We defer the proof of Lemma 4 to the appendix. As in the binary case, we show that

maximization N+
q (n, t, k, `) satisfies similar recursions:

Lemma 5. Let n and q > 2 be positive integers and t, k, ` be non-negative integers such that

t > k > `. Let X ′ = aX, Y ′ = bY be two sequences satisfying X ′ 6= Y ′, X ′ ∈ Fn+t−k
q , Y ′ ∈ Fnq ,

and de(X ′, Y ′) = t− k + 2`. Then, if a = b,

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| 6 N+
q (n− 1, t, k, `) + (q − 1)N+

q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `),
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and if a 6= b,

|Ik(X ′)∩ It(Y ′)| 6 N+
q (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

q (n− 1, t, k− 1, `− 1) + (q− 2)N+
q (n, t− 1, k− 1, `).

Proof. We are given X ′, Y ′ satisfying X ′ 6= Y ′, X ′ ∈ Fn+t−k
q , Y ′ ∈ Fnq , and de(X ′, Y ′) =

t− k + 2`. We have X ′ = aX and Y ′ = bY , with a, b ∈ Fq. In the case a = b, from (2.7),

|Ik(aX) ∩ It(bY )| = |Ik(aX) ∩ It(aY )| = |Ik(X) ∩ It(Y )|+ (q − 1)|Ik−1(aX) ∩ It−1(aY )|.

(2.28)

The argument matching is identical to that in the proof of Lemma 2. We have that

de(X ′, Y ′) = t − k + 2` and X ′ = aX, Y ′ = aY , so that de(X, Y ) = t − k + 2`. We have

that |Ik(X) ∩ It(Y )| 6 N+
q (n− 1, t, k, `) and |Ik−1(aX) ∩ It−1(aY )| 6 N+

q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `).

Putting this into (2.28) gives

|Ik(aX) ∩ It(bY )| 6 N+
q (n− 1, t, k, `) + (q − 1)N+

q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `).

The next case is a 6= b. Then, from (2.8),

|Ik(aX) ∩ It(bY )| = |Ik(X) ∩ It−1(bY )|+ |Ik−1(aX) ∩ It(Y )|+ (q − 2)|Ik−1(aX) ∩ It−1(bY )|.

(2.29)

Since de(aX, bY ) = t − k + 2`, we have, from Claim 2, that de(X, bY ) ∈ {t − k + 2` −

1, t − k + 2` + 1} and de(aX, Y ) ∈ {t − k + 2` − 1, t − k + 2` + 1}. Again, we bound the

terms in (2.29) with formulas of the type N+
q (n, t, k, `). Using the same ideas as in the proof

of Lemma 2, the argument tuples are given by {(n, t− 1, k, `), (n, t− 1, k, `+ 1)} for the first

term, {(n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1), (n− 1, t, k − 1, `)} for the second term, and (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

for the last term. Thus,
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|Ik(X) ∩ It−1(bY )| 6 max{N+
q (n, t− 1, k, `), N+

q (n, t− 1, k, `+ 1)} = N+
q (n, t− 1, k, `),

|Ik−1(aX)∩It(Y )| 6 max{N+
q (n−1, t, k−1, `−1), N+

q (n−1, t, k−1, `)} = N+
q (n−1, t, k−1, `−1),

and, finally,

|Ik−1(aX) ∩ It−1(bY )| 6 N+
q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `).

Plugging these inequalities into (2.29) yields

|Ik(aX)∩ It(bY )| 6 N+
q (n, t−1, k, `)+N+

q (n−1, t, k−1, `−1)+(q−2)N+
q (n, t−1, k−1, `),

and we are done.

We proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof. We first use induction on n+ t+ k to show that

N+
q (n, t, k, `) 6 N+

q (n, t, k, `). (2.30)

The base cases are n+t+k ∈ {1, 2}. First we consider n ∈ {1, 2} and t = k = ` = 0. Since

I0(X ′) ∩ I0(Y ′) ⊆ {X ′}, we have that |I0(X ′) ∩ I0(Y ′)| 6 1. The right hand side of (2.30)

evaluates to
(

0
0

)(
0
0

)(
n+0

0

)
= 1, as we wished. The other possibility is n = 1, t = 1, k = 0, and

` = 0. We have that I0(X ′) ∩ I1(Y ′) ⊆ {X ′}, and indeed, N+
q (1, 1, 0, 0) =

(
1
0

)(
1
1

)(
2
0

)
= 1.

Assume that the claim in (2.30) holds for all n + t + k < m. We prove that it is true

for n + t + k = m. Take sequences X ′, Y ′, where X ′ 6= Y ′, X ′ ∈ Fn+t−k
q , Y ′ ∈ Fnq , and

de(X ′, Y ′) = t− k + 2`, and n+ t+ k = m. Write X ′ = aX and Y ′ = bY , with a, b ∈ Fq.

As before, we look at the first symbol. The first case is that X ′ and Y ′ start with the

same symbol, so that a = b. Then, using Lemma 5, the induction hypothesis, and the first
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recursion in Lemma 4, we write

|Ik(aX) ∩ It(bY )| 6 N+
q (n− 1, t, k, `) + (q − 1)N+

q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

6 N+
q (n− 1, t, k, `) + (q − 1)N+

q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

= N+
q (n, t, k, `).

The other case is a 6= b, so that X ′ and Y ′ start with different symbols. Now we apply the

second result in Lemma 5, the induction hypothesis, and the second recursion in Lemma 4,

yielding

|Ik(aX) ∩ It(bY )| 6 N+
q (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

q (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1) + (q − 2)N+
q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

6 N+
q (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

q (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1) + (q − 2)N+
q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

= N+
q (n, t, k, `).

Thus, N+
q (n, t, k, `) 6 N+

q (n, t, k, `). Now we show that there exist sequences X ′,Y ′ that

attain the maximum; that is, we find X ′, Y ′ with |Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = N+
q (n, t, k, `). This

allows us to conclude that N+
q (n, t, k, `) = N+

q (n, t, k, `), completing the proof.

Just as in the binary case, we select the sequences

X ′ = 00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−k+n 0’s

and Y ′ = 11 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
` 1‘s

00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−` 0’s

.

Note of course that we could have selected any sequences with the structure X ′ = aa . . . a︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−k+n a’s

and Y ′ = bb . . . b︸ ︷︷ ︸
` b‘s

aa . . . a︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−` a’s

for a 6= b and a, b ∈ Fq.

As before, the induction is on n + t + k. The base cases are n + t + k ∈ {1, 2}. If

n ∈ {1, 2} and t = k = ` = 0, X ′ = 00 and Y ′ = 00 or X ′ = 0 and Y ′ = 0. Thus,

|I0(X ′) ∩ I0(Y ′)| = 1 = N+
q (n, 0, 0, 0), as desired. If n = t = 1 and k = ` = 0, X ′ = 00 and

Y ′ = 0. Then |I0(X ′) ∩ I1(Y ′)| = 1 = N+
q (1, 1, 0, 0).
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Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for n + t + k < m; we show it is true for

n + t + k = m. If ` > 1, we apply (2.8) to write |Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = |Ik(X) ∩ It−1(Y ′)| +

|Ik−1(X ′)∩It(Y )|+(q−2)|Ik−1(X ′)∩It−1(Y ′)|, whereX = 00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
t−k+n−1 0’s

and Y = 11 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
`−1 1’s

00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−` 0’s

.

The argument matching is the same as in the proof of the binary version of the theorem; we

do not repeat it here. The result, using the induction hypothesis and Lemma 4 is

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = N+
q (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

q (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1) + (q − 2)N+
q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

= N+
q (n, t, k, `).

If ` = 0, X ′ and Y ′ both start with 0 so we apply (2.7) to write |Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| =

|Ik(X)∩It(Y )|+(q−1)|Ik−1(X ′)∩It−1(Y ′)|. In this case too we apply the induction hypothesis

and Lemma 4, giving

|Ik(X ′) ∩ It(Y ′)| = N+
q (n− 1, t, k, `) + (q − 1)N+

q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `) = N+
q (n, t, k, `),

thus completing the proof. To retrieve the formula given by (2.23), we can take t = k in

(2.22).

2.5 Reconstruction in Varshamov-Tenengolts (VT) Codes

Thus far, we have examined the number of traces required to distinguish between (sufficiently

distant) sequences. We answered this question by deriving the N+
q (n, t, k, `) formula. How-

ever, this expression represents the worst case. We may wonder whether in some particular

code the situation is better. That is, we may ask whether the codewords of a code require

fewer than N+
q (n, t, k, `) + 1 traces for reconstruction.

One major challenge when dealing with such a question is that there are not very many

explicit codes correcting a fixed number of insertions and deletions. We will examine the most

famous such code, the binary single insertion/deletion-correcting Varshmov-Tennenegolts
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(VT) code [VT65, Lev66]:

CV T (n, a) := {X = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Fn2 :
n∑
i=1

i · xi ≡ a mod n+ 1}.

We may take any 0 6 a 6 n to form a different code. The VT codes partition the

space {0, 1}n. Since the VT codes correct a single insertion or deletion and have equal-

length codewords, for any E,F ∈ CV T (n, a) (E 6= F ), we have that de(E,F ) > 4. This

represents the case of ` = 2 in our notation. Thus we seek to find out whether there exist

(unordered) pairs of codewords {E,F} with E,F ∈ CV T (n, a) for some particular a such that

|It(E) ∩ It(F )| = N+
2 (n, t, 2). If such pairs exist for each a, we can conclude that the VT

codes require the worst-case N+
2 (n, t, 2) + 1 traces for reconstruction (and we are, perhaps,

motivated to seek codes with similar properties to the VT codes but with fewer traces needed

for reconstruction.)

In this section, we prove an even stronger result. Not only is there always a pair of

codewords achieving the worst case, but there are exponentially many such pairs for each

VT code. In particular, we prove that for any n > 4 and any a with 0 6 a 6 n, there

exists a set Sa of unordered pairs of elements, where for any element {E,F} ∈ Sa, we have

E,F ∈ CV T (n, a), E 6= F , N+
2 (n, t, 2) = |It(E) ∩ It(F )| and

|Sa| > 2n−dlog2(n)e−3.

We first establish some simple claims. We make use of the following notation. Let

V = (v1, . . . , vn−2) ∈ Fn−2
2 be a sequence of length n− 2. We write

X(n, p, V ) := (v1, . . . , vp−1, 1, 1, vp, . . . , vn−2) ∈ Fn2 ,

i.e., X(n, p, V ) is a sequence whose components are equal to V in the first p − 1 positions,
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followed by 1, 1, then by the remaining n− p− 1 bits in V . Similarly, let

Z(n, p, V ) = (v1, . . . , vp−1, 0, 0, vp, . . . , vn−2) ∈ Fn2 ,

Y (n, p, V ) = (v1, . . . , vp−1, 0, vp, 0, vp+1, . . . , vn) ∈ Fn2 ,

and

W (n, p, V ) = (v1, . . . , vp−11, vp, 1, vp+1, . . . , vn) ∈ Fn2 .

Before continuing we provide a small example that illustrates the main ideas.

Example 1. We take V = 100100 ∈ F6
2. Then, we have that X(8, 4, V ) = 10011100,

Z(8, 4, V ) = 10000100. Note that X(8, 4, V ) and Z(8, 4, V ) are in the same VT code,

CV T (8, 7), since ∑8
i=1 ixi = 1 + 4 + 5 + 6 ≡ 7 mod 9 and ∑8

i=1 izi = 1 + 6 ≡ 7 mod 9.

Note that we always have that de(X(n, p, V ), Z(n, p, V )) = 4, since the two sequences

are the same except for the 0, 0 and 1, 1 bits in the middle. Similarly, we have that

de(Y (n, p, V ),W (n, p, V )) = 4. Next we show that if we let p be the central position in

some V , then the resulting sequences X and Z satisfy |It(X) ∩ It(Z)| = N+
2 (n, t, ` = 2) and

similarly |It(Y ) ∩ It(W )| = N+
2 (n, t, ` = 2).

Lemma 6. For any n > 4, t > 2, and V ∈ Fn−2
2 ,

N+
2 (n, t, 2) =

∣∣∣∣It(X(n,
⌊
n

2

⌋
, V )) ∩ It(Z(n,

⌊
n

2

⌋
, V ))

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣It(Y (n,

⌊
n

2

⌋
, V )) ∩ It(W (n,

⌊
n

2

⌋
, V ))

∣∣∣∣ .
Proof. We show that N+

2 (n, t, 2) = |It(X(n, bn2 c, V )) ∩ It(Z(n, bn2 c, V ))|. Just as in our

earlier proofs, we use induction; this time on n + t. Since n > 4 and t > 2, we have

n+ t = 6 as our base case. It can be verified exhaustively that for any V ∈ F2
2, N+

2 (4, 2, 2) =

|I2(X(4, 2, V )) ∩ I2(Z(4, 2, V ))| = ∑t
j=`

(
2j
j

)(
n+t−(2j+1)

t−j

)
=
(

4
2

)(
10−5
2−2

)
= 6, as desired.

Suppose that N+
2 (n, t, 2) = |It(X(n, bn2 c, V )) ∩ It(Z(n, bn2 c, V ))| for all n + t < m and

consider the case where n + t = m. Suppose that n is even. The case where n is odd can
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be proven using similar arguments. Let V ′ ∈ Fn−3
2 be the sequence obtained by deleting the

first bit from V . Since X(n, n2 , V ) and Z(n, n2 , V ) start with the same bit, we can use (2.9)

in Claim 4 to write

∣∣∣∣It(X(n, n2 , V )) ∩ It(Z(n, n2 , V ))
∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣It(X(n− 1,
⌊
n− 1

2

⌋
, V ′)) ∩ It(Z(n− 1,

⌊
n− 1

2

⌋
, V ′))

∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣It−1(X(n, n2 , V )) ∩ It−1(Z(n, n2 , V ))

∣∣∣∣ .
Applying the inductive hypothesis, |It(X(n−1, bn−1

2 c, V
′))∩It(Z(n−1, bn−1

2 c, V
′))| = N+

2 (n−

1, t, 2) and |It−1(X(n, n2 , V )) ∩ It−1(Z(n, n2 , V ))| = N+
2 (n, t− 1, 2). From Lemma 1, N+

2 (n−

1, t, 2)+N+
2 (n, t−1, 2) = N+

2 (n, t, 2) so thatN+
2 (n, t, 2) = |It(X(n, bn2 c, V ))∩It(Z(n, bn2 c, V ))|

as desired. The expression N+
2 (n, t, 2) = |It(Y (n, bn2 c, V ))∩ It(W (n, bn2 c, V ))| can be proven

using nearly identical logic.

Our eventual goal is to find codeword pairs that are in a particular VT code and achieve

the worst-case number of common supersequences. These pairs must satisfy the checksum

constraint that defines the VT code. To ensure this, we will need to control certain positions

in these codewords. We make use of a function FP that takes as an argument an integer n

and returns a subset of integers (related to the positions that we will control) of size at most

dlog(n)e+ 1. The set returned by the function FP is defined iteratively as follows:

1. Initialize T = {1}.

2. Let t = ∑
i∈T i.

(a) If t > n, then define FP (n) = T and stop.

(b) If n is even and t+ 1 ∈ {n2 ,
n
2 + 1}, then let T = T ∪ {n2 − 1} and go back to step

2).

(c) If n is odd and t+ 1 = bn2 c, then let T = T ∪{bn2 c− 1} and go back to step 2). If

n is odd and t+ 1 = bn2 c+ 2, then let T = T ∪ {bn2 c+ 1} and go back to step 2).
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(d) Set T = T ∪ {t+ 1}, and go back to step 2).

We illustrate the previous procedure via an example.

Example 2. Suppose n = 16. Then, after step 1) of the procedure to compute FP (16), we

have T = {1}. Next, t = 1 and we go to step 2-d) and get T = {1, 2}. Afterwards, we again

go to step 2-d) and have T = {1, 2, 4}. At this point t = 7 so that t+ 1 = n
2 . Then from step

2-b), T = {1, 2, 4, 7}. Next, t = 14 and we go to step 2-d) again so that T = {1, 2, 4, 7, 15}.

Finally, we reach step 2-a), and the procedure stops so that FP (16) = T = {1, 2, 4, 7, 15}.

Notice that |FP (16)| = log2(16) + 1 = 5.

The idea of the algorithm producing the output of FP (n) is to include positions that are

roughly powers of 2 while avoiding certain central positions based on the parity of n. The

reason for the avoidance is that sequences such as X(n, bn2 c, V
′) have these positions already

fixed and we cannot therefore control them in order to ensure that the output sequence is

in a particular VT code. The remaining positions, however, form a basis, (that is, a linear

combination of them produces any a with 0 6 a 6 n modulo n + 1) so that we can control

their output in the checksum to fix the a VT code parameter.

The algorithm enables us to find the following result. We defer the proof to the appendix.

Lemma 7. For any n > 7, and integer m 6 n, there exists a subset T ′ ⊆ FP (n) where∑
i∈T ′ i = m. In addition, dlog2(n)e 6 |FP (n)| 6 dlog2(n)e + 1. Furthermore, if n is even,

we have {n2 ,
n
2 + 1} 6∈ FP (n) and if n is odd, then {bn2 c, b

n
2 c+ 2} 6∈ FP (n).

The idea in Lemma 7 is that a linear combination of at most dlog2(n)e numbers in [n] can

generate any m for 0 6 m 6 n. These numbers are precisely those returned by the function

FP (n). Therefore, we can force a sequence of length n to be in any particular VT code

by controlling the sequence components at these positions. The subset T ′ represents those

positions where we will place a 1 in the codeword, while the positions given by FP (n) \ T ′

will be set to 0. The idea is explained in further detail in the following proof of the main

result of this section.
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Theorem 3. For any n > 7 and a ∈ Zn+1, there exists a set of unordered pairs Sa where for

any pair {E,F} ∈ Sa, we have E,F ∈ CV T (n, a), E 6= F , N+
2 (n, t, 2) = |It(E) ∩ It(F )|, and

|Sa| > 2n−dlog2(n)e−3.

Proof. We start by counting the number of different ways to form a pair {E,F} ∈ Sa. First,

consider the case where n is even. Let U = FP (n) ∪ n
2 ∪ (n2 + 1) be a set of positions in our

codewords. We can select the remaining positions, that is, [n] \ U , freely and still form a

codeword. Therefore, we have 2n−|FP (n)|−2 choices for these positions. Next, let us say that∑
k∈[n]\U kek ≡ c mod n+ 1. Then, using Lemma 7, we fix the components of E at positions

in the set FP (n) so that ∑k∈FP (n) kek ≡ a − c mod n + 1. Finally let (en
2
, en

2 +1) = (0, 0).

(Thus, we may write E = Z(n, n2 , E
′) for some vector E ′ ∈ Fn−2

2 .) Notice that E ∈ CV T (n, a)

since ∑k∈[n] kek = ∑
k∈[n]\U kek +∑k∈FP (n) kek + n

2 en2 +(n2 +1)en
2 +1 ≡ a mod n+1 as desired.

Let F = (e1, . . . , en2−1, 1, 1, en2 +2, . . . , en) = (f1, . . . , fn), so that F = X(n, n2 , E
′). Then,

F ∈ CV T (n, a), since ∑k∈[n] kfk = ∑
k∈[n] kek + n

2 + (n2 + 1) ≡ a mod (n + 1). Then, from

Lemma 6, |It(E) ∩ It(F )| = N+
2 (n, t, 2). Thus, |Sa| > 2n−|FP (n)|−2 > 2n−dlog2(n)e−3.

Next we examine the case of n odd. We proceed in the same manner as before except that

we first select the values of E except in positions from the set U = FP (n)∪ bn2 c ∪ (bn2 c+ 2).

Afterwards we assign values to components in E whose indices belong to set FP (n) in such a

way that E ∈ CV T (n, a). Finally ebn2 c, ebn2 c+2 are both set to zero so that E = Y (n, bn2 c, E
′).

Next, F = (f1, . . . , fn) is set to be equal to E except that fbn2 c = fbn2 c+2 = 1. Thus

F = W (n, bn2 c, E
′). Using the same arguments as in the previous paragraph, it can be

shown that E,F ∈ CV T (n, a). Furthermore, from Lemma 6, |It(E) ∩ It(F )| = N+
2 (n, t, 2)

and thus |Sa| > 2n−dlog2(n)e−3.

2.6 Other Channels and Applications
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Thus far we have only been concerned with insertion channels. It is reasonable to ask

what occurs in the cases of deletion or mixed insertion/deletion channels. It is not too

surprising that finding expressions for similar problems for these channels is much harder:

the deletion channel is much less symmetric compared to the insertion channel, and the

insertion/deletion channel deals with the challenges of both. We also apply the results

(derived for an adversarial channel) to a probabilistic insertion channel. We provide a few

specific results while leaving the general questions open for further study.

2.6.1 Deletion Channel

Levenshtein examined exact reconstruction for deletion channels in [Lev01a]. He defined

N−q (n, t) := maxX,Z∈Fnq ,X 6=Z |Dt(X) ∩Dt(Z)| and showed that

N−q (n, t) =
q−1∑
i=1

Dq(n− i− 1, t− i) +Dq(n− 2, t− 1).

Here, Dq(n, t) is the maximum size of the deletion ball Dt(X) for some X ∈ Fnq . It is known

that Dq(n, t) satisfies the recursion Dq(n, t) = ∑t
i=0

(
n−t
i

)
Dq−1(t, t− i), where D1(n, t) = 1 if

n > t > 0 andDq(n, t) = 0 otherwise [CH69]. It is not hard to see thatD2(n, t) = ∑t
i=0

(
n−t
i

)
.

This enables us to write that the maximum number of common subsequences in the binary

case is given by

N−2 (n, t) = 2
t−1∑
i=0

(
n− t− 1

i

)
.

Just as before, we may ask what happens to the number of sequences required for recon-

struction if we select the original sequences from an insertion/deletion-correcting code. We

can analogously define

N−q (n, t, `) = max
X,Z∈Fnq

de(X,Z)>2`

|Dt(X) ∩Dt(Z)|.
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Few results are known regardingN−q (n, t, `). The work [GY16] is dedicated to the ` = 2, q = 2

case (corresponding to VT codes). The authors showed that for t 6 n/2,

N−2 (n, t, 2) = 2D2(n−4, t−2)+2D2(n−5, t−2)+2D2(n−7, t−2)+D2(n−6, t−3)+D2(n−7, t−3).

Our contribution consists of removing the reliance on recursions from this formula, yielding

the exact expression

N−2 (n, t, 2) = 2D2(n− 2, t− 1)− 2
(
n− t− 3
t− 1

)
−
(
n− t− 4
t− 3

)
−
(
n− t− 5
t− 3

)

= 2
t−1∑
i=0

(
n− t− 1

i

)
− 2

(
n− t− 3
t− 1

)
−
(
n− t− 4
t− 3

)
−
(
n− t− 5
t− 3

)
.

The proof is an easy induction.

2.6.2 Insertion/Deletion Channel

What about the case of insertion/deletion channels? In general, this problem is quite hard,

since even the sizes of t-insertion/t-deletion balls are not known beyond trivial cases. Let

us slightly abuse notation as follows: given a set S ⊆ Fnq , we write It(S) and Dt(S) for

∪X∈SIt(X) and ∪X∈SDt(X), respectively. Then, the t-insertion/t-deletion ball centered X

may be written Bt(X) := It(Dt(X)).

Since the general version of the problem seems intractable, in this subsection we focus

on providing a lower bound on the number of distinct distorted sequences (resulting from an

insertion/deletion channel) required to reconstruct a binary sequence X. Specifically, we are

interested in a lower bound on NH(Fn2 , 2t), defined as in (2.2), where H is the set of single

symbol insertions and deletions. Note that here, we specifically require the 2t argument to

imply t insertions and t deletions. We can write, in general, that

NH(Fn2 , 2t) = max
X,Z∈Fn2
X 6=Z

|It(Dt(X)) ∩ It(Dt(Z))|.
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We provide a lower bound on NH(Fn2 , 2t) by computing the number of common distorted

sequences in one particular (and non-trivial) case. This is the case of the so-called binary

circular string Cn = 0101 . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
n bits

(or 10101 . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
n bits

.) This string is particularly interesting; in [CH69]

it is shown that4

Cn = arg max
X∈Fn2

|Dt(X)|.

We begin by evaluating the size of the ball centered at Cn, Bt(Cn) = It(Dt(Cn)).

Theorem 4. The size of the ball around the binary circular string Cn ∈ Fn2 is given by

|Bt(Cn)| = |It(Dt(Cn))| =
2t∑
i=0

(
n

i

)
. (2.31)

Before we proceed with the proof of Theorem 4, we comment on this result. Since Cn

is known to maximize the deletion ball size |Dt(X)|, we may ask whether the string Cn

also maximizes the insertion/deletion ball size. Surprisingly, this is not the case. Although

|Bt(Cn)| is quite large and in some small cases is in fact maximal, the stringX = 00110011 . . .

generally has a larger degree. More details on which strings maximize such ball sizes can be

found in [CKK12].

We use the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 4:

Lemma 8. Let n, t be positive integers with n > 2t. Let Cn−2t be the substring formed by the

first n− 2t bits of the circular string Cn. Then, the t-deletion ball centered at Cn is exactly

the t-insertion ball centered at Cn−2t. That is,

Dt(Cn) = It(Cn−2t). (2.32)

Proof. First, observe that Cn−2t begins and ends with the same bit as Cn. We will show the

result by induction on n.
4There are no expressions for |Dt(X)| for general t; however, the minimal, maximal, and average values

are known. The tightest known bounds on |Dt(X)| are found in [LL15].
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The base case is n = 2t. Here, Cn−2t is the empty string, and the right hand side in

(2.32) is just Ft2, the set of all binary sequences of length t. It is easy to see that this set is

equal to Dt(Cn) = Dt(C2t) = Dt(01 . . . 01) (or Dt(10 . . . 10)). We may delete either the 0 or

the 1 in all of the t consecutive 01 (or 10) pairs in order to produce any sequence of length

t. This establishes the base case.

Now, we assume that Dt′(Cm) = It′(Cm−2t) for all t′ 6 t and m satisfying 2t 6 m 6 n.

(The cases of t′ < t follow from the t case by deleting and inserting identical elements.) We

examine Dt(Cn+1) with the goal of showing that it is identical to It(Cn+1−2t). We take the

last bit of Cn+1 (and thus, of Cn+1−2t) to be 1, without loss of generality. Consider some

X ∈ Dt(Cn+1) so that X ends in exactly k consecutive 0s, with 0 6 k 6 t. We show that

X ∈ It(Cn+1−2t).

If k = 0, X ends in 1, like Cn+1. In this case, X = Y 1 where Y has length n− t. Then, Y

may be produced by t deletions in the string Cn, which is itself the first n bits of Cn+1. Thus,

Y ∈ Dt(Cn). By the induction hypothesis, Dt(Cn) = It(Cn−2t), so Y ∈ It(Cn−2t). Then, Y

can be produced by t insertions to Cn−2t, so, since Cn−2t+1 ends in 1, indeed X ∈ It(Cn−2t+1).

If 0 < k 6 t, X ends with the substring 1 00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k 0’s

. In fact, we may write X = Y 00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k 0’s

for

some string Y of length (n+1−t−k). X results from the deletion of the last k 1’s from Cn+1,

and the deletion of an additional t− k elements from the first n+ 1− 2k bits of Cn+1, which

themselves form Cn+1−2k. That is, Y ∈ Dt−k(Cn+1−2k). Applying the induction hypothesis,

Y is in the set It−k(Cn+1−2k−2(t−k)) = It−k(Cn+1−2t). Then, clearly X ∈ It(Cn+1−2t), as we

may use the remaining k insertions to add k 0s to the end of Y to produce X. We conclude

that Dt(Cn+1) ⊆ It(Cn+1−2t).

The other direction is essentially identical. Take Z ∈ It(Cn+1−2t). If Z ends in 1, then

Z = Y 1 where Y may be formed by t insertions into Cn−2t. By the induction hypothesis,

Y ∈ Dt(Cn), and since Cn+1 ends in 1, we have that Z ∈ Dt(Cn+1). If Z ends in exactly k 0s,

(1 6 k 6 t) then Z = Y 00 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k 0’s

for some Y of length n+ 1− t− k. Then, Y can be formed

by t − k insertions into Cn+1−2t. By the induction hypothesis, Y ∈ Dt−k(Cn+1−2t+2(t−k)) =
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Dt−k(Cn+1−2k). Then, Z ∈ Dt(Cn+1), since we may use the remaining k deletions to delete

the last k 1s in Cn+1. With this, It(Cn−2t+1) ⊆ Dt(Cn+1).

Thus, Dt(Cn+1) = It(Cn−2t+1), and we are done.

Theorem 4 follows almost immediately from Lemma 8:

Proof. Let n > 2t. According to Lemma 8, Dt(Cn) = It(Cn−2t). Then, we have that

|Bt(Cn)| = | ∪X∈Dt(Cn) It(X)| = | ∪X∈It(Cn−2t) It(X)|

= |I2t(Cn−2t)| =
2t∑
i=0

(
n

i

)
,

where in the last step, we used the formula (2.4) for the number of supersequences formed

by 2t insertions. The remaining cases for n < 2t are identical to the base case n = 2t in

the proof of Lemma 8. Here too, Dt(Cn) = F n−t
2 , so that ∪X∈Dt(Cn)It(X) = ∪X∈Fn−t2

It(X),

implying that |Bt(Cn)| = 2n.

Theorem 4 is interesting, as in general it is very difficult to compute the exact ball size

|Bt(X)| for any non-trivial X (such as any sequence that is not made up of all 0’s or all

1’s) or t > 1. The underlying symmetries for the circular string enable us to give this exact

expression. We remark that Lemma 8 also yields an alternative way to compute the size of

Dt(Cn) [CH69].

Now we return to the problem of common distorted sequences. Recall that we are inter-

ested in computing |It(Dt(X)) ∩ It(Dt(Z))| for at least some non-trivial X,Z ∈ Fn2 . Let us

take X = Cn = 10101 . . . and Z = C ′n = 010101 . . .. Note that de(Cn, C ′n) = 2, since we need

only take the leading 1 in Cn and move it to the end to reproduce Z. Now, we have that

|It(Dt(Cn)) ∩ It(Dt(C ′n))|

= |It(It(Cn−2t)) ∩ It(It(C ′n−2t))|
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= |I2t(Cn−2t) ∩ I2t(C ′n−2t)|

= N+
2 (n− 2t, 2t, 1)

= 2
2t−1∑
i=0

(
n

i

)
.

The equality (rather than inequality) in the third step is easy to check. Therefore, we

have our desired bound on NH(Fn2 , 2t):

NH(Fn2 , 2t) > 2
2t−1∑
i=0

(
n

i

)
.

The important idea here is to replace deletions in our insertion/deletion channel with

insertions. This idea is often useful when computing sizes of insertion/deletion balls, since

deletions are much more difficult to deal with. Note that we can use a similar idea to compute

the number of common distorted sequences for some other cases. For example, if we let

Z = Cn, but take X = 00 . . . 0, we have that It(Dt(0 . . . 0)) = It(0 . . . 0) = I2(n− t, t), which

yields |It(Dt(0 . . . 0))∩It(Dt(Cn))| = |It(0 . . . 0)∩I2t(Cn−2t)| 6 N+
2 (n−2t, 2t, t, 1

2(bn−2t
2 c−t)).

A number of other similar expressions can be computed.

Having examined the deletion and insertion/deletion channels, we also consider applying

our results to non-adversarial channels.

2.6.3 Application to Probabilistic Channel

Thus far, we have entirely focused on adversarial channels. However, there are many practical

communication scenarios that can be modeled with probabilistic synchronization channels

(e.g., underwater communication [MBZW08] and file synchronization [VSR15]). Our results

can be applied to such channels as well. We focus on the standard probabilistic insertion

channel shown in Fig. 2.5. Let x be a sequence in {0, 1, . . . , q−1}n being transmitted through

the channel. The insertion process is modeled as a Markov chain. For each symbol xj for

1 6 j 6 n, there is an associated state which we call sj. The initial state is s1. At state sj,
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1 6 j 6 n, there is an option to insert a symbol in {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} and return to state sj,

with some probability p (0 6 p < 1), or to transmit symbol xj, with probability 1− p. After

transmitting xj (from the original sequence x), the process continues to state sj+1 if j < n

or terminates if j = n.

𝑠1 𝑠𝑗 𝑠𝑗+1 𝑠𝑛

Insert a random symbol w.p. 𝑝

Transmit 𝑥𝑗 w.p. 1 − 𝑝

Figure 2.5: Probabilistic insertion channel.

Let C ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}n be a code with minimum edit distance 2` and length n and

suppose x ∈ C. In the probabilistic scenario, we repeatedly transmit x through the channel

and accumulate outputs until we can decode/reconstruct x. The outputs from repeated

transmissions of x will be of varying lengths. Any channel output of length in {n, n +

1, . . . , n + ` − 1} is decodable (with code C’s decoder). If Nq(n, v, `) + 1 outputs of length

(n + v) (where v > `) are received by repeated transmissions before an output with length

in {n, n+ 1, . . . , n+ `− 1} is received, we will uniquely reconstruct (rather than decode) x.

This scenario will occur if the probability of insertion p is sufficiently high. The forthcoming

analysis will show such cases where reconstruction occurs before decoding. This idea shows

the applicability of our result to probabilistic channels.

We let pi be the probability that a particular channel output has been affected by exactly

i insertions for i > 0. Let Ti be a threshold that counts the required number of length (n+ i)

outputs for decoding/reconstruction of x. We seek to answer the following question: what is

the average required number of transmissions to collect Ti channel outputs of length (n+ i)?

In particular, for what value of i is this quantity minimized?

First we compute a formula for the Ti’s. The code C has minimum distance 2`, so that it

can correct up to `−1 insertions. As a result, a single output of length n, n+1, . . . , n+ `−1

is sufficient to decode. If the outputs have length n + v for v > `, we need N+
q (n, t, `) + 1
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outputs for reconstruction. Thus,

Ti =


1, for 0 6 i 6 `− 1,

N+
q (n, t, `) + 1, for ` 6 i.

Next we can compute pi as follows. There are i insertions. Since the channel allows

for multiple insertions to take place at each state, we select r (1 6 r 6 n) states for the i

insertions. The total number of ways to distribute i objects into r buckets with at least one

object per bucket is
(
i−1
r−1

)
. There are

(
n
r

)
symbols selected for insertion. Therefore, there

are
(
n
r

)(
i−1
r−1

)
ways to perform the insertions. Since there are i insertions, we have a factor of

pi. From the channel procedure, to move on from each state, we need a factor of (1− p), for

a total of (1− p)n for n states. Putting it all together, p0 = (1− p)n, while for i > 1,

pi =
min(n,i)∑
r=1

(
n

r

)(
i− 1
r − 1

)
pi(1− p)n.

The number of transmissions required to collect Ti channel outputs of length (n + i)

follows a negative binomial distribution. For simplicity, we ignore the possibility of identical

channel outputs of the same length. The mean number of trials to generate f successes is

given by f
p
. Thus, we have that the expected number of transmissions is

Ei = Ti
pi
,

or

Ei =


1/
(∑min(n,i)

r=1

(
n
r

)(
i−1
r−1

)
pi(1− p)n

)
, for 0 6 i 6 `− 1,

(N+
q (n, t, `) + 1)/

(∑min(n,i)
r=1

(
n
r

)(
i−1
r−1

)
pi(1− p)n

)
, for ` 6 i.

It is possible to numerically compute n+ arg miniEi, the expected length of the output

sequence that will first allow us to decode/reconstruct. Indeed, it can be the case that

reconstruction will be performed sooner than decoding. Consider, for example, C a VT code
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of length n = 500 and distance 2` = 4. Set p = 0.3. Then, E2 transmissions are required on

average for the
(

2×2
2

)
+1 = 7 outputs of length n+2 needed for reconstruction. We need E1 or

E0 expected transmissions to decode. In this case, E1/E2 = 10.74, while E0/E2 = 1.61×103.

Thus, we need at least ten times fewer expected transmissions to reconstruct. In this case,

E3/E2 = 8.6 (and the Ei are increasing for i > 3), so on average, outputs of length n+2 will

be used for reconstruction. More generally, for ` small compared to n, if p(n−`+1) > `×
(

2`
`

)
,

E` is smaller than Ei for i < `, and reconstruction will be performed prior to decoding.

2.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we examined the exact reconstruction of sequences that are codewords of

synchronization (insertion/deletion-correcting) codes from traces that are the result of an

insertion channel. We provided exact formulas for the number of traces necessary for the

binary and non-binary cases of this problem. These formulas resolve a problem left open

by Levenshtein, who derived the first expressions for the uncoded case. We also examined

traces produced by other channels, such as the insertion and deletion channel, and explored

the application of the results to a probabilistic insertion channel.

The expressions we found represent the worst-case number of traces needed when per-

forming reconstruction in any code with the required minimum edit distance. We asked

whether selecting a particular code allows us to reconstruct with fewer traces compared to the

worst-case. We showed that for the popular single insertion/deletion-correcting Varshamov-

Tenengolts codes, there are always many codeword pairs that require the worst-case number

of traces for reconstruction. This inspires us to ask whether we can construct new codes that

have similar properties to the VT codes, but better (smaller) requirements for reconstruction.

Our results can be viewed as a promising first step towards a more general theory for

coded data reconstruction. This is a rich area with many interesting further questions.

It would be interesting to allow the traces to be affected by other types of errors, such

as deletions, substitutions, burst errors, transpositions, and others. It would be especially
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interesting to derive the maximal number of traces for the cases of deletion channels (for

` > 2) and combined insertions/deletions/substitutions channels, which accurately model

real-life data reconstruction scenarios. Equally intriguing is a study of efficient algorithms

for reconstruction given the necessary number of traces: for example, given N+
q (n, t, k, `) + 1

traces of X, what is the most efficient algorithm to reproduce X?
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2.8 Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1

This part of the appendix is dedicated to a proof of Lemma 1, restated below.

Lemma 1. For n a positive integer and t, k, ` non-negative integers such that t > k > `,

N+
2 (n, t, k, `) = N+

2 (n− 1, t, k, `) +N+
2 (n, t− 1, k − 1, `),

and

N+
2 (n, t, k, `) = N+

2 (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+
2 (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1).

Proof. We have that

N+
2 (n− 1, t, k, `) +N+

2 (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

=
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n− 1 + k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
+
k−1∑
j=`

(
(t− 1)− (k − 1) + 2j

j

)(
n+ (k − 1)− (2j + 1)

(k − 1)− j

)
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=
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n− 1 + k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
+
k−1∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n− 1 + k − (2j + 1)

k − 1− j

)

=
k−1∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)[(
n− 1 + k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
+
(
n− 1 + k − (2j + 1)

k − 1− j

)]
+
(
t+ k

k

)

=
k−1∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
+
(
t+ k

k

)

=
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
,

which is just N+
2 (n, t, k, `), as desired. Next,

N+
2 (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

2 (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1)

=
k∑
j=`

(
(t− 1)− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
+

k−1∑
j=`−1

(
t− (k − 1) + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − 2− (2j + 1)

k − 1− j

)

=
k∑
j=`

(
t− 1− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
+

k−1∑
j=`−1

(
t− k + 1 + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − 2− (2j + 1)

(k − 1)− j

)

=
k∑
j=`

(
t− 1− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)
+

k∑
j=`

(
t− k − 1 + 2j

j − 1

)(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)

=
k∑
j=`

(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)[(
t− 1− k + 2j

j

)
+
(
t− k − 1 + 2j

j − 1

)]

=
k∑
j=`

(
n+ k − (2j + 1)

k − j

)(
t− k + 2j

j

)
,

which is indeed N+
2 (n, t, k, `). Here, in the third step, we changed the range of summation

for the second term from [`− 1, k − 1] to [`, k].

Proof of Lemma 3

Next, we present the proof of the two auxiliary combinatorial identities.

Lemma 3.
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1. For m > 0,
m∑
j=0

(
2j
j

)(
m+ j

2j

)
(−1)m+j = 1.

2. For n,m, t, j > 0 and t+ j > m,

m∑
i=0

(
t+ j − i
t+ j −m

)(
n+ t

i

)
(−1)m−i =

(
n+m− j − 1

m

)
.

Proof. Both identities will be proved by a generating function approach. This strategy is

described as the “snake oil method” in [Wil90]. The idea is that the right-hand side of

each identity has an easily-derived generating function, while we will perform more complex

manipulations to derive an identical generating function for the left-hand side. For the first

identity, the generating function F (x) for the left-hand side is written as

F (x) =
∑
m>0

xm
m∑
j=0

(
2j
j

)(
m+ j

2j

)
(−1)m+j

=
∞∑
j=0

∑
m>j

xm
(

2j
j

)(
m+ j

2j

)
(−1)m+j

=
∞∑
j=0

(
2j
j

)
x−j

∑
m>j

(
m+ j

2j

)
(−x)m+j

=
∞∑
j=0

(
2j
j

)
x−j

∑
r′>0

(
r′

2j

)
(−x)r′

=
∞∑
j=0

(
2j
j

)
x−j

(−x)2j

(1 + x)2j+1

= 1
1 + x

∞∑
j=0

(
2j
j

)(
x

(1 + x)2

)j

= 1
1 + x

1√
1− 4x

(1+x)2

= 1
1 + x

1 + x

1− x = 1
1− x.
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In the fourth step, we replace m + j with r′. We can start the sum at r′ = 0 since the

binomial term
(
r′

2j

)
evaluates to 0 for all m < j. Next, in the fifth step, we use the series∑

r>0

(
r
k

)
xr = xk

(1−x)k+1 [Wil90]. The only condition for this identity is 2j > 0. Next, in the

seventh step, we applied the generating function for the central binomial coefficients [Wil90]:

∑
j>0

(
2j
j

)
xj = 1√

1− 4x
.

Thus we conclude that F (x) = 1 + x+ x2 + . . ., so indeed ∑m
j=0

(
2j
j

)(
m+j

2j

)
(−1)m+j = 1.

We use the same approach for the second identity. The right-hand side of the identity

counts the number of ways to distribute m items in n− j buckets. It is easy to see that this

quantity has, with respect to m, the generating function (1+x+x2 + . . .)n−j = (1−x)−(n−j).

The left-hand side has generating function

F (x) =
∑
m>0

xm
m∑
i=0

(
t+ j − i
t+ j −m

)(
n+ t

i

)
(−1)m−i

=
∞∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)∑
m>i

xm
(
t+ j − i
t+ j −m

)
(−1)m−i

=
∞∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
xi
∑
r>0

xr
(

t+ j − i
t+ j − (r + i)

)
(−1)r

=
∞∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
xi
∑
r>0

xr
(
t+ j − i

r

)
(−1)r

=
∞∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)
xi(1− x)t+j−i

= (1− x)t+j
∞∑
i=0

(
n+ t

i

)(
x

1− x

)i
= (1− x)t+j

(
1 + x

1− x

)n+t

= (1− x)t+j(1− x)−(n+t)

= (1− x)j−n,

and we are done. In the third step, we write m − i = r. In the fifth and seventh steps, we
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applied the binomial theorem.

Proof of Lemma 4

Next, we present a proof of Lemma 4, which we restate below:

Lemma 4. For n > 1, q > 2 and t, k, ` > 1 with t > k > `, N+
q (n, t, k, `) satisfies

the recursions

N+
q (n, t, k, `) = N+

q (n− 1, t, k, `) + (q − 1)N+
q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `),

and

N+
q (n, t, k, `) = N+

q (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+
q (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1) + (q − 2)N+

q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `).

Proof. The proofs of these formulas use only standard sum manipulations and binomial

identities. We first show the series of equalities and then describe the steps. For the first

recursion, we have

N+
q (n− 1, t, k, `) + (q − 1)N+

q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

(a)=
k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
(n− 1) + t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i + (q − 1)×

k−1∑
j=`

k−1−j∑
i=0

(
(t− 1)− (k − 1) + 2j

j

)(
(t− 1) + j − i

(t− 1)− (k − 1) + 2j

)(
n+ (t− 1)

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k−1+j−i


(b)=

k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n− 1 + t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

+
k−1∑
j=`

k−1−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t− 1 + j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i+1(−1)k−1+j−i

(c)=
k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n− 1 + t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i
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+
k−1∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=1

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1
i− 1

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

(d)=
k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=1

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n− 1 + t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

+
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j

t− k + 2j

)
(−1)k+j

+
k−1∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=1

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1
i− 1

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

(e)=
k−1∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=1

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

[(
n− 1 + t

i

)
+
(
n+ t− 1
i− 1

)]

+
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j

t− k + 2j

)
(−1)k+j

(f)=
k−1∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=1

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

+
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j

t− k + 2j

)
(−1)k+j

(g)=
k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i.

= N+
q (n, t, k, `).

In step (c), we changed the range of summation for i from [0, k − j − 1] to [1, k − j] for the

second term. In (d), we broke up the sum for the first term, removing the components with

i = 0 in the inner sum. In step (e), we note that there is no inner sum for j = k, so we

change the limit of the outer sum to k− 1. We then combined terms. In step (f) we applied

the identity
(
n+t−1

i

)
+
(
n+t−1
i−1

)
=
(
n+t
i

)
. All other steps are immediate rearrangements of

terms.

Next, for the second recursion, we have that

N+
q (n, t− 1, k, `) +N+

q (n− 1, t, k − 1, `− 1) + (q − 2)N+
q (n, t− 1, k − 1, `)

(a)=
k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
(t− 1)− k + 2j

j

)(
(t− 1) + j − i

(t− 1)− k + 2j

)(
n+ (t− 1)

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i
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+
k−1∑
j=`−1

k−1−j∑
i=0

(
t− (k − 1) + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i

t− (k − 1) + 2j

)(
(n− 1) + t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k−1+j−i + (q − 2)×

k−1∑
j=`

k−1−j∑
i=0

(
(t− 1)− (k − 1) + 2j

j

)(
(t− 1) + j − i

(t− 1)− (k − 1) + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k−1+j−i


(b)=

k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j − 1

j

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j − 1

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

+
k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j − 1

j − 1

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j − 1

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i + (q − 2)×

k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i−1


(c)=

k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

[(
t− k + 2j − 1

j

)
+
(
t− k + 2j − 1

j − 1

)](
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j − 1

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

+ (q − 2)×

k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i−1


(d)=

k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j − 1

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i + (q − 2)×

k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i−1


(e)=

k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j − 1

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

−
k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i−1

+
k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i+1(−1)k+j−i−1

(f)=
k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)[(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j − 1

)
+
(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j

)](
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

+
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − (k − j)− 1
t− k + 2j − 1

)(
n+ t− 1
k − j

)
(q − 1)k−j(−1)k+j−(k−j)

+
k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i+1(−1)k+j−i−1

(g)=
k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i
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+
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ t− 1
k − j

)
(q − 1)k−j

+
k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i− 1
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i+1(−1)k+j−i−1

(h)=
k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

+
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ t− 1
k − j

)
(q − 1)k−j

+
k−1∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=1

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t− 1
i− 1

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

(j)=
k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=1

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)[(
n+ t− 1

i

)
+
(
n+ t− 1
i− 1

)]
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

+
k−1∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j

t− k + 2j

)
(−1)k+j +

k−1∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ t− 1
k − j − 1

)
(q − 1)k−j

+
k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ t− 1
k − j

)
(q − 1)k−j

(k)=
k−1∑
j=`

k−j−1∑
i=1

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

+
k−1∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j

t− k + 2j

)
(−1)k+j +

k∑
j=`

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
n+ t

k − j

)
(q − 1)k−j

(l)=
k∑
j=`

k−j∑
i=0

(
t− k + 2j

j

)(
t+ j − i
t− k + 2j

)(
n+ t

i

)
(q − 1)i(−1)k+j−i

= N+
q (n, t, k, `).

The steps we used are the following. In (b), we changed the range of summation for j

in the middle term from [` − 1, k − 1] to [`, k]. In (d), we used the identity
(
t−k+2j−1

j

)
+(

t−k+2j−1
j−1

)
=
(
t−k+2j

j

)
. In (e), we broke up the second term from (d), which is multiplied

by a factor of (q − 2) into two terms, one multiplied by a factor of (q − 1) and the other

by (−1). In (f), we combined the first two terms from (e). In (g), we used the identity(
t+j−i−1
t−k+2j−1

)
+
(
t+j−i−1
t−k+2j

)
=
(
t+j−i
t−k+2j

)
. In (h), we changed the range of summation for i in the

second term from [0, k − j − 1] to [1, k − j]. In (j), we combined terms and again applied
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the identity
(
n+t−1

i

)
+
(
n+t−1
i−1

)
=
(
n+t
i

)
. We also combined the last two summands, using the

identity
(
n+t−1
k−j−1

)
+
(
n+t−1
k−j

)
=
(
n+t
k−j

)
. In (k) we combined all remaining terms.

Proof of Lemma 7

Finally, the proof of Lemma 4, restated below:

Lemma 7. For any integer n > 7, and integer 0 6 m 6 n, there exists a subset T ′ ⊆ FP (n)

where ∑i∈T ′ i = m. In addition, dlog2(n)e 6 |FP (n)| 6 dlog2(n)e + 1. Furthermore, if n is

even, we have {n2 ,
n
2 + 1} 6∈ FP (n) and if n is odd, then {bn2 c, b

n
2 c+ 2} 6∈ FP (n).

Proof. The third sentence in Lemma 7 is trivially true based on the steps in the algorithm.

There are four possible cases of FP (n), dependent on n. These cases follow directly from

step 2 of the algorithm. We will show that each of these cases satisfies the conditions of

Lemma 7. In particular, for each case we will show that there exists a subset T ′ ⊆ FP (n)

where ∑i∈T ′ i = m (for 0 6 m 6 n), and that dlog2(n)e 6 |FP (n)| 6 dlog2(n)e + 1. In the

following analysis, we make extensive use of the fact that there exists a subset of the set

{20, 21, . . . , 2k} that sums to every positive integer up to 2k+1 − 1. For the following cases,

assume n > 7 and k is an integer.

Case 1: n = 2k or n = 2k + 1. In this case, we have FP (n) = {20, 21, . . . , 2k−2, 2k−1 −

1, 2k − 1}. We have that |FP (n)| = k + 1, which satisfies the size condition in Lemma 7.

Note that the first k − 1 elements can sum to any integer up to 2k−1 − 1. Including the

next element in FP (n), 2k−1 − 1, we can now sum up to any integer 2(2k−1 − 1) = 2k − 2.

Including the last element in the set, we see that there are no gaps and there exists a subset

of FP (n) that sums up to any integer 0 6 m 6 n.

Case 2: n = 2k−2. In this case, we have FP (n) = {20, 21, . . . , 2k−2, 2k−1−2, 2k−2}. We

have that |FP (n)| = k + 1 = dlog2(n)e + 1, which satisfies the size condition in Lemma 7.

Again, note that the first k−1 elements can sum to any integer up to 2k−1−1. Including the

next element in FP (n), 2k−1−2, we can now sum up to any integer 2k−1−1+2k−1−2 = 2k−3.
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The final element in FP (n) = 2k − 2, which is equal to n itself.

Case 3: n = 2k − 3. In this case, we have FP (n) = {20, 21, . . . , 2k−2, 2k−1 − 1}. We

have that |FP (n)| = k = dlog2(n)e, which satisfies the size condition in Lemma 7. Again,

note that the first k− 1 elements can sum to any integer up to 2k−1 − 1. Including the next

element in FP (n), 2k−1 − 1, we can now sum up to any integer 2(2k−1 − 1) = 2k − 2. The

final element in FP (n) = 2k − 3, which is equal to n itself.

Case 4: All other n > 7. In this case, we simply have FP (n) = {20, 21, . . . , 2blog(n)c}. We

have that |FP (n)| = k + 1 = dlog2(n)e. Additionally, since this set is simply all the powers

of 2 less than n, we know that there exists a subset of FP (n) that can sum to any integer

0 6 m 6 n.
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CHAPTER 3

Efficient Interactive File Synchronization

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is concerned with efficient synchronization. Consider two users, A and B, with

ownership of files X and Y , respectively. File Y is a modified version of file X, where the

modifications are modeled by symbol insertions and deletions. For example, let

X = 101
D

10101
D

0
D

1001 and

Y = 11
I
0101010010

I
.

Here, file Y was formed by deleting three symbols from file X and inserting two symbols

into the resulting string. The deleted symbols are marked D and insertions are marked I.

The goal for synchronization is to develop efficient algorithms that allow user B to syn-

chronize file Y to file X. In this chapter, we wish to introduce a protocol that user B may

use to reconstruct file X from file Y with suitably low probability of error. We allow for

interactive communication: users A and B may communicate back and forth. Naturally, we

seek to minimize the overall communication bandwidth, measured by the total amount of

information exchanged by the two users, while simultaneously maintaining a low probability

of reconstruction error. We refer to such algorithms as synchronization algorithms.

Synchronization algorithms find numerous areas of use, including data storage, file shar-
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ing, source code control systems, and cloud applications. For example, cloud storage services

such as Dropbox synchronize between local copies and cloud backups each time users make

changes to local versions. Similarly, synchronization tools are necessary in mobile devices.

Specialized synchronization algorithms are used for video and sound editing. Synchro-

nization tools are also capable of performing data deduplication. We also note that synchro-

nization protocols may be applied to the problem of DNA sequencing, potentially improving

on traditional approaches such as “shotgun” sequencing.

Prior work

The earliest literature on the synchronization channel did not explicitly deal with interactive

communication. These initial works focused on studying one-way codes capable of correcting

insertions and deletions. The two seminal works are by Dobrushin [Dob67] and Levenshtein

[Lev66], which study the synchronization channel from the information-theoretic and coding-

theoretic points of view, respectively. In [Lev66], Levenshtein showed that the previously-

described VT codes are capable of correcting a single insertion or a single deletion. Such

codes were originally introduced to correct aysmmetric errors, rather than synchronization

errors.

Finding codes capable of correcting more than one synchronization error is a notoriously

difficult problem. Constructions are given in, for example, [HF02] and [AGPFC12]. However,

such codes have low rates. For example, the rate of the s-deletion-correcting Helberg code

[HF02] is lower than that of the s-deletion-correcting repetition code. More results are

available if certain restrictions are imposed on the types of synchronization errors due to the

channel. For example, if errors are always repetitions (insertions of symbols identical to the

previous symbol), [DA10] presents a code construction based on a generalization of the VT

codes which is rate-optimal. More information about such results is described in surveys on

the synchronization channel, [Mit09] and [MBT10].

Another problem of interest is to develop codes which are effective against insertions
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and deletions occurring with a certain probability (rather than codes which guarantee the

correction of a prescribed number of errors). Such codes, introduced in [DM01], are based

on a concatenated scheme using a nonlinear inner (“watermark”) code and a non-binary

low-density parity-check (LDPC) outer code. Improvements to the scheme were suggested

in [BS08].

All of the previously described works have focused on the one-way communication setting.

For the interactive communication setting, Orlitsky [Orl93] gave fundamental bounds on

the rate and complexity for a given edit distance. This work was followed by a series of

papers such as [OV01, CPSV00], and [Evf98], which give explicit protocols for interactive

communication. Recently, a work by Venkataramanan et al. [VZR10] developed a low-

complexity scheme based on a divide-and-conquer strategy. The idea in [VZR10] is to divide

the edited file into substrings sufficiently short to ensure that each substring contains only a

single edit. By edit, here and throughout the remainder of the chapter, we refer to insertions

and deletions. In this case, the VT codes may be applied to correct the synchronization error.

It was shown that for the case where the total number of edits is fixed, the scheme is order-

optimal. The authors generalize their results in [VSR13], where the protocol is modified to

deal with more general types of errors (e.g., bursts, substitution errors) and limited rounds

of communication.

We are interested in the case where the number of edits is proportional to the length of

the file. This is the setting we observe in typical applications. In a recent work by Ma et

al. [MRT11], achievability bounds were given on the overhead necessary for synchronization

from deletions. The setting here is for a number of edits linear in the file length and where

the deletions may be viewed as the output of a Markov process. In particular, the choice

of whether to delete a particular bit or not follows a two-state process (delete and do not

delete), thus modeling burst deletions. In a previous work [S. 14], a practical interactive

protocol for synchronization was proposed to deal with the presence of a large number of

edits. The proposed protocol is order-optimal and has polynomial complexity. In [S. 14],
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the synchronization protocol was introduced for the case where the source file X is binary

and uniformly distributed, and may only be affected by deletions. Other works dealing with

this setting include [STA03], which develops an algorithm for PDA synchronization using

fast set reconciliation, and [BR11], which deals with interactive communications and coding

for a very large number of symbol changes.

In addition, there exist practical synchronization tools not based on coding-theoretic

ideas. One of the most popular such protocols is rsync. This protocol is a UNIX-based

synchronization tool [Tri00] based on an algorithm which uses two hashes, one strong and

one weak. The weaker hash is an easy to compute “rolling” hash. The edited file is split

into segments of length k, and the rolling hash is applied to each such segment. The rolling

hash is also applied to all consecutive segments of length k in the original file, and these

hashes are compared in order to “match” segments in the original and edited files. Matching

segments are checked for equality using the more powerful hash. If this hash fails, the entire

segment is sent to the edited version of the file.

3.1.1 Our Contributions

In this chapter, we further develop and evaluate the protocol introduced in [S. 14]. We gen-

eralize the protocol to allow for insertions and deletions rather than just deletions. Further-

more, we let source symbols be non-binary and we allow for general i.i.d. source distributions

(rather than the uniform distribution we worked with in [S. 14]).

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 formalizes our problem

statement and describes the structure of the proposed protocol. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 respec-

tively focus on the two main building blocks of our protocol: the matching module and the

edit recovery module. Finally, Section 3.5 compares our protocol with the one introduced in

[VZR10] and with the rsync tool.

3.2 Background and Protocol Overview
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In this section we review the protocol introduced in our previous works, [S. 14], [BD13], and

[BSTD13].

Preliminaries

We introduce some notation and tools that we need to describe and prove our results.

Throughout this chapter, all logs are base 2. We denote by X t′
t the substring Xt, . . . , Xt′

of X from indices t to t′. Because we do not consider just uniform sources, we require an

information-theoretic tool to measure the likelihood of two independent substrings being

equal (our protocol relies on matching pivots in X and Y ):

Definition 1. (Rényi [Ren60]) The collision entropy of a discrete random variable Z ∼ µ(z)

is defined by

H2(Z) ∆= − logE(µ(z)) = − log
∑
z

µ2(z). (3.1)

The collision entropy is related to the probability that there is a collision between two i.i.d.

samples Z,Z ′ ∼ µ(z) by Pr {Z = Z ′} = 2−H2(Z). In our context, because X is i.i.d., H2(Xt)

does not depend on t, and we therefore write it as H2. Because X is i.i.d., the collision proba-

bility between two distinct substrings ofX of equal length l is Pr{X t+l−1
t = X t′+l−1

t′ } = 2−lH2 .

The edit channel is a channel where the input string may be affected by insertions (where

spurious symbols are inserted into the input string) and deletions (where input symbols are

removed).

Let X be the length-n input to the edit channel and Y be its output. We describe the

effects of the edit channel on input string X through the edit pattern. The edit pattern

E = E1, E2, . . . , Er is defined so that the output Y is obtained from X as follows. For

1 6 t 6 r, where n 6 r <∞,

• If Et = 0, Xj is transmitted and the process moves on to symbol Xj+1,

• If Et = −1, Xj is deleted and the process moves on to symbol Xj+1,

• If Et = 1, a new symbol from X drawn with distribution µ(x) is inserted.
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𝑥1 𝑥𝑗 𝑥𝑗+1 𝑥𝑛

Insert a random symbol w.p. 𝛽𝑖

Delete 𝑥𝑗 w.p. 𝛽𝑑

Transmit 𝑥𝑗 w.p. 1 − 𝛽𝑖 − 𝛽𝑑

Figure 3.1: Edit channel for our setup. The states in the process are the n original file
symbols. A file symbol may experience a symbol insertion with probability βi. In this case,
the process remains in the same state. The process moves on to the next state (the following
file symbol) by either deleting the current file symbol (with probability βd) or transmitting
it (with probability 1− βi − βd).

To see how this works, take X and Y defined over the alphabet {0, 1, 2, 3} with X =

00
D

122133
D

10 and Y = 012 01︸︷︷︸
I

23
I
1 0310︸ ︷︷ ︸

I

310. We see that Y is derived from X by inserting

seven symbols and deleting two. These are labeled by D and I, respectively. Here, an edit

pattern describing these changes is

E = (0,−1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0,−1, 0, 0).

We also need the following concentration theorem:

Theorem 5. (Hoeffding [Hoe63]) Consider i.i.d. random variables Z1, Z2, . . . , Zl that take

values in an interval of length I. Let the expected value of the random variables E(Zj) be M .

Then, for every ε > 0,

Pr


∣∣∣∣∣∣
l∑

j=1
Zj − lM

∣∣∣∣∣∣ > lε

 6 2 exp
(
−2lε2
I2

)
. (3.2)

3.2.1 Problem Statement

The problem that we seek to address is the following: Let user A own a file X of length

|X| = n with symbols from the alphabet X drawn according to the distribution µ(x). Let

user B own file Y which is the output of an edit channel with input X. Here, insertions
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and deletions occur with probabilities βi and βd, respectively. By this, we mean that the

probability of entering the insertion state is βi and the probability of entering the deletion

state is βd in Fig. 3.1. The inserted symbols are drawn with the same distribution µ(x) as

the symbols in X. Our goal is to create a communication protocol operating between users

A and B through a two-way, error-free channel so that B is able to recover file X with a

negligible error probability for small β = βi + βd and large n.

For the theoretical results, we will use the following conventions throughout the remainder

of the chapter. First, we assume that the source collision entropy H2 is a fixed positive

constant. We prove our theorem for small β = βi + βd, by which we mean that there exists

some βH2 > 0 such that our results hold for all 0 < β < βH2 . Note that there is a different

range of β for each different constant H2. Now, for each β, we require sufficiently large n.

By this, we mean that there is a positive nβ (which is different for each β) such that our

results hold for all n > nβ. In other words, we will prove our result for β ∈ (0, βH2) and for

each such β, for n ∈ (nβ,∞).

We will also rely on the notation O(·), o(·),Ω(·). When such notation is applied to a

function of β but not n, we use the following definitions. In any expression involving β, H2

is treated as a constant.

• f(β) = O(g(β)) if there exists a constant d > 0 and β∗ > 0 such that for all 0 < β < β∗,

|f(β)| 6 d|g(β)|,

• f(β) = o(g(β)) if for all fixed d > 0, there exists β∗ > 0 such that for all 0 < β < β∗,

|f(β)| 6 d|g(β)|.

When the notation is used to denote a function of n or both n and β, β acts as a constant,

and thus the notation operates solely on n. We use this convention since our results hold in

an interval of n that is a function of β (that is, n ∈ (nβ,∞)). Then, we write

• f(n) = O(g(n)) if there exists a constant d > 0 and n∗ > 0 such that for all n > n∗,

|f(n)| 6 d|g(n)|,
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• f(n) = o(g(n)) if for all fixed d > 0, there exists n∗ > 0 such that for all n > n∗,

|f(n)| 6 d|g(n)|,

• f(n) = Ω(g(n)) if and only if g(n) = O(f(n)).

Note that our final βH2 and nβ are selected so that βH2 < β∗ and nβ > n∗ for all the β∗’s and

n∗’s from the O(·), o(·),Ω(·) expressions that we use. In cases where there is the potential

for confusion, such as o(1), we will make clear which of β and n are being referred to.

In our initial work, [S. 14], we studied the problem under the following simplifying as-

sumptions: A binary alphabet X = {0, 1} was used; more specifically, the file X was gen-

erated by an i.i.d. Bernoulli source with parameter 1
2 . In addition, we allowed only for

deletions, so that the insertion probability βi = 0. Under this model, we proved the follow-

ing theorem:

Theorem 6. ([S. 14]) In the binary, deletion-only, uniform distribution case (q = 2), there

exists a deterministic synchronization protocol between users A and B on a two-way, error-

free channel, that on average transmits O(nβd log 1
βd

) bits and generates an estimate X̂ =

X̂(1), . . . , X̂(n) of X at user B, such that Pr
{
X̂(i) 6= X(i)

}
6 2−Ω(n) for every 1 6 i 6 n.

The result in Theorem 6 is optimal up to a multiplicative factor, as shown in [S. 14]. This

was shown by applying the achievability bound in [MRT11] to the given problem setting,

giving a lower bound on the number of bits exchanged of n(βd log 1
βd

+ O(βd)). Now we

generalize the preceding theorem for general alphabets X with |X | = Q and q = dlog2(Q)e,

allow for insertions, and let the X(t) be drawn according to the distribution µ(x). Recall

that H2 refers to the collision entropy of X(t). We have the resulting theorem:

Theorem 7. In the problem setting involving files selected according to i.i.d. (not nec-

essarily uniform) distributions over arbitrary alphabets with fixed collision entropy H2 >

0 affected by insertions and deletions, there exists a deterministic synchronization proto-

col between users A and B on a two-way, error-free channel, that on average transmits
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O( nq
H2

(βi + βd) log 1
βi+βd

) bits and generates an estimate X̂ = X̂(1), . . . , X̂(n) of X at user

B, such that Pr
{
X̂(i) 6= X(i)

}
6 2−Ω(n) for every 1 6 i 6 n.

Let us comment on this result. First, as previously discussed, our result is for β = βi+βd

in a regime (0, βH2) such that β is sufficiently small compared to H2. In particular, β log 1
β
�

H2. The required number of bits to send the entire file is given by O(nq). For large n and

in the regime of interest, our result significantly improves on this naive approach, since the
β
H2

log 1
β
term in the bandwidth of our algorithm is very small.

We will prove Theorem 7 in two steps. First, we exhibit a synchronization protocol

with the desired characteristics. The following subsection (3.2.1) is dedicated to this task.

Afterwards, we derive a result (Lemma 9) which computes the bandwidth of the protocol

and its final error probability. Lemma 9 will depend on a more involved series of results,

which we introduce in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

Protocol Description

In the following we briefly explain the protocol (extending the algorithm introduced in [S. 14])

which satisfies the requirements of Theorem 7. Our protocol consists of three modules, as

shown in Figure 3.2.

We divide the string X into segment substrings Si and pivot substrings Pi:

X = S1, P1, S2, P2, . . . , Sk−1, Pk−1, Sk.

Segment substrings have length LS, which is selected to be significantly larger than the

length of the pivot substrings LP , and in such a way that the expected number of edits

within LS symbols is on the order of 1. Pivot strings, on the other hand, are selected to

be short enough that with high probability they do not contain any edits, but long enough

to ensure that there are very few copies of the pivots in the overall string. In particular,

in this work, we take LP = O( 1
H2

log 1
β
) and LS = 1

β
. In short, user A sends pivot strings
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User A
X = S1 P1 S2 P2 . . . Pk−1 Sk

P1, . . . , Pk−1

Parity-check
bits

List
of

m
atches

Feedback

D
ata

from
the

synchronization
protocolby

Venkataram
anan

etal.

Matching Module

Y = F̄1 Pi1 F̄2 Pi2 . . . Pik′−1 F̄k′

Edit Recovery Module

X̃ = F̃1 Pi1 F̃2 Pi2 . . . Pik′−1 F̃k′

ECC Decoder Module

X̂User B

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the synchronization protocol. The original string X is broken up
into segment substrings Si, colored in green, and pivot substrings Pi, shown in red. User A
sends the pivot strings to the matching module, which matches them in the edited string Y
as Pij . Between the matched pivots are the segments F̄i. It is the goal of the edit recovery
module to synchronize these strings to the Si. The results are sent to the error-correcting
code (ECC) decoder module, which corrects errors introduced in the first two modules and
produces the final reconstructed X̂.

to user B and user B attempts to find occurrences of these pivots in Y . After successfully

matching pivots in Y , user B splits Y into substrings according to the locations of pivot

strings in Y and then tries to recover from the insertions and deletions within each substring

by exchanging recovery bits with user A. The insertion/deletion recovery algorithm for each

segment is based on the work of Venkataramanan et al. in [VZR10].

After the successful completion of the first two steps, user A sends the parity check bits

of a systematic error-correcting code in order to correct the errors created in the first two

steps. We show that the three steps of the protocol generate an estimate of X with an

exponentially small error probability while exchanging the desired number of bits between

users A and B. A more precise explanation of these protocol steps follows:
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1. Matching module: The purpose of the matching module is to locate substrings of Y that

correspond to the pivot strings Pi fromX. There are three possible outcomes for each of

the Pi’s. The first outcome is that the matching module is able to successfully find the

match corresponding to Pi in Y . The second outcome takes place when the matching

module erroneously finds a match which does not correspond to the transmitted Pi.

The last outcome occurs when the matching module is not able to find a match for Pi

in Y .

Suppose that the matching module finds the (possibly incorrect) matches for pivots

Pi1 , . . . , Pik′−1 where k′ 6 k. Based on these found matches, the matching module

divides string Y into substrings as follows.

Y = F̄1, Pi1 , F̄2, Pi2 , . . . , F̄k′−1, Pik′−1 , F̄k′ .

The indices of matched pivots are then sent back to user A, which accordingly divides

string X into

X = F1, Pi1 , F2, Pi2 , . . . , Fk′−1, Pik′−1 , Fk′ .

2. Edit recovery module: The goal of the edit recovery module is to correct all insertions

and deletions in the segment substrings.

The matching module has divided the problem of synchronizing the long string Y with

X into multiple simpler problems of synchronizing an F̄j with the corresponding Fj.

For each of these problems, users A and B interactively communicate the necessary

information for recovering from insertions and deletions within each Fi by following the

synchronization protocol introduced in [VZR10]. Note that this protocol deals with

binary strings only. We therefore generalize this algorithm for non-binary strings by

applying the works of Tenengolts [Ten84b]. Following this step, the module forms the

string

X̃ = F̃1, Pi1 , F̃2, Pi2 , · · · , F̃k′−1, Pik′−1 , F̃k′ .
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Here, each F̃j is the estimate of Fj after correcting the edits in F̄j. The resulting

string is then sent to the next module. Notice that the output X̃ of the edit recovery

module has the same length as X, and that furthermore, the pivots that were properly

matched by the matching module are aligned in both strings: this motivates the use

of “classical” coding theory to correct residual errors.

3. ECC decoder module: This is the final module, whose task is to correct potential errors

created in the first two modules. There are two types of such errors. First, it is possible

that the matching module detects a pivot Pi at a wrong position in Y . If this occurs,

substrings F̄j and F̄j+1 most likely differ from respectively Fj and Fj+1 by a very large

number of edits. This is a regime in which the Venkataramanan et al. synchronization

protocol is not designed to operate. Hence, F̃j and F̃j+1 may be different from Fj and

Fj+1, respectively.

The other source of error is that, even in between two properly matched pivots, the

synchronization protocol in [VZR10] is not error-free, and there is a small probability

that hash collisions cause errors in the edit recovery module.

For the sake of conciseness, we do not further describe this module and focus on the

matching module and edit recovery module, making sure that the rate of the residual

errors at the output of these first two modules is low enough to be corrected by a

suitable code without consuming too much bandwidth.

Now we are ready to show that the total bandwidth consumed by our synchronization

protocol is O( nq
H2
β log( 1

β
)) and that our final error probability is 2−Ω(n). These estimates,

which we prove in Lemma 9, complete the proof of Theorem 7.

Lemma 9. On average, the total number of transmitted bits of the proposed synchronization

protocol is O( nq
H2
β log( 1

β
)). The final estimate X̂ produced by the protocol has error probability

Pr
{
X̂(i) 6= X(i)

}
6 2−Ω(n) for every 1 6 i 6 n.

Proof. According to Lemma 10 in Section 3.3, there exists a matching module matching k′ =
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(1−LPβ−2β+o(β))k pivots with at most βk pivot mismatches for LP = 1
H2

(
20 + 6 log 1

β

)
,

with probability 1 − 2−Ω(n). Now, with probability at most 2−Ω(n), the matching module

produces many incorrect matches. However, even in cases with many bad matches, it is easy

to see that the edit recovery and ECC decoder modules consume an amount of bandwidth

that is polynomial in n. Since these cases have exponentially low probability, for large enough

n, their contribution to the average bandwidth goes to zero. Therefore, for the remainder

of the discussion, we consider only the “good” (with many good pivot matches and few

mismatches) cases given by Lemma 10.

The first step is to compute the number of pivots k used in the matching module. We

have that

k =
⌈
n+ LP
LS + LP

⌉
=

n+ 1

H2
(20 + 6 log 1

β
)

1
β

+ 1
H2

(20 + 6 log 1
β
)

 .
Now, since β < 1, log 1

β
= o( 1

β
). Moreover, since H2 is a constant, the denominator can

be replaced with 1/β+ o(1/β). Similarly, the numerator can be written as n+ o(1/β). Now,

since all of these o(1/β) terms are positive for β < 1, we may write that

nβ

2 <
n

1
β

+ o( 1
β
) 6 k 6

n
1
β

+ o( 1
β
) +

o( 1
β
)

1
β

+ o( 1
β
) + 1 < nβ + 2.

Here, we used the properties that o( 1
β
) < 1

β
and that since the o( 1

β
) terms are positive,

n
1/β+o(1/β) <

n
1/β . Thus, since k is bounded by nβ/2 and nβ + 2, it is certainly O(nβ). The

transmission of one symbol requires q bits, so that in the first step, the number of bits con-

sumed in sending the pivots is given by q(k−1)LP = qO(nβ)O( 1
H2

log( 1
β
)) = O( nq

H2
β log( 1

β
)).

Next, the indices of the matched pivots are sent from user B to user A, at a cost of no

more than k < nβ+2 bits. Now we must evaluate the bandwidth needed by the edit recovery

module, the second step of our algorithm. The average bandwidth cost of synchronizing each

of the substrings Fj is at most

δj

(
4q + (6q

(
1 + 1

H2

)
+ 4) log |Fj|+ 10

)
,
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where δj represents the number of insertions and deletions (edits) in Fj, |Fj| is the length of

Fj, and we used a central delimiter with parameter c = 3. This follows from Theorem 8 in

Section 3.4.

The total synchronization cost for this stage is given by no more than

nβ + 2 + E

 k′∑
j=1

δj

(
4q + (6q

(
1 + 1

H2

)
+ 4) log |Fj|+ 10

) .
The main challenge here is to compute E(δj log |Fj|). This is done by similar means to the

equivalent statement in [S. 14]. We have that E(δj log |Fj|) = ∑
` Pr{|Fj| = `}E[δj log |Fj|||Fj| =

`]. Note that E[δj log |Fj|||Fj| = `] = E[δj log `]. Now, our edit channel implies that the av-

erage number of insertions in a string of length ` is given by `
1−βi −` and the average number

of deletions is given by `βd
1−βi , giving an average total number of edits of `(βi+βd)

1−βi = `β
1−βi = 2`β

2−β .

Thus,

E[δj log `] = 2β
2− β ` log `.

With this, we may write

E(δj log |Fj|) = E
[

2β
2− β |Fj| log |Fj|

]
.

Now, we can estimate this term using identical logic to [S. 14, Appendix 1]. We have that

E
[

2β
2−β |Fj| log |Fj|

]
6 16 + 8 log 1/β. The logic of the proof is identical; the only difference is

that we must show 2β
2−β (LS + LP ) 6 2, which is clearly true for small β.

We write the total bandwidth of the edit recovery module as no more than

nβ + 2 + E

 k′∑
j=1

δj

(
4q + (6q

(
1 + 1

H2

)
+ 4) log |Fj|+ 10

)
6 nβ + 2 + E

 k′∑
j=1

δj(4q + 10)
+ k′(6q

(
1 + 1

H2

)
+ 4)

(
16 + 8 log 1

β

)
.

The right hand term can be estimated by taking k′ 6 nβ + 2 and is indeed in O( nq
H2
β log 1

β
).
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We note that E
[∑k′

j=1 δj
]
is the average number of edits in X, which is 2nβ

2−β . Putting all of

these expressions together, we conclude that the number of bits used in the second module

is at most

nβ + 2 + (8q + 20) nβ

2− β +O

(
nq

H2
β log 1

β

)
,

which is indeed O( nq
H2
β log( 1

β
)).

As we will see in Section 3.4, the algorithm exits the second stage with a probability

of error that is at most ζ = O(β). By applying a random permutation to the input of

the ECC module (and the inverse permutation to the output of the ECC decoder), we can

eliminate non-uniformity in the remaining errors. Therefore, we view these errors as having

been produced by a Q-ary symmetric channel with probability of error at most O(β), split

among Q − 1 symbols. The number of parity check symbols required for user A to send to

user B to recover from these errors is

nHQ

(
1− ζ, ζ

Q− 1 ,
ζ

Q− 1 , . . . ,
ζ

Q− 1

)
= O(nβ logQ

1
β

),

where HQ refers to the Q-ary entropy function. The bandwidth in terms of bits is then

O(n
q
β log 1

β
). Adding up the bandwidth consumed from all three stages, we conclude that

our synchronization protocol’s bandwidth is O( nq
H2
β log 1

β
), as desired.

As described above, under the setup given by Lemma 10 (many good pivot matches

and few bad matches) with probability 1 − 2−Ω(n) we can recover from all errors in the

final reconstructed file. In the remainder of the cases, the output error probability of any

particular bit of the estimate X̂ is at most 2−Ω(n). This concludes our proof.

In the following sections, we give further detail into each of the modules.

3.3 The Matching Module
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Adapting the matching module from [S. 14] to our scenario in which edits are not limited

to deletions is not straight-forward and is one of our main contributions. This section char-

acterizes the common goal of the matching module in both the deletions-only scenario and

in ours, describes our algorithm, and explains why that algorithm had to be fundamentally

modified to account for the presence of insertions.

Good and Bad Matches

For all i from 1 to k− 1, the matching module considers Pi, the i-th pivot.1 We respectively

denote by p̌i and p̂i the indices of its first and last symbols in X. The matching module

then computes the list of all occurrences of Pi in Y . The goal is to identify which of these

occurrences is the correct instance of Pi. We say that a substring Y t+LP−1
t of Y is the good

match of Pi if:

• The edit pattern E p̂i+o
p̌i+o corresponding to pivot i is all-zero, and

• Yt is the symbol Xp̌i (that is, the symbol Xp̌i was transmitted, not edited, and can be

found in Y at position t). Thus subsequent symbols of Y t+LP−1
t are the symbols that

resulted from the transmission of the rest of X p̂i
p̌i
.

Every occurrence of Pi in Y which is not the good match is called a bad match. Notice

that a pivot has no good match if at least one of its symbols was edited. As a consequence,

even when the substring Y t+LP−1
t is at the correct location and equals Pi, it is not a good

match if there was an edit within the substring. For example, suppose Xp̌i = Xp̌i−1. If Xp̌i

was deleted, then the corresponding substring of Y is a bad match. If Xp̌i−1 was deleted and

there were no other edits in Pi, then the corresponding substring of Y is a good match. We

remark that this classification allows us to ignore certain corner cases without altering the

main result.
1We make a slight abuse of notation by allowing strings like Pi or Y t+LP−1

t to represent both the content
of the string and its location within X or Y depending on context.
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Figure 3.3: Simple visualization of the matching module. Each green horizontal line contains
one layer (a copy of the string Y ). In layer i, we try to match the ith pivot string in Y . These
matches are shown in light red. Good matches are shown in darker red. The edges between
the vertices corresponding to matches are darker for higher probability (low weight). Good
paths are those with low total weight (in this case, the path that includes the dark red pivots
1,3,4,5,6).

The Matching Graph

In both the deletions-only scenario and in ours, the goal of the matching module is to find

as many good matches of as many pivots as possible.

In the presence of deletions only considered in [S. 14], one can argue that if a certain

number of symbols occur between two pivots in X, then at most as many symbols occur

between their good matches in Y , since there cannot be insertions. One can therefore

define a system of binary constraints that answer questions the type “can this match of

Pi and this match of Pi′ simultaneously be good matches?”. This system of constraints

is nicely represented by an acyclic graph on which vertices are matches, and two vertices

are connected if and only if they correspond to matches which can be simultaneously good

matches. Maximum paths on this graph represent combinations of matches that can be

simultaneously good, and it was proven in [S. 14] that with high probability, the longest such

path represents a combination of matches which includes a large number of good matches.

In our situation, because insertions as well as deletions can happen, there is no similar
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logical constraint. The distance in X between two pivots can be greater then, equal to or less

than the distance in Y of their good matches. We can however approximately quantify the

likelihood of two matches being simultaneously good matches, given an estimate of βi and

βd (for instance, if the insertion and deletion rates are very low, there is only an extremely

small probability that the distance between two pivots can be much higher or much lower

than that of their good matches). We therefore use a graph with the same vertex set as

before, where edges are now weighted by the probability that the matches corresponding

to their vertices are simultaneously good. The matching problem, from a constraint-solving

problem in the deletions-only case, becomes an optimization problem.

We now formally define our matching graph G = (V , E). The set of vertices V is parti-

tioned into k + 1 layers Λ0, . . . ,Λk:

• For 1 6 i 6 k − 1, each vertex v in Λi corresponds to a match of Pi in Y ,

• Λ0 = {v0} and Λk = {vk}, where v0 and vk respectively correspond to the fact that the

beginning of X matches that of Y , and that the end of X matches that of Y .

We further respectively define, for each layer i, Λg
i and Λb

i as the set of good and the set

of bad vertices in Λi, respectively. Note that, according to our definition of good match, Λg
i

contains at most one vertex.

For 1 6 i 6 k−1 and for a vertex v ∈ Λi, we let v̌ and v̂ respectively denote the first and

last indices in Y of the match of Pi that corresponds to vertex v. We also set v̂0 = 0 and

v̌k = |Y |+ 1. We also define good and bad vertices as vertices corresponding respectively to

good and bad matches. We consider v0 and vk as good vertices.

Consider two vertices u ∈ Λi and v ∈ Λj with i < j. We introduce two quantities:

D(u, v) = v̌ − û− 1,

δ(u, v) = D(u, v)− ((j − i− 1)LP + (j − i)LS).
(3.3)

The quantity δ(u, v) is the number of net edits (the number of insertions minus the
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number of deletions) that must have occurred between Pi and Pj for u and v to be good

vertices. Therefore intuitively speaking, if for instance βi = βd � 1, the expected value of

δ(u, v) is 0, and a high value of |δ(u, v)| would indicate that u and v cannot simultaneously

be good vertices.

With this in mind, we define the set of edges E of our (oriented) graph G. There is an

edge from vertex u ∈ Λi to vertex v ∈ Λj if and only if i < j. We assign the following weight

to the edge u→ v:

w(u, v) = |δ(u, v)|+ (j − i− 1)W, (3.4)

where W is a positive constant to be fixed later. The first term of w(u, v) is used to give

high weight to paths that represent an edit pattern with many edits, while the second term

is used to penalize edges that skip one or several layers (i.e., edges from Λi to Λj where the

number j − i− 1 of layers between layer Λi and layer Λj is non-zero).

Theoretical Properties of the Matching Graph

In the following, we assume βi = βd = β/2 for the sake of simplicity. (Similar results can be

derived for βi 6= βd). We define R ∆= LPβ. Then,

Lemma 10. Let k′ = (1− LPβ − 2β + o(β))k and take LP = 1
H2

(
20 + 6 log 1

β

)
. Then, the

matching module matches k′ pivot strings (k′ 6 k) with at most βk pivot mismatches. This

occurs with probability 1− 2−Ω(n).

We will prove Lemma 10 by building up a series of results.

Lemma 11. With probability 1− 2−Ω(n), there are (1−R+ o(β))k pivots with a good match

in Y .

Proof. For any pivot Pi, the probability that Pi has a good match in Y is (at least) the

probability that no symbol of Pi is edited: (1 − β)LP . Now, we have from the binomial

theorem that

(1− β)LP = 1− LPβ +
LP∑
i=2

(
LP
i

)
(−1)iβi.
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We show by induction that
(
LP
i

)
βi are o(β) for i > 2. The base case is for i = 2. Then, we

have
(
LP
2

)
β2 = O( 1

H2
log 1

β
)2β2. Thus, there exists d > 0 such that

(
LP
2

)
β2 6

(
d/H2β log 1

β

)2

,

for sufficiently small β. Now, since for small β, (log 1
β
)2 is much smaller than 1

β
, we may

write, for all fixed d′ > 0 and sufficiently small β, that

(
LP
2

)
β2 6

(
d/H2β log 1

β

)2

< d′(d/H2)2β2 1
β

= d′(d/H2)2β.

Now, since d/H2 is a constant, we conclude that
(
LP
2

)
β2 is o(β).

Next, assume that
(
LP
i

)
βi is o(β). Then,

(
LP
i+1

)
βi+1 < Lp−i

i+1

(
LP
i

)
βi+1 6 LPβ

(
LP
i

)
βi =

LPβo(β). However, LP = O( 1
H2

log 1
β
), which is o( 1

β
), so that indeed LPβ is smaller than 1,

giving us
(
LP
i+1

)
βi+1 = LPβo(β) = o(β). This concludes the argument.

Thus, (1− β)LP = 1− LPβ + o(β) = 1−R+ o(β). Therefore, the expected value of the

number of pivots with a good match in Y is (1−R + o(β))k.

The remainder of the proof is the application of Theorem 5. Take each of the Zi to be an

indicator random variable for the match of a pivot. We take Zi = 1 for a good match and

Zi = 0 for a bad match. In Theorem 5, we take ` = k and M = (1− R + o(β)). Note that

the interval length I = 1 for indicator variables. Next, we take ε = o(β). Plugging these

terms into Theorem 5 and using the fact (showed in the proof of Lemma 9) that k > nβ/2,

we may write that the probability of a number of good matches between Mk − o(β)k and

Mk + o(β)k is at least

1− 2 exp(−2o(β)2k) = 1− 2 exp(−2o(β)2((nβ)/2)).
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Switching logarithm bases, we get a probability of

1− 2−o(β)2nβ.

Now, recall that when we use notation such as Ω(n), β is treated as a constant, so that we

can replace o(β)2nβ with Ω(n). Next, the integers in the range [Mk− o(β)k,Mk+ o(β)k] =

[(1−R)k, (1−R+ 2o(β))k] are all in the set of integers that can be written (1−R+ o(β))k,

and the proof is concluded.

We now fix the constant W to 1/β. The next two results are Lemma 12 and Lemma 13.

Lemma 12 upper bounds the weight of Pg, the path connecting good vertices, defined below.

Lemma 13 gives a bound on the number of good and bad vertices on low-weight paths.

Below, we use Lemma 11 to bound the weight of the path Pg joining all good vertices,

which can be formally defined as the path v0 = vgi0 → vgi1 → vgi2 → · · · → vgik′−1
→ vgik′ = vk

(with i0 = 0 and ik′ = k) such that:

• For all j with 0 6 j 6 k′, vgij ∈ Λg
ij ,

• For all j with 0 6 j 6 k′ − 1, every layer i′ between ij and ij+1 is such that Λg
i′ = ∅.

Lemma 12. With probability 1− 2−Ω(n),

w(Pg) 6 (1 +RW +O(β))k. (3.5)

Proof. We only need to show that (3.5) is satisfied with probability 1 − 2−Ω(n) when there

are (R− o(β))k pivots with no good match in Y : using Lemma 11 and the union bound will

then conclude the proof.

We write the weight of path Pg as the sum of the weights of its edges, and we then

decompose this sum using (3.4) (the first term is the number of net edits, while the second
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corresponds to the contribution of skipped layers):

w(Pg) 6
k′−1∑
j=0

w(igj , i
g
j+1)

6
k′−1∑
j=0
|δ(ij, ij+1)|+

k′−1∑
j=0

(ij+1 − ij − 1)W

6
k−1∑
i=0
|δ(i, i+ 1)|+ (k − k′)W,

(3.6)

where the last step comes from the triangle inequality

|δ(ij, ij+1)| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ij+1∑
i=ij

δ(i, i+ 1)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 6
ij+1∑
i=ij
|δ(i, i+ 1)|. (3.7)

Using Theorem 5 with ε = β2, we have, with probability 1− 2−Ω(n) (again, in Ω(n), β is

treated as a constant),

k−1∑
i=0
|δ(i, i+ 1)| 6 (β + β2)n = (1 +O(β))k. (3.8)

Furthermore, Lemma 11 bounds the number of (k− k′) of pivots with no good match in

Y under (R− o(β))k. Hence, as W = 1/β, the following holds:

w(Pg) 6 ((R− o(β))W + 1 +O(β)) k

= (1 +RW +O(β))k.
(3.9)

The next result, Lemma 13 bounds the number of good and bad pivot matches on a

low-weight path. Combined with Lemma 12, which upper bounds the weight of the path

Pg, it justifies the fact that the lowest-weight path in G has a large number of good vertices

and few bad vertices. Observe that Lemma 13 and Lemma 12 together imply Lemma 10.

Lemma 13. For a random string X and a random edit pattern, with LP = 1
H2

(
20 + 6 log 1

β

)
,
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if we pick any path Q from v0 to vk with weight w(Q) 6 (1 + RW + O(β))k, then with

probability at least 1− 2−Ω(n) the path Q has at least (1−R− 2β + o(β))k good vertices and

at most βk bad vertices.

The proof of Lemma 13 is deferred to the Appendix.

Since there exists a path of weight (1 +RW +O(β)) k (Lemma 12) and since with very

high probability, any path in G of weight lower than or equal to (1 +RW +O(β)) k has

a large number of good vertices and a small number of bad vertices, we implement our

matching module as a search for the shortest path (that is, lowest-weight path) in G.

Next, we briefly comment on the complexity of finding a shortest path on the matching

graph. As described, we perform a lowest-weight path search in G with Djikstra’s algo-

rithm. In the context of our problem, the worst-case complexity is O(|V|2). There are

k = d n+LP
LS+LP e < nβ+ 2 layers in our graph, and the average number of instances of a pivot in

each layer is given by 2−H2LP |Y | = 2− log(O( 1
β

)) n(1−βd)
1−βi = βn. Therefore, |V| = O(n2β2), and

the complexity of our matching module algorithm is upper bounded by O(|V|2) = O(n4β4).

The following section describes the second module of our protocol: the edit recovery

module.

3.4 The Edit Recovery Module

Once the pivots have been matched, the problem of synchronizing the two potentially large

files can be split into independent synchronization problems for which the expected number

of edits is low (since it is controlled by the choice of the segment length). We therefore use

the algorithm from [VZR10], which works well in this scenario. This section briefly describes

that algorithm.

Synchronizing from a single edit

If two strings differ by only an insertion or a deletion, they can by synchronized in a single

round of communication and at a low cost in terms of bandwidth. This is achieved by using
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L′−L= 3 >1
request delimiter

L′−L= 2 >1 delimiter L′−L=1
request VT-check & hashrequest delimiter

L′−L=1 delimiter L′−L=1 delimiter hashes differ
req VTC+hashreq VTC+hash request delimiter

match delimiter diff. delimiter L′−L = 0 delimiter L′−L = 1
request delimiter request hash req VTC+hash

...
...

...

Figure 3.4: Example of a run on the edit recovery module. At the first iteration (top line),
because L′ − L > 1, B requests a central delimiter from A. This delimiter is matched on
B, and the algorithm goes on recursively on both sides of the delimiter. Parts of the string
that are considered as synchronized are grayed out.

the non-binary Varshamov-Tenengolts (VT) codes introduced in [Ten84b]. The VT codes

are a family of codes that correct a single insertion or deletion:

Definition 2 (cf. [Ten84b]). For all 0 6 ρ < Q and 0 6 σ < n, the VT code V Tρ,σ(n,Q) is

the set of all Q− ary vectors (a1, . . . , an) such that



n∑
i=1

ai ≡ ρ (mod Q),

n∑
i=1

(i− 1)si ≡ σ (mod n),
(3.10)

where the sequence (s1, . . . , sn) is defined by s1 = 1 and, for all 2 6 i 6 n,

si =


0 if ai 6 ai−1,

1 if ai > ai−1.

(3.11)

Since V Tρ,σ(n,Q) corrects a single insertion or deletion for any ρ and σ, synchronizing

X with Y when they only differ by an insertion or a deletion can be done by computing the

values ρ and σ for which X ∈ V Tρ,σ(n,Q) and transmitting these values, then decoding Y
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in V Tρ,σ(n,Q). We thereafter refer to these values of ρ and σ as the VT-checks of X and

write V TC(X) = (ρ, σ). Synchronization therefore costs one round of communication and

log n+ logQ bits.

Synchronizing from several edits

In the case where two strings differ by more than a single insertion or deletion, we cannot

use the VT codes directly. The protocol from [VZR10] uses a divide-and-conquer approach

to isolate edits and correct them using the VT codes. This is achieved recursively in the

following manner:

1. If the strings to synchronize are of equal length (either there was no edit, or several

with as many insertions as deletions), user A sends a hash of its string to user B. User

B compares this hash to the hash of its own string and declares that synchronization

of this subproblem is complete if they match, otherwise moves to step 3.

2. If the length of the strings to synchronize differ by exactly one (either there was exactly

one edit, or several with one insertion more/less than deletions), user A sends the VT-

checks as well as a hash of its string to user B. User B then decodes its own string using

the appropriate VT code, and computes the hash of the resulting string. If the hashes

match, once again we declare that synchronization is complete in this subproblem, and

otherwise we move to step 3.

3. In this case, the strings to synchronize for this subproblem differ by more than a single

edit, and cannot be synchronized directly with VT codes. We therefore divide this

subproblem into two new subproblems by sending a number c of central symbols of

user A’s string to user B that will be used as a delimiter. User B attempts to match

these symbols around the center its own string.

Fig. 3.4 illustrates this process. L and L′ respectively denote the length of the string at

user A and of that at user B.
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Notice that one could use the algorithm from [VZR10] directly without a Matching Mod-

ule, but that algorithm is designed to work for a number of edits that is o( n
logn), and it will

therefore not perform as well if one fixes the edit rates and increases the file length too much.

Finally, we describe the algorithm (in terms of bandwidth and error probability). This

result was proved in [BD13] and is similar to the proofs in [VZR10]. For this proof, we refer

the reader to [BD13] for further details.

Theorem 8. ([BD13]) Let P be an i.i.d. sequence of length L over X , and let H2 be the

collision entropy of Pt for all t. Let P̄ be a sequence obtained from P through δi insertions

and δd deletions, for a total of δ = δi + δd = o
(

L
logL

)
edits2. For any parameter c > 1, there

exists an interactive synchronization protocol that produces at estimate P̂ of P from P̄ , such

that:

1. The probability that the protocol does not synchronize correctly is

Pr{P̂ 6= P} 6 δ logL
Lc

, (3.12)

2. If NA→B and NB→A respectively denote the number of bits sent from the encoder to the

decoder, and from the decoder to the encoder, then their expected values are such that

E(NA→B) < δ
(

4q +
(

2qc+ 2 qc
H2

+ 4
)

logL
)
,

E(NB→A) < 10δ.
(3.13)

3. The probability that the algorithm terminates after r rounds is at least (1−(δ+1)2−r)δ.

The expected number of rounds taken by the protocol to terminate is therefore approx-

imately 4 + 2 log δ.

After the completion of the edit recovery module, synchronization has been performed.

However, there may be residual errors. Here again, we follow the logic of [S. 14]. The number
2We use the definition of little o applied to L, that is, f(L) = o(g(L)) if for all d > 0 there exists L′ > 0

such that for all L > L′, |f(L)| 6 d|g(L)|.
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of errors that are due to pivot mismatch is upper bounded by O(β). The errors due to the

edit recovery module (caused by, for example, hash collision), is, according to Theorem 8, is
δ logLS
L3
S

for a central delimiter with parameter c = 3, which contributes an error term of o(β).

This is a theoretical characterization; below we discuss a practical choice of coding scheme

to deal with residual errors.

In [S. 14], in the deletions-only setting, this module used LDPC codes. Since the above

theoretical analysis is agnostic towards the specific type of error correcting code used, we

allow for the application of other classes of codes.

Reed-Solomon codes are a class of maximum-distance separable codes, dmin = n′− k+ 1,

of blocklength n′ over GF (Q), capable of correcting n′−k
2 symbol errors. The Reed-Solomon

code is an appropriate choice of code since in our insertion/deletion process, the typical

symbol error is not characterized by a single-bit error (as would be the case for a Gray-

coded data set with Gaussian noise). The input to the ECC module is interleaved, thus our

Reed-Solomon code yields an error-free output when the residual error rate is lower than
n′−k

2k at the output of the edit recovery module. Table 3.2 provides performance results for

one example of a Reed-Solomon code.

3.5 Experimental Results

In this section, we report experimental results about our protocol. In particular, we compare

it with rsync and with the synchronization protocol from [VZR10].

Comparison with rsync

We compare our scheme versus rsync for varying edit probabilities. We report our results

in Fig. 3.5 with a file length n = 50000 symbols, however our conclusions would remain the

same for a wide range of file lengths since the bandwidth consumption of both rsync and of

our protocol are (almost) linear in n.

Our protocol shows a significant improvement in terms of the number of bits transmit-
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the number of bits transmitted used by our scheme versus rsync.
Here, the comparison is a function of the edit rate β = βi + βd. At error probability of
β = 0.006, we improve on rsync by a factor of 10. The files used are i.i.d. and uniform with
alphabet size Q = 52 and length n = 50000 symbols (300000 bits). The pivot length is 5
while the segment length was β−1.

ted, only using 10% of the bandwidth consumed by rsync at β = 0.006 for instance. The

comparison was performed on i.i.d. files with symbols drawn uniformly from an alphabet

of size Q = 52 (e.g., lower-case and upper-case Roman letters), and we used pivot length

LP = 5 and segment length LS = 1
β
.

Comparison with protocol by Venkataramanan et al.

We compare the bandwidth and number of rounds used by our synchronization protocol

with that required by the protocol proposed in [VZR10], on files with length from 20000 to

100000 with βi = βd = 0.01, and we report the results in Table 3.1.

Our scheme is shown under four configurations. In all of them, if the edit recovery module

has to synchronize two substrings that are so small that sending a central delimiter, VT-

checks and hashes would use more bandwidth than sending the substring itself, the substring

is sent directly.

• “Our scheme, LS = 100” is our scheme with segment length 100.

• “Our scheme, LS = 200” is our scheme with segment length 200.
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Bandwidth Number of rounds Cost (γ = 2000)
File size n (in bits) 120 k 360 k 600 k 120 k 360 k 600 k 120 k 360 k 600 k

Our scheme, LS = 100 27 k 81 k 136 k 13 14 15 53k 109k 166k
Our scheme, LS = 200 26 k 79 k 131 k 15 16 17 56k 111k 165k

Median
case

Our scheme pr. delim. 32 k 96 k 160 k 9 10 11 50k 116k 182k
Our scheme, stop at 12 28 k 83 k 138 k 12 12 12 52k 107k 162k
Scheme from [VZR10] 26 k 77 k 129 k 27 31 37 70k 139k 203k
Our scheme, LS = 100 31 k 89 k 145 k 27 29 28 85k 147k 201k
Our scheme, LS = 200 29 k 86 k 142 k 29 30 32 87k 146k 206k

Worst
case

Our scheme pr. delim. 37 k 104 k 172 k 26 27 27 89k 158k 226k
Our scheme, stop at 12 32 k 90 k 147 k 12 12 12 56k 114k 171k
Scheme from [VZR10] 29 k 106 k 179 k 160 279 685 349k 664k 1549k

Table 3.1: Comparison of the bandwidth and number of rounds used by our scheme and
by that of Venkataramanan et al. [VZR10]. Both the median and the worst case (over a
thousand trials) are shown, for file lengths n ranging from 20000 to 100000 symbols. The
alphabet has size Q = 64, and the files are i.i.d. and with uniform symbol distribution. The
edit channel has edit probabilities βi = βd = 0.01, the pivots have length 5. The lowest cost
for each scenario is reported in bold font.

Med. bw (bits) Med. # rounds FER
LH = 10: No ECC 14.3 k 12 0.114

Our scheme LH = 10: With ECC 14.8 k 13 0
LH = 16: No ECC 17.8 k 12 0.0017
LH = 16: With ECC 18.4 k 13 0
LH = 10: No ECC 15.4 k 26 0.188

Scheme from [VZR10] LH = 10: With ECC 15.9 k 27 0.025
LH = 16: No ECC 19.1 k 26 0.0033
LH = 16: With ECC 19.7 k 27 0

Table 3.2: Comparison of the average bandwidth, average number of rounds, and frame
error rates for both our scheme and the scheme from [VZR10], with and without the ECC
module. We use a [n′, k, d]Q = [63, 61, 3]64 Reed-Solomon code. In our simulation, the file
length n = 15000 symbols (90000 bits), and the alphabet size Q = 64. Note that we simulate
for two different values of the hash length, LH , 10 bits and 16 bits. If the number of residual
errors coming into the ECC module is fewer than bn(n′−k)

2k c = 245 symbols, then the output
of the ECC module is error free. The files are uniform i.i.d.. The edit probabilities are
βi = βd = 0.01 and the pivot length is 5. Each scenario was simulated with 10000 trials.
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• “Our scheme, pr. delim.” is our scheme under the following modification: whenever

the edit recovery module is asked to synchronize two strings of lengths that differ by

at most one, it will not only send a hash (and VT-checks if they differ by exactly one),

but will also send a central delimiter. If the hashes match, it declares the strings to

be synchronized, the central delimiter is discarded and we wasted a bit of bandwidth.

However if the hashes do not match, we have saved one round of communication because

we already sent a central delimiter. We use segment length 100.

For each file length, a thousand pairs (X, Y ) of files were generated, and we report for

the five different setups the bandwidth (median and worst case) and the number of rounds

(median and worst case) that was used to synchronize.

On average, our scheme requires a slightly higher albeit comparable bandwidth com-

pared to that used by [VZR10]. However, our scheme synchronizes in much fewer rounds of

communication. Choosing a higher segment length reduces the gap between the bandwidth

consumptions of the two protocols even further, at the expense of typically about two addi-

tional rounds (which remains much lower than the number of rounds required by [VZR10],

especially as the file length increases).

There are mainly two scenarios that cause an increase in bandwidth and round consump-

tion for both our synchronization protocol and that from [VZR10]:

• When two edits occur very close to each other, it may take a number of rounds com-

parable to the logarithm of the segment length (for our protocol) or to that of the file

length (for [VZR10]) to isolate them so that the VT codes can correct them.

• When a central delimiter suffers from an edit, and the protocol manages to find another

occurrence of that central delimiter nearby in Y , so that the strings on X and Y on

the left and on the right of that central delimiter and of its match differ by a relatively

large number of edits.

Both situations are relatively uncommon, but they may occur, and our scheme is better
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able to deal with them thanks to the fact that our matching module isolates independent

runs of the protocol from [VZR10]: in situations undesirable for the protocol from [VZR10],

only a small portion of the overall run of our protocol is affected. Therefore, the worst-case

performance over a thousand synchronizations is much better for our protocol than from

that from [VZR10], even more so for large file lengths. Its contribution to reaching better

worst-case performance, as well as the fact that it reduces the number of rounds required to

isolate edits, justifies the use of our Matching Module.

Table 3.2 provides insight into the importance of the ECC module. In these experiments,

we used a [n′, k, d]Q = [63, 61, 3]64 Reed-Solomon code (length 63, dimension 31, single-

error-correcting), with a file length of n = 15000 symbols (90000 bits), an alphabet size of

Q = 64, and 10000 trials. In order to observe a nonzero error rate, we use a lower hash

length, LH , which increases the probability of hash collisions. Note that any particular

run of our protocol with any residual errors counts as a frame error (the bit error-rate is

much smaller). The table clearly shows that for a minimal increase in bandwidth, we can

drastically lower the frame error rate. In addition, due to the lack of a matching module,

the scheme from [VZR10] contains a higher number of errors. The higher frame error rate

is due to an increased number of rounds and a larger average segment length.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we considered the interactive synchronization protocol introduced by Yazdi

and Dolecek [S. 14], extended to non-binary non-uniform files, with insertions as well as

deletions. In order to achieve this extension of the protocol, we took into consideration the

collision entropy of the source and refined the matching graph from [S. 14] by appropriately

weighting its edges.

We showed that (on i.i.d. files with i.i.d. edits) our protocol outperforms the widely

used synchronization software rsync. It also outperforms the synchronization protocol by

Venkataramanan et al, not directly in terms of the bandwidth required to synchronize, but
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in the number of rounds required and in terms of resilience to outlier cases.
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3.7 Appendix

Below we provide the proof of Lemma 13. The basic idea of the proof is to examine the

paths with many bad pivot matches (that is, large weight associated with the path) and to

show that the probability of such paths is very low. This is similar to the proof in [S. 14]

with a major difference: we are now concerned with path weights rather than path lengths

(as in the deletions-only case, the edges are not weighted). The path weight criteria adds

further complexity to our combinatorial arguments, as will be seen below.

Proof. We first find an upper bound to the probability of existence of a path Q from v0 to

vk with αk bad vertices (α is a constant denoting the fraction of bad pivot matches) and

with weight upper-bounded by (recall that W = 1
β
)

w(Q) 6 (1 +RW +O(β))k, (3.14)

when α > β. We will then use this bound to show that the overall probability that such

a path Q has more than βk bad vertices is upper-bounded by 2−Ω(n). A valid path Q

must have at least (1 − R − β + o(β))k vertices, otherwise its weight would be more than

(R+ β + o(β))kW = (1 +RW + o(1))k (Here, the o(1) refers to an expression in β). Using

this lower bound on the total number of vertices with the upper bound on the number of bad

vertices, we will prove that the number of good vertices on Q is at least (1−R−2β+o(β))k,

with probability at least 1− 2−Ω(n).
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We denote by Qg the set of indices j such that vij and vij+1 are good vertices, and by Qb

the set of indices j such that either vij or vij+1 is a bad vertex.

Case 1: β 6 α 6 1/4

Let us first consider a fixed value of α such that β 6 α 6 1/4. Following the analysis

from the proof of Theorem 5 from [S. 14] and adapting it to our general scenario, one can

show that when α is fixed and k′ = |Qg|+ |Qb| is set to (1−R− β + o(β))k, the number of

ways to simultaneously choose Qg and Qb can be upper-bounded by

(
(1−R− β + o(β))k

(1−R− β − α + o(β))k

)
·
(

(R + β + α + o(β))k
αk

)

≈ 2k((1−R−β)H( α
1−R−β )+(R+β+α)H( α

R−β−α)+o(β))

6 2αk(5+2 log 1
β

).

(3.15)

Here, H is the binary entropy function (not to be confused with the collision entropy H2).

In our case, unlike in the deletions-only case from [S. 14], k′ may be larger than (1−R−β+

o(β))k. However, the number of ways to simultaneously choose Qg and Qb is a decreasing

function of k′ when k′ is in the regime above (1 − R − β + o(β))k, and is therefore still

upper-bounded by 2αk(5+2 log 1
β

).

Again, a valid path Q must have at least (1− R + o(β))k vertices. Therefore, summing

(3.15) for k′ from (1−R+o(β))k to k, we conclude that the number of ways to pick the layers

for path Q with αk bad vertices and weight lower than (1 +RW +O(β)) k is upper-bounded

by

((R + o(β))k) 2αk(5+2 log 1
β ) 6 2αk(6+2 log 1

β ), (3.16)

for n (and therefore k) large enough.

Once we have fixed Qg and Qb, we count how many potential paths can match the

following constraints:

• The weight of the path is at most (1 +RW +O(β)) k,
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• The good vertices and bad vertices are on layers that match Qg and Qb.

For now, we have no constraint on whether the potential vertices of these paths correspond to

actual matched pivots in Y ; rather, we are interested in the distances between those vertices.

The distance D(u, v) = v̌ − û− 1 that the edge u→ v spans in Y is hereafter referred to as

the length of that edge. The number of potential paths Q is determined by the number of

combinations of lengths the edges can take while satisfying the two constraints. Since the

lengths of the edges in Qg are fixed (X and the edit pattern are fixed, so the length of a

good edge can be determined by the number of layers it spans and the number of net edits

that occur between these layers), we only focus on the lengths of the edges in Qb.

The sum wb of the weights of these bad edges is upper-bounded by

wb =
∑
j∈Qb

w(vij , vij+1) 6 w(Q) 6 (1 +RW +O(β))k. (3.17)

Furthermore, for a fixed value of wb, we upper-bound the number of combinations of the

(non-negative) weights of the bad edges under the constraint that their sum is wb: that

number is

(
wb
|Qb|

)
6

(
wb

2αk

)
6
(
wbe

2αk

)2αk
6

(
1+RW+O(β)

2α e

)2αk

= 22αk(log( 1+RW+O(β)
2α e)) 6 22αk( 1

ln 2 +log(O(log(1/β))
2β ))

6 22αk(1+2 log( 1
β )),

(3.18)

where the first inequality comes from the fact that |Qb| 6 2αk and that we chose α so

that 2αk 6 wb/2, the second inequality is the generic upper bound on binomial coefficients(
a
b

)
6
(
ae
b

)b
, the fourth inequality uses RW = (LPβ) 1

β
= LP = O( 1

H2
log 1

β
) = O(log 1

β
)

(since H2 is a constant w.r.t β), and the fifth inequality holds for β sufficiently small.

Once the individual weights of the bad edges are fixed, there are only two possible values

for the length of each of the bad edges, or just one if that weight is 0 (when w(u, v) is

known, it fixes |δ(u, v)|, and the length of the edge u→ v can therefore take only up to two
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values depending on the sign of δ(u, v)). There are up to 2αk such edges, and therefore at

most 22αk(1+2 log 1
β ) · 22αk = 24αk(1+log 1

β ) valid combinations of the lengths of the bad edges.

Summing over all possible values for wb from 0 to (1+RW +O(β))k, the number of potential

paths for a given choice of Qg and Qb is upper-bounded by (1+RW +O(β))k ·24αk(1+log 1
β ) 6

2αk(5+4 log 1
β ), where that last inequality holds for n (and thus k) large enough.

We use this last result with (3.16) to finally upper-bound the number of potential paths

with αk bad vertices and weight lower than (1 +RW +O(β)) k by 2αk(11+6 log 1
β ). Each of

these potential paths is valid if there is a bad match of a pivot at the location that corresponds

to of each of the bad vertices. This happens with probability 2−αkH2LP (where 2−H2LP is the

collision probability for a single pivot, and collisions are independent due to the i.i.d. setting

of our model), and therefore the probability that there exists a path Q with αk bad vertices

and weight w(Q) 6 (1 +RW +O(β)) k is upper-bounded by

2αk(11+6 log 1
β
−H2LP ). (3.19)

Case 2: 1/4 6 α 6 1

We follow the same process as in the first case. The number of ways to choose Qg and Qb

can be upper-bounded by 3k 6 22k (each of the k layers can be in Qg, in Qb or in neither).

The sum wb of the weight of the bad edges of a path Q with w(Q) 6 (1 +RW +O(β)) k

is upper-bounded by (3.17), and therefore the number of ways to choose those weights is less

than 2k. Once the weights are chosen, there are up to two possibilities for the length of each

bad edge, so that the number of ways to choose the lengths and their corresponding weights

is upper-bounded by 22k.

Overall, there are therefore up to 24k potential paths. Since each of these potential paths

corresponds to an actual path in the graph with probability 2−αkH2LP , the probability that

there is at least one such path is upper-bounded by 2k(4−αH2LP ).

Conclusion of the proof:
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We now put the two cases for the range of α together to find an upper bound on the

probability of existence of a path Q with more than βk bad vertices and weight w(Q) 6

(1 +RW +O(β)) k:

k/4∑
(αk)=βk

2αk(11+6 log 1
β
−H2LP ) +

k∑
(αk)=k/4

2k(4−αH2LP ), (3.20)

where we use (αk) as the sum index for ease of presentation.

Taking LP = 1
H2

(
20 + 6 log 1

β

)
ensures that:

• Since β 6 α, αk
(
11 + 6 log 1

β
−H2LP

)
6 −9αk 6 −9βk,

• For α > 1/4, k (4− αH2LP ) 6 k(4− α(20 + 6 log 1
β
)) 6 k(4− 5− 3

2 log 1
β
) 6 −k.

The first sum is therefore upper-bounded by k
42−9βk and the second by 3k

4 2−k, and thus

the total is 2−Ω(n), which yields the result.
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CHAPTER 4

Edits in Partial Rankings

4.1 Introduction

Ranked and partially ranked lists are important forms of storing data, both due to the

huge number of algorithms that operate on ranked data, and due to their applicability

to nonvolatile memories. The equivalent mathematical objects, permutations and multiset

permutations (multipermutations), have often been studied from the coding-theoretic point

of view [JMB09]. Recently, the attention these codes have received has significantly expanded

due to their application to data storage systems. Traditionally, non-volatile memory (NVM)

technologies, such as Flash, store data according to charge levels in individual cells. This

approach, however, is prone to error due to a number of issues faced by NVM devices.

To resolve such issues, rank modulation systems have been proposed. In these systems,

information is represented by the rankings of levels in an entire subset or block of cells

[JMB09].

The use of permutations in rank modulation has recently been generalized to multiset

permutations, or multipermutations [GJB12], [FM14]. Relying exclusively on permutations

is restrictive and prone to error: if two cells’ charge levels change relative to each other (e.g.,

cells a and b which began with levels va < vb but ultimately change so that va > vb), several

permutation elements will be exchanged. On the other hand, the same multipermutation

can be represented by several different cell charge rankings.
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As described, typical errors found in storage applications relying on permutations or

multipermutations have the effect of exchanging the positions of elements. Such errors are

captured by the Kendall tau and Ulam metrics. Code constructions over these metrics have

been proposed in [BM10], [BYEB13], [SGD13], and [FM14].

This chapter is concerned with edit (insertion and deletion) errors. In the previous chap-

ters, we considered edit errors and synchronization on regular data, i.e., binary or non-binary

sequences. On the other hand, if the data storage system represents information as ranked

lists (permutations or multipermutations), synchronization algorithms which operate on bi-

nary or non-binary sequences no longer apply. Instead, we must model changes or edits to

our files as deletions and insertions in multipermutations, and provide error-correcting codes

which correct this novel class of errors. This notion provides the fundamental motivation for

this chapter.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. First, we introduce notation and

review basic concepts in Section II. In Section III, we introduce bounds for the number

of multipermutations created by one insertion or deletion. In Section IV, we introduce

some basic code constructions which correct insertions and deletions. We summarize our

contributions in Section V.

4.2 Problem Statement

We begin with some necessary notation. First, let [n] denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n} and [a, b]

denote the set {a, a+ 1, . . . , b} for a 6 b. We refer to the symmetric group of permutations

on [n] as Sn. We use the notation π = (π(1)π(2) . . . π(n)) for permutations. Much of the

notation for multipermutations we will rely on was introduced in [FM14]. By M(n, r) =

M(n, (r1, r2, . . . , rm)) we will refer to the multiset

{1, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
r1 1’s

, 2, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
r2 2’s

, . . . ,m,m, . . . ,m︸ ︷︷ ︸
rm m’s

},
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where ∑m
i=1 ri = n.

We call r the weight vector of m. Next, let M(n, r) be the set of multipermutations

of M(n, r). If r1 = r2 = · · · = rm = r, the multiset and the resulting set of permutations

are called regular and we simply write M(n, r) andM(n, r), respectively. This notation is

simply convenient shorthand for M(n, r1) andM(n, r1), where 1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1) has length

m.

Take some permutation π ∈ Sn. We derive the multipermutation mr
π ∈ M(n, r) from π

in the following way:

mr
π(i) = j, if

j−1∑
k=1

rk + 1 6 π(i) 6
j∑

k=1
rk,

for 1 6 i 6 n. If mr
π ∈M(n, r) is regular, this simplifies to

mr
π(i) = j, if (j − 1)r + 1 6 π(i) 6 jr,

For example, if we have π = (3124) ∈ S4, and r = 2, mr
π = (2112). Of course, we see

that there are several other permutations in S4 which result in the same multipermutation

mr
π. Equality under the multipermutation generation operation may be viewed as an equiv-

alence relation. We refer to the equivalence class of permutations in Sn yielding the same

multipermutation m for a particular r by Rr(m). That is,

Rr(m) = {π ∈ Sn | mr
π = m}.

We explain the intuition behind these definitions in the context of data storage. Each

possible ranking of cell charges (over a block of cells) yields a particular permutation. Several

such rankings can be represented by a single multipermutation. Throughout this paper,

we assume that the storage system works directly on multipermutations. That is, data is

encoded as multipermutations and the decoder will read out the multipermutation resulting

from a block of cells, regardless of the underlying permutation.
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4.2.1 Insertions and Deletions in Permutations

Next, let us introduce the notion of permutation insertions and deletions. Permutation

deletions resemble symbol deletions in sequences, with one major difference. That is, after

an element of the permutation π ∈ Sn is deleted, larger elements are decreased by one,

yielding a permutation in Sn−1. This concept is formalized as follows. Let us say we have

π ∈ Sn, and the element π(i), 1 6 i 6 n, is deleted. Then, the resulting permutation is

π′ = (π(1)′π(2)′ . . . π(i− 1)′π(i+ 1)′ . . . π(n)′),

where

π(j)′ =


π(j) if π(j) < π(i),

π(j)− 1 if π(j) > π(i).

For example, if we have that π = (15342) ∈ S5, and the symbol 3 is deleted, the resulting

permutation is π′ = (1432). Here, the elements 5 and 4 are decreased by 1, as they were

larger than the deleted element 3.

We can similarly define permutation insertions. For π ∈ Sn, say we insert the element k,

1 6 k 6 n+ 1 at location i. Then, the resulting permutation is

π′ = (π(1)′ . . . π(i− 1)′ k π(i)′π(i+ 1)′ . . . π(n)′),

where

π(j)′ =


π(j) if π(j) < k,

π(j)− 1 if π(j) > k.

Again, take π = (15342) ∈ S5, Then, for example, if we insert the element k = 4 at position

i = 2, we have that the resulting permutation is π′ = (146352) ∈ S6.

Above, we gave a rule for forming permutations affected by a single insertion or a single
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deletion. We can apply this rule recursively to define permutations affected by t insertions or

deletions for t > 1. Note that t deletions from π ∈ Sn yields a permutation σ ∈ Sn−t, while t

insertions yields σ ∈ Sn+t. Let Dt(π) be the set of permutations formed by t deletions from

π and Iv(π) be the set of permutations formed by v insertions into π. We observe that these

definitions are natural in the context of data storage. A permutation affected by insertions

and deletions is simply the ranking of levels excluding those levels which have been deleted

and adding the ranks of those levels which have been inserted.

4.2.2 Insertions and Deletions in Multipermutations

Now we are ready to introduce the concept of multipermutation insertions and deletions. Let

us start with deletions. Essentially, we view deleting an element from a multipermutation

m ∈M(n, r) as deleting an element from permutations in the equivalence class Rr(m). The

resulting permutations are mapped back to multipermutations, forming the set of multiper-

mutations due to one deletion. Note that multipermutation deletion is a set operation.

More precisely, say we have multipermutations m ∈M(n, r) and m′ ∈M(n− t,p), with

r = (r1, r2, . . . , rm), p = (p1, p2, . . . , pm), ∑m
i=1 ri = n, ∑m

i=1 pi = n − t, and pi 6 ri for all

1 6 i 6 m. Then, we say that m′ is formed by t deletions from m if there exist π ∈ Sn and

σ ∈ Sn−t such that π ∈ Rr(m), σ ∈ Rp(m′), and σ is formed by t deletions from π.

We illustrate this definition with the following example. Here we use regular multiper-

mutations for simplicity. Say that m = (2112) ∈ M(4, 2). Then, π = (3124) ∈ R2(m).

Let us say that we delete the element 2 from π, yielding the permutation σ = (213). We

can represent σ in a multipermutation. Note that there are two choices of multisets for our

multipermutation: {1, 1, 2} and {1, 2, 2}. (Note that these multisets correspond to the vec-

tors p of (2, 1) and (1, 2), respectively.) We select the second, yielding the multipermutation

m′ = m(1,2)
σ = (212). Here we have that m′ is formed from m by one deletion.

We may define multipermutation insertions in a similar fashion. Take m ∈M(n, r) and

m′ ∈ M(n + v,p). Here, r = (r1, r2, . . . , rm) and p = (p1, p2, . . . , pm+v),
∑m+v
i=1 pi = n + v,
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pi > ri for all 1 6 i 6 m, and pi > 0 form+1 6 i 6 m+v. (Note that here the weight vector p

is longer due to the possibility of insertions of symbols from the set {m+1,m+2, . . . ,m+v}.)

Then, we say that m′ is formed by v insertions into m if there exist π ∈ Sn and σ ∈ Sn+v

such that π ∈ Rr(m), σ ∈ Rp(m′), and σ is formed by v insertions into π.

The earlier example, where we form (212) by deleting a symbol from (2112), hints at the

notion of an equivalent, direct definition of multipermutation deletions. We give this direct

definition for regular multipermutations, though it can be easily extended to the irregular

case. We may simply delete a symbol, say, j, from a multipermutation inM(n, r) where n =

rm, while leaving all other elements unchanged. We refer to the resulting multipermutation

as the base multipermutation. However, we may modify the base multipermutation (of length

n−1) by appropriately increasing or decreasing (at most) one element of value a, 1 6 a 6 m,

by 1. We refer to these operation as shifts. The multipermutations formed by shifts are also

possible valid results of deletions from multipermutations.

The intuition behind this idea follows: following a deletion, the decoder, which only

examines ranks, cannot tell the absolute value of the deleted element. In fact, this value

may be any element in [m], as long as appropriate elements are shifted by one. For example, if

(112233) ∈M(6, 2) has a symbol 2 deleted, the underlying cell level ranks may be interpreted

as (11233), or (21233), if the first cell level, corresponding to a 1, is larger than the other level

corresponding to a 1, and is thus interpreted as a 2. Similarly, we may view the resulting

multipermutation as (11232), by interpreting one of the 3s as a 2. Further clarifying examples

will be given below.

Let us make this notion precise. Let the shift s+
a,i(m) operate on m ∈ M(n, r) by

increasing the ith instance of the element with value a in m by one, for 1 6 a 6 m− 1 and

1 6 i 6 r. Similarly, let s−a,i(m) descent the ith instance of the element with value a by one.

Here, 2 6 a 6 m.

Then, m′ ∈M(n− t,p) is a multipermutation formed by t deletions from m ∈M(n, r)

if (i) pi 6 r for all 1 6 i 6 m, and (ii) there is a base multipermutation o formed by t
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deletions from m and a set of shifts

s+
a1,i1 , s

+
a2,i2 , . . . , s

+
ak,ik

, s−b1,j1 , . . . , s
−
bl,jl

,Ã§âĂă

so that

m′ = s+
a1,i1(s+

a2,i2(· · · (s−bl,jl(o)))),

at most t elements in {a1, a2, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bl} are identical, and there is no pair (ac, bd) with

ac + 1 = bd among them.

The last requirement simply states that shifted elements cannot switch their relative

orders. For example, if a 2 is shifted down to a 1, a 1 cannot also be shifted to a 2, as

this would contradict the underlying ranking of the corresponding cell levels. We give an

illustrative example. Take m = (11223344) ∈ M(8, 2). Then, if we delete the first element

2, we immediately have the (base) multipermutation o = (1123344). The shift s+
1,1(o) gives

the multipermutation (2123344), where the first element with value 1 has been shifted to 2.

Similarly, s+
1,2(o) = (1223344). We may also form the permutation s−4,2(s−3,2(o)) = (1123243).

Here, one 3 is shifted to 2 and one 4 is shifted to 3. Here, as we have a single deletion, we see

that shifts are such that only one element of a certain value is affected and the shift value is

no more than one. We note that it is easy, but tedious, to confirm that the two definitions

are equivalent.

We also note that the same “direct” definition may also be applied to multipermutation

insertions.

Finally, we extend the set notations Dt and Iv to multipermutations. We write the set

of multipermutations formed by t deletions from m ∈M(n, r) as

Dt(m) = {w ∈M(n− t,p) | ∃ σ ∈ Sn−t, π ∈ Sn, so that

σ ∈ Rp(w), π ∈ Rr(m), σ ∈ Dt(π)},
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where, again, p = (p1, . . . , pm) with ∑m
i=1 pi = n − t, and pi 6 ri for 1 6 i 6 m. Similarly,

we write the set of multipermutations formed by v insertions into m ∈M(n, r) as

Iv(m) = {w ∈M(n+ t,p) | ∃ σ ∈ Sn+t, π ∈ Sn, so that

σ ∈ Rp(w), π ∈ Rr(m), σ ∈ Iv(π)},

Such definitions simply summarize, using set notation, our description of multipermuta-

tions formed by insertions or deletions as equivalence classes of permutations suffering from

the corresponding insertions or deletions.

4.3 Single Deletion Bounds

Unlike in the case of binary or non-binary sequences, a particular deletion in a multipermu-

tation may result in many multipermutations. We first characterize the number of multiper-

mutations resulting from the deletion of a symbol.

When we delete a single multipermutation element z, the resulting multipermutation

has one less element in {1, 2, . . . ,m}. We can count the total number of multipermutations

generated by deleting z by examining the possible shifts. As we are dealing with a single

deletion, we note, from the preceding definitions, that shifts may affect at most one element

in [m] and are of magnitude at most one. We have,

Lemma 14. Let m be a multipermutation inM(n, r), with n = rm. Say a particular symbol

with value z is deleted, where 1 6 z 6 m. The total number of resulting multipermutations

is given by
rm−z+1 + rz − r − 1

r − 1 . (4.1)

Proof. A single deletion implies that the resulting multipermutation has length n − 1 and

is a permutation of the set M(n, r′), where r′ = {r, r, . . . , r, r − 1, r, . . . , r}. That is, r′ is a

vector of length m that is r − 1 at exactly one component and r at all other components.
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Each of these m vectors r′ produces a different set of multipermutations.

Recall that the deleted symbol from m is z, where 1 6 z 6 m. Then, consider the

resulting multipermutations such that r′ has the r − 1 in the zth component. There is

exactly one possible such multipermutation: the base multipermutation, where no shifts

have taken place, as there are already r − 1 z’s and r of all other elements not equal to z.

No other multipermutations are possible.

Now, let us say r′ is such that the r− 1 is in the yth component, where y > z. Then, we

must choose one of the y’s to be shifted down to y− 1, one of the (already existing) (y− 1)’s

to be shifted to y − 2, and so one, until we select one (z + 1) to be shifted to z. Each of

these choices involve selecting among r elements, and there are |{y, y−1, . . . , z+ 1}| = y− z

selections to be made, so that there are a total of ry−z options.

Similarly, let us say that r′ is such that the r− 1 component is in the wth position, with

w < z. Then, we must choose one of the w’s to be shifted up to w + 1, one of the (w + 1)’s

to be shifted up to w + 2, and so on, until we select one of the (z − 1)’s to be shifted up to

z. Here there are |{w,w − 1, . . . , z − 1}| = z − w selections, with r choices for each, for a

total of rz−w options.

Adding all of these possibilities, we get

z−1∑
w=1

rz−w + 1 +
m∑

y=z+1
ry−z,

which can be simplified to the desired expression.

With the aid of Lemma 1, we proceed to derive a bound on the number of multipermu-

tations resulting from one deletion in a multipermutation. We define a run as a maximal

subvector of identical elements. Let us denote the number of runs of identical symbols in

m by τ(m). Furthermore, let us write τi(m) for the number of runs of symbol i in m. For

example, if m = (1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 1), τ(m) = 4, while τ2(m) = 1 and τ1(m) = 2. Of course,∑
i τi(m) = τ(m).
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It is well known that for a sequence x, the number of sequences formed by one deletion

from x is τ(x). This is easy to see: deleting any of the identical symbols in a particular run

results in the same sequence. The same holds true in our multipermutation case. There-

fore, applying Lemma 1, we have the following upper bound on |D1(m)|, the number of

multipermutations formed by one deletion in m:

|D1(m)| 6
m∑
z=1

τz(m)r
m−z+1 + rz − r − 1

r − 1 . (4.2)

However, the upper bound is not tight due to the possibility that the same multipermu-

tation may be produced by deletions of different elements (or even of the same element, but

from different runs). We may produce an exact expression by removing all such overlapping

multipermutations.

Towards this end, let us refer to pairs of multipermutation elements which differ by one

and occupy consecutive positions as ascents or descents. That is, if we have the pair of

elements (a, a + 1) occur consecutively in the multipermutation m = (. . . , a, a + 1, . . .) for

some 1 6 a 6 m − 1, we refer to the pair as an ascent. Similarly, the pair (a, a − 1)

is called a descent. Let us write the number of ascents starting with the element i as

ρ+
i (m). Similarly, we write the number of descents starting with the element i as ρ−i (m).

We let ρ−1 (m) = ρ+
m(m) = 0. Let the total number of ascents and descents be written

ρ(m) = ∑m
i=1(ρ+

i (m) + ρ−i (m)). With this, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 9. Let the multipermutation m ∈M(n, r) with n = rm. Then,

|D1(m)| = 1
r − 1

m∑
z=1

(
τz(m)(rm−z+1 + rz − r − 1)

−ρ+
z (m)(rm−z + rz − 2)− ρ−z (m)(rm−z+1 + rz−1 − 2)

)
.

To prove the theorem, we start with expression (4.2) and modify it by removing all

overlapping multipermutations. Before we begin, we will need one additional definition: We
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call a a subvector of the type (m(i),m(i+1), . . . ,m(k)) wherem(j) ∈ {m(j−1),m(j−1)+1}

for i < j 6 k an ascending run. Similarly, if m(j) ∈ {m(j − 1),m(j − 1) − 1}, we call this

subvector a descending run. For example, (112333) is an ascending run. Note that a run of

identical elements is both an ascending and a descending run.

The key observation is that two base multipermutations, affected by shifts, yield a com-

mon multipermutation only when the deleted elements producing these multipermutations

are part of an ascending or descending run. We first prove this claim as a lemma:

Lemma 15. Let m ∈ M(n, r) with n = rm. Form ma by deleting element a in m and mb

by deleting element b in m. Then, if there exist valid sequences of shifts producing m′a from

ma and m′b from mb with m′a = m′b, a and b are part of an ascending or descending run in

m.

Proof. Say that ma and mb are formed by deleting element a at position i and element b at

position j in m ∈M(n, r), respectively. Without loss of generality, take 1 6 i < j 6 n. We

first examine the case a 6 b. Let us say that m′a is such that the “missing” element is a c.

That is, m′a ∈ M(n, r′) where r′ is a vector with r − 1 at index c and r elsewhere. Clearly,

a 6 c 6 b.

Since c is the missing element in m′a = m′b, ma must have experienced shifts that took

elements c→ c− 1, c− 1→ c− 2, . . . , a+ 1→ a. Similarly, in mb, the shifts must have been

c→ c+ 1, c+ 1→ c+ 2, . . . , b− 1→ b.

Now, after the deletion of a, the substring at positions i+ 1, i+ 2, . . . , j − 1 in ma is

(m(i+ 1) m(i+ 2) . . .m(j − 1) b).

The substring at the same positions in mb is

(a m(i+ 1) . . .m(j − 2) m(j − 1)).
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To yield a common multipermutation, these substrings must be equal (after possible shifts).

Moreover, any elements outside of these substrings are equal in ma and mb, and, as shifts in

ma are downwards and those in mb are upwards, these outside elements cannot experience

any shifts. Thus, all shifts must occur in the substrings shown above.

Recall that a 6 c. First, let a < c. Then, the shifts in mb do not involve element a, so

m′b(i) = mb(i) = a. Shifts in ma are downwards, so thereforem′a(i) ∈ {m(i+1),m(i+1)−1}.

Therefore, as m′a(i) = m′b(i), we have that a ∈ {m(i+ 1),m(i+ 1)− 1}, or

m(i+ 1) ∈ {a, a+ 1}.

Next, if a = c, we have that there are no shifts at all in ma. That is, m′a = ma, so that

m′a(i) = m(i+ 1). And, as shifts in mb are increasing, m′b(i) ∈ {a, a+ 1}. Then, in this case

as well, since m′a(i) = m′b(i),

m(i+ 1) ∈ {a, a+ 1}.

Thus we have that m(i + 1) ∈ {a, a + 1}. Applying the same argument to m(i + 1),

followed by m(i + 2), and so on, we see that (a,m(i + 1), . . . ,m(j − 1), b) is an increasing

run.

Now, in the case a > b, the same arguments apply, and we will conclude that

m(i+ 1) ∈ {a, a− 1},

and so on. That is, (a,m(i+ 1), . . . ,m(j − 1), b) forms a decreasing run. This concludes the

proof of the lemma.

We have characterized the scenarios where base multipermutations affected by shifts yield

common multipermutations. We are now ready for the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof. According to Lemma 2, common multipermutations are formed by deletion of ele-

ments in ascending or descending runs in m. The central observation follows. Say that we
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have a maximal ascending run (a, . . . , b) in m. Let the base multipermutation formed by

deleting i ∈ [a, b] from m be called mi. Then, ma and mb, affected by certain shifts, yield a

common multipermutation m′. Note, however, that we can form this multipermutation by

shifting mb−1, or by shifting mb−2, and so on. That is, this m′ can be formed by shifts from

any of ma,ma+1, . . . ,mb.

To remove the overcounted multipermutation m′, we count the multipermutations formed

by shifts from mb−1 and mb, and remove m′ once. Similarly, we count the multipermutations

formed by shifts from mb−2 and mb−1, and subtract m′ once. We continue to do so, lastly

removing m′ once from the count of shifts to ma+1 and ma. We see that this yields the

correct count: m′ is counted once for each of i ∈ [a, b], for a total of b − a + 1 times. We

subtract it once for each pair (mb−i+1,mb−i), for 1 6 i 6 b− a, or b− a times.

According to the previous argument, we need only remove overcounted multipermutations

formed by ascents or descents (that is, runs of just two elements). We proceed to count such

common multipermutations for the ascent (a, a+1). We may delete the first element, yielding

the multipermutation ma+1 = (. . . , a, . . .), or the second, yielding ma = (. . . , a+ 1, . . .).

We can form ma from ma+1 by shifting a up to a + 1. This multipermutation is thus

counted twice. Moreover, we can shift any further elements in [a + 2, . . . ,m] up, yielding

further overcounted multipermutations. We apply the same logic as in the proof of Lemma

1. We have r choices of the element a+ 2 to shift up, r choices of a+ 3, and so on, yielding

a total number of

1 + r + r2 + . . .+ rm−a−1 = rm−a − 1
r − 1

overcounted multipermutations.

Similarly, we may shift the a + 1 in ma down to a to yield ma+1. This is also an

overcounted multipermutation. We may form additional such multipermutations by shifting

a− 1 down to a− 2, and so on, down to shifting 2 to 1. In total, we have

1 + r + . . . ra−1 = ra − 1
r − 1
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choices. It is easy to perform the same calculations for descents in multipermutations

(. . . , a, a− 1, . . .). If we delete a and shift a− 1 to a, we may also shift elements in [1, a− 2]

upwards, for 1 + r + . . . + ra−2 = ra−1−1
r−1 choices. If we delete a − 1 and shift a to a − 1,

we may also shift elements in [a + 1,m] downwards, yielding 1 + r + . . . + rm−a = rm−a+1−1
r−1

possibilities.

The total number of overcounted multipermutations in (4.2) is thus

m∑
a=1

ρ+
a (m)r

m−a + ra − 2
r − 1 + ρ−a (m)r

m−a+1 + ra−1 − 2
r − 1 .

Adding this to (4.2) yields the result.

We detail our expression in the extreme case where m = 2 and r = n/2. Here, our

multipermutations are equivalent to binary balanced sequences with an equal number of

zeros and ones. (Of course, our multipermutations use 1’s and 2’s). These multipermutations

are inM(n, (n2 ,
n
2 )). Such balanced sequences find frequent use in storage applications, but

it is also useful to consider them as multipermutations and develop their properties in this

context.

Theorem 1 is particularly interesting in this case, as here ρ(m) = τ(m)− 1. That is, as

runs consist of either 1’s or 2’s, at the transition between two different runs is a pair (1, 2) or

(2, 1). These are precisely the ascents and descents in m. Now, plugging in m = 2, r = n/2,

and ρ1(m) + ρ2(m) = τ(m)− 1 into Theorem 1, we have

τ1(m)
(

(n2 )2 − 1
n
2 − 1

)
+ τ2(m)

(
(n2 )2 − 1
n
2 − 1

)

−ρ1(m)
(
n
2 + n

2 − 2
n
2 − 1

)
− ρ2(m)

(
n
2 + n

2 − 2
n
2 − 1

)

= (τ1(m) + τ2(m))
(
n

2 + 1
)
− 2(τ(m)− 1)

= τ(m)
(
n

2 + 1
)
− 2(τ(m)− 1).
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Thus, we have the formula

Corollary 1. If the multipermutation m ∈M(n, (n2 ,
n
2 )),

|D1(m)| = τ(m)n2 − τ(m) + 2.

Next, we derive a bound on the cardinalities of codes correcting single deletion errors.

The upper bound on the deletion sphere size in Theorem 1 is maximized when τz(m) = r

and the ρi(m) = 0. Then, evaluating the summation yields the expression

2(rm+2 − r2)
(r − 1)2 − (r2 + r)m

r − 1 .

Let An,r be the optimal single deletion-correcting multipermutation code overM(n, r) where

n = rm. Using the previous expression, we have the following lower bound on |An,r|:

Corollary 2. The size of the code An,r overM(n, r) satisfies

|An,r| >
m(n−1)!

(r!)m−1(r−1)!
2(rm+2−r2)

(r−1)2 − (r2+r)m
r−1

.

Proof. Our multipermutations of length n − 1 are in one of the spacesM(n − 1, r), where

r = (r, r, . . . , r−1, . . . , r). There are m choices for the r−1 components. Each of the spaces

has size (n − 1)!/((r!)m−1(r − 1)!). The result follows from the standard sphere-packing

argument.

Again, let us evaluate this bound in the “balanced” case m = 2 and r = n/2. Then, the

bound simplifies to

|An,n/2| >
2(n− 1)!

(n2

2 + n)(n2 )!(n2 − 1)!
.

Asymptotically, this is simply 2n/(n2

2 + n). Similar calculations can be performed for other

n and r.
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4.4 Code Constructions

Next we focus on providing code constructions. Note that the distance induced by our mul-

tipermutation deletion process is quite different from the traditional (Levenshtein) “edit”

distance dE(x,y) between sequences x,y. Recall that this distance is defined as the number

of deletions and insertions required to transform the sequence x into y. If we view multi-

permutations m1,m2 inM(n, r) with n = rm as non-binary sequences in {1, 2, . . . ,m}n, we

may apply this distance to form dE(m1,m2).

However, due to the fact that in the multipermutation deletion case, we allow for shifts,

forming many more valid multipermutations, the edit distance is not useful. We introduce

dME(m1,m2) as the number of multipermutation deletions and insertions required to send

m1 to m2, as defined in Section II. We note that

dME(m1,m2) 6 dE(m1,m2).

Moreover, there is no direct relationship between the two distances. Consider, for example,

simple permutations (the case where r = 1). Take π = (7245361) and σ = (6342517). By

deleting the 2 from π and the 7 from σ, we derive the permutation (634251). Therefore

dME(π, σ) = 2. However, dE(π, σ) = 6.

We conclude that we cannot directly apply deletion error-correcting codes over sequences

to our problem. We can, however, modify such codes to yield simple constructions. We

introduce Construction 1, which forms a single deletion error-correcting multipermutation

code. For the sake of convenience, take n to be even.

Construction 1. : Let Ca
n,r be defined in the following way:

Ca
n,r = {m ∈M(n, r) : m(i) ≡ 0 mod 2, i ∈

[
1, n2

]
,

m(i) ≡ 1 mod 2, i ∈
[
n

2 + 1, n
]
,
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n∑
i=1

iα(i) ≡ a mod (n+ 1),
∣∣∣∣m(

n

2

)
−m

(
n

2 + 1
)∣∣∣∣ > 3},

where a ∈ [0, n] and α(i) is defined as 1 if m(i) > m(i− 1) and 0 otherwise, for 2 6 i 6 n.

We set α(1) = 1.

Our code is primarily formed by two types of constraints. The first forces even elements

to the left half of the multipermutation and odd multipermutation elements to the right

half. The second constraint, which is based on Tenengolts’ non-binary deletion-correcting

codes [Ten84a], places a binary deletion-correction code onto the increasing/decreasing run

structure of the multipermutation. It will enable us to find the (approximate) location of

the deleted element.

We continue with a sketch of the proof of our construction. We note that the proof

contains a natural decoding technique.

Proof. Say m ∈ Ca
n,r is transmitted and m′ of length n− 1 is received. Let us say that the

base multipermutation (due to the deletion) was o. Then, m′ is formed from o by a series of

shifts. Such shifts have magnitude at most 1. To recover m from m′, we must correct these

shifts and replace the deleted element. Let us call the deleted element p.

We begin by examining m′. One element (with value in [m]) must appear r − 1 times,

and all other elements r times in m′. Call the unique element k. Either p = k, so that

o = m′, p > k, so that elements with values k, k + 1, . . . , p − 1 were shifted up by one, or,

p < k, so that elements with values p+ 1, p+ 2, . . . , k were shifted down by one.

We know that, regardless of the position of the deletion, the elements o(i) must be even

for 1 6 i 6 n
2 − 1 and odd for n

2 + 1 6 i 6 n − 1. We look at all such positions in m′

that violate this constraint. Here, shifts have occurred. If there exists such a position i, and

m′(i) > k, we may fix the shifts by subtracting one to each of the elements in these positions.

If m′(i) < k, we fix the shifts by adding one to each of the elements.
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Now we have a vector that is equal to o at all positions except (possibly) the n
2 th position.

Count the total number of shifts we have performed in the previous step and call this number

j. Additionally, let ` be 1 if the shifts were corrected by adding and 0 if they were corrected

by subtracting. Then, the deleted element p satisfies

p ∈ {k + (−1)`j, k + (−1)`(j + 1)}.

The the one in (j + 1) accounts for the position at n
2 , where we are unsure whether or not a

shift occurred.

Next, we use the constraint over the α(i) terms as a binary deletion-correcting code to

determine in which run of increasing or decreasing elements p should be placed. Elements

on the left side of the permutation are all even, so they differ by at least two. Similarly,

those on the right side are odd, so they differ by at least 2 as well. Lastly, according to our

last constraint, the two elements on the border between even and odd elements differ by at

least three. We conclude that all runs have elements differing by at least two.

Therefore, we can determine the correct location for p. We choose either k + (−1)`j or

k+(−1)`(j+1) for p by checking parities and determining which half of the multipermutation

its correct location should be. Finally, if necessary, we correct the shift formerly at the middle

location (n2 th position) of m′. Now we have recovered m from m′.

Let us comment on the cardinality of the codes Ca
n,r. The parameter a forms n + 1

cosets among the multipermutations inM(n, r). By placing odd multipermutation elements

and even multipermutation elements on different sides of the multipermutation, we have

(n/2)!2/(r!)m multipermutations to choose from. Therefore, by the pigeonhole principle,

there exists at least one code Ca
n,r with cardinality

|Ca
n,r| &

(
n

2 !
)2
/ ((r!)m(n+ 1)) .

Next, we proceed with a construction that corrects multiple multipermutation deletions.
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We start by defining a sequence which we use in our construction. Let t be a positive integer.

Let a ∈ Zn(t+1)(2t+1)+1 be such that for 1 6 i 6 n,

a(i) = i · (2t+ 1) mod Zn(t+1)(2t+1)+1.

We have the following property:

Claim 5. For any 1 6 j 6 t and any −t 6 e1, e2 6 t, we have that for 1 6 i 6 n− j,

a(i) + e1 6≡ a(i+ j) + e2 mod (t+ 1)(2t+ 1) + 1.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary we had a(i) + e1 ≡ a(i + j) + e2 mod (t + 1)(2t + 1) + 1.

Then,

e1 − e2 ≡ a(i+ j)− a(i) mod (t+ 1)(2t+ 1) + 1.

By construction a(i)−a(i+j) = j(2t+1). Since −2t 6 e1−e2 6 2t, we have a contradiction.

Before continuing on to the code construction, we first introduce some notation. For

a ∈ Zn(t+1)(2t+1)+1, let {a(i)} = {b : b = a(i) + e,−t 6 e 6 t}. Note that, as an immediate

consequence of Claim 5, {a(i)} ∩ {a(j)} = ∅ when |i− j| 6 t.

Construction 2. Suppose n, t, r are positive integers where r|n and n/r > (t+1)(2t+1)+1.

Let Cnr,t ⊆M(n, r) be a code with Hamming distance t+ 1, and for any x ∈ Cnr,t,

x ≡ a mod (t+ 1)(2t+ 1) + 1.

Theorem 10. A code Cnr,t created according to Construction 2 can correct up to t deletions.

We prove the result by illustrating the decoding algorithm. We first assume the codeword

x ∈ Cnr,t was stored and y ∈ Dt(x) was read. The idea will be to first correct all the shifts and
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(simultaneously) identify the locations of the deletions. Afterwards, we will determine the

values of the symbols deleted. We now define Dnr,t : [n/r]n−t →M(n, r) below. The input to

Dnr,t is a vector y ∈ Dt(x) for some x ∈ Cnr,t and the output is an estimate x̂ = (x̂(1), . . . , x̂(n))

of x.

Let DD : {[n/r]∪?}n → [n/r]n be the decoder of a code CD that can correct up to t

erasures where the locations of the erasures are indicated by the ? symbol. By construction,

we have Cnr,t ⊆ CD since Cnr,t has Hamming distance t+ 1. The decoding algorithm follows:

1. Initialize i = 1,j = 0, and z = y.

2. If i+ j = n+ 1, then go to step 6).

3. If y(i) mod 2t+1 ∈ {a(i+j)}, then let e ≡ y(i)−a(i+j) mod 2t+1 where −t 6 e 6 t.

Otherwise go to step 5).

4. Let x̂(i+ j) = y(i)− e. Let i = i+ 1, and go back to step 2).

5. Insert the symbol ? into z at position i+ j. Let j = j + 1, and back to step 2).

6. Define x̂ = DD(z).

4.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we examined deletion errors in multipermutations. We introduced the con-

cept and gave bounds for the number of multipermutations formed by one deletion. We

then studied error-correcting codes which correct deletions. We gave a construction based

on Tenengolts’ single-deletion correcting codes for non-binary sequences. This is a practi-

cal construction capable of correcting a single deletion. We generalized this construction

to correct more than one multipermutation deletion. Many areas concerning insertions and

deletions in multipermutations remain to be explored.
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CHAPTER 5

Non-Uniform Noisy LDPC Decoders

The incredible success and popularity of flash devices has made them prime candidates for

deep-space applications. Among other applications, flash devices are used in space probes

exploring the solar system and beyond. These spacecraft require a large amount of on-board

data storage in order to store the results of numerous experiments. For example, the mast

camera on the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL, also known as the Curiosity rover) has 8 GB

of on-board flash storage for images [Jet12]. However, flash and other modern memories are

designed for use on earth, where ambient radiation levels are low. In order to be suitable

for space applications, flash devices must be capable of handling errors due to radiation

effects. These effects are broadly divided into two categories: effects due to total dosage

(e.g., longer-term exposure to radiation) and upset events caused by a particular particle

strike. The importance of such errors was highlighted when the Mars Opportunity rover was

forced to reformat its flash memory as the result of frequent resets due to worn out cells

[Jet14].

Radiation Effects on Decoders

In previous works, the effects of radiation on the cells storing the data of non-volatile memory

devices were considered. In other words, radiation exposure was viewed as another source

of noise in the memory itself, albeit noise with very specific characteristics. Codes dealing

with such errors were studied in [SSD15, SSDD15, LSRB16]. Other works on asymmetric
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coding, such as [CSBB10] and [GYD13] are also applicable, as errors caused by the effects

of radiation are not symmetric.

However, radiation effects are also experienced by the storage device’s circuitry, including

the decoding circuitry (used to read the data) itself. Therefore, in order to produce a system

that is radiation-hardened, we must consider the issue of noisy decoding in the presence of

radiation. We observe that decoder failures are considerably more dangerous than individual

cell errors; a malfunctioning decoder can lead to an extremely high output error rate.

Early works that study radiation-induced soft errors in silicon devices for space applica-

tions include [Pet81, Pet83]. In [FCMG13], the authors have performed a detailed survey

regarding soft errors in the logic circuits. They discuss how single event transient pulses

may be induced by radiation events in both sequential and combinational logic components.

These transient pulses can cause errors in the logic circuit of a decoder. The authors in

[NRV+06, YNA09, SL10] describe different techniques to detect soft errors that occur in the

logic circuitry. Once detected, these signals may be classified as erasures.

The problem of noisy decoding has been tackled in a series of previous studies, starting

with the early work of John von Neumann [vN56], where the use of triple modular redun-

dancy (TMR) was proposed to resolve noisy decoding errors. More recently, a number of

papers looked at the problem of noisy LDPC decoding, including [HLD15, HLD14, THD12,

TCD13, Var11, LPG12, BSB14] and many others. Some works have focused on specific noisy

decoders, such as [CIV06, DDVS15] while others have focused on practical issues such as

data-dependency and energy optimization [BRIV15, BIV15, LPKG15]1. There is also inter-

est in noisy decoding of spatially-coupled LDPC codes [MVA+15]. The authors in [MW16]

analyze noisy decoding for belief propagation. They consider a network on chip architecture

for the decoder implementation which allows for erasures in cases of packet loss.

Previous works, however, are largely unrelated to radiation effects and therefore offer

a significantly different model. The most common approach towards modeling component
1The work in [BRIV15] also considers varying noise, like the work in this chapter, but this is based on

the written data itself, and can thus be controlled, unlike the radiation events we are forced to deal with.
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Figure 5.1: Radiation channels. We use the map 0 → 1, 1 → −1 while the erasure symbol
is mapped to 0. The two left states in the channels depict the radiation-affected states. The
flipping probability models a particle strike changing the value stored in a register, while the
erasure probability models a detectable wildly varying voltage. The right states show the
noiseless state, where there is no radiation exposure.

noise undertaken in the literature is to assume that each component suffers from a permanent

source of noise (and this noise is identical for like units). In other words, the output from

each component is passed through an independent, memoryless channel, typically a binary

symmetric channel (BSC) whose statistical properties are time invariant. Many of these

works focus on decoding noisy LDPC codes, so that the BSC is placed at the output of

variable and check nodes on the LDPC Tanner graph.

This approach is unsuitable for our task. First, we note that radiation events, such as

exposure to a heavy ion beam, affect multiple components simultaneously [GP10]. In the

context of LDPC decoding, the registers that are used to store the values of variable nodes

are tightly clustered in the decoder. As a result, multiple adjacent nodes are affected by

one beam. This implies that the assumption that each component is independently (and, in

certain existing models, identically) affected by noise is not suitable.

We note that the effects of radiation vary between transient effects, such as single-event

upsets (SEUs), and long-term damage due to overall exposure, such as total ionizing dose

(TIDs) [GP10, GBP+13, INB+10]. In the case of LDPC decoding, we require an abstract

measure of effect duration. The appropriate choice is to allow the radiation effect to last for

multiple decoding iterations.

The radiation channels affecting check and variable nodes are shown in Figure 5.1. Both
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channels have two states. The second channel state, which is noiseless, corresponds to no

radiation-induced misbehavior. The noisy state for a variable node (VN) is a binary input

channel with a three-symbol output that includes the erasure symbol (however, we map the

symbol 0 to 1, the symbol 1 to −1, and the erasure symbol to 0; this mapping is convenient

for our decoder, to be described later, where we take the sum of incoming messages). The

probability σ2 that one of the binary inputs is flipped models the effect of radiation on a

register. The probability σ1 of erasure models the impact of a detectably incorrect voltage

due to radiation [NRV+06, YNA09]. Both parameters can be set according to the strength

of the radiation being modeled. An important aspect is state transition for the channel.

The initial state is the noiseless state. With some probability, the channel exits this state

(representing a radiation event.) After entering the noisy state, the channel remains there

for a number of iterations, representing the duration of the event. Finally, the noiseless

state is re-entered. The radiation-affected check node channel operates similarly, but has the

erasure symbol as an input. Note also that for this channel, the probabilities of erasure and

flip are σ3 and σ4, respectively.

Effect Modeling

Each radiation event affects some number of decoder components. For the purpose of the

asymptotic analysis, we will perform in the subsequent section, we fix this number as a

fraction of the total number of components. In the case of LDPC decoding, if the code

length is n, each radiation event affects αn variable nodes and βn check nodes2 Note that

α and β are related by the formula β = dv
dc
α in the case of a regular code with variable and

check node degrees given by dv and dc, respectively, and β = (1− r)α for an irregular code

with design rate r.

Radiation events arrive according to a Poisson process of rate (parameter) λ and each

event’s duration is a process of rate µ. This model corresponds to an M/M/∞ queue (note
2We select α, β such that αn and βn are non-negative integers. For convenience, we let 1/α, 1/β be

integers as well.
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that there is no waiting period since each event immediately affects the variable nodes.)

For simplicity, we do not consider the case where multiple events affect a common subset of

nodes. Although radiation events are governed by an M/M/∞ queue, internally, the decoder

does not distinguish among cases where the variable nodes are saturated, that is, cases where

there are so many radiation events that all variable nodes are affected. We give more detail

on this notion in the following section.

We have two chief goals in this chapter. First, we are interested in a practical exploration

of the effects of radiation on LDPC decoders. We study a noisy version of a mixed Gallager

B/ E decoder3 , where the stored data to be decoded is corrupted by a BSC channel with

parameter ε. The choice of decoding algorithm is motivated by the fact that Gallager B is

among the simplest decoders that still allows flexibility in terms of decoding thresholds, while

Gallager E is perhaps the simplest decoder that deals with erasures, which we include in our

radiation model. More complex decoders, such as min-sum, and other channels, such as

AWGN, are left for a future work. We study both infinite- and finite-length codes, but focus

predominantly on the infinite-length case for both regular and irregular codes. Secondly,

and more generally, we seek to take a first step towards analyzing a more general model of

noisy decoding that does not require permanent, unchanging and independent noise in each

component, which is the core assumption many previous works on noisy decoding have taken.

Instead, our model examines noisy decoding allowing for spatially and temporally-correlated

errors. In this context, this chapter serves as a starting point for future research into noisy

decoding with non-uniform intermittent errors.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we state the

channel and radiation models and our decoder operation formally. In the following section,

we introduce a theoretical evaluation of the residual error rate. In Section IV, we analyze

our results and perform an optimization of the voting threshold of the decoder. We also

examine finite-length cases. We conclude in Section V.
3The Gallager E decoder was first described in [Mit98] and later explored in [RU01].
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5.1 Theoretical Model

This section focuses on a detailed description of the theoretical model for our decoder, a

combined Gallager B/E decoder whose use was motivated earlier.

Gallager B/E Decoder

The decoder is illustrated in Figure 5.2. First, messages from check nodes to variable nodes

mc→v are selected from the alphabet {−1, 0, 1}, where 0 represents erased messages, cor-

responding to one of our radiation scenarios. Here we recall that we used a map between

message bits and codeword symbols with 0→ 1, 1→ −1 and erasure to 0 (the latter selected

for convenience in the decoding process). Consider a check node cf with degree dc. If we

generically label the incoming messages from neighboring variable nodes as m1,m2, . . . ,mdc

, then the outgoing hypothetical (radiation-free) message from the check node to a particular

variable node vg is given by

mcf→vg =
dc∏

i=1,i 6=g
mi,

where the mi are variable to check messages (and the variable nodes have potentially been

affected by radiation events.)

Next, the variable nodes operate in the following way. For a variable node vt of degree dv,

with incoming messages from neighboring check nodes generically labeled m1,m2, . . . ,mdv

and a message from the channel m′0, the message m′vt→cu is generated and sent to the check

node cu. This hypothetical (radiation-free) outgoing message to a particular check node at

iteration ` is produced by

m′vt→cu =



+1 if w`m′0 +∑dv
i=1,i 6=umi > b`,

−1 if w`m′0 +∑dv
i=1,i 6=umi < −b`,

m′0 otherwise.
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Radiation

...

m1 m2 mdc

m′out = ∏dc
i=1,i 6=gmi

mout

...

RadiationOutput

mchannel = m′0

m1 m2 mdv

m′out =


+1 if w`m′0 +

∑dv
i=1,i 6=umi > b`,

−1 if w`m′0 +
∑dv
i=1,i 6=umi < −b`,

m′0 otherwise.
mout

Figure 5.2: Decoder model. The figure shows an illustration of a particular instance of
the check and variable message calculation for nodes of degree dc, dv, respectively. The left
side presents how a check node computes the check to variable message for its g-th variable
node neighbor; this message is simply the product of incoming messages. The result is then
passed through a radiation channel. The right side shows how a variable node computes the
variable to check message for its u-th check node neighbor. In terms of the variable to check
messages, the dv − 1 incoming messages are checked against the voting threshold b`, where `
is the iteration index. If the sum of the incoming messages and the initial message (weighted
by w`) is sufficiently large, or sufficiently small, the message is changed to plus or minus one,
respectively. The resulting message is then passed through the radiation channel (shown in
Fig. 5.1 and then sent to the check node. Note that both the variable node and the output
have access to the message received from the channel.

Here, w` is a weight and b` is a voting threshold to be specified later. We require that b` > 0

for the decoding process to be well-defined. In addition, w` > 0 as well.

Now we are ready to place our model and decoder in the context of previous noisy

decoding works. For example, our model subsumes that of [TCD13].

Remark 1. Take σ1 = 0 and σ3 = 0 (no erasures) in the channel model in Figure 5.1 and

w` = 0 in our decoder. Take α = 1 (a single radiation event maps into all variable nodes

being affected by radiation simultaneously.) Take λ → ∞ and µ = 0, so that the model

permanently enters the radiation state. Take σ2 = pMAJ and σ4 = pXOR. Then, we have the

model in [TCD13] with q = 2 (binary codes).

We continue with a description of the radiation effects.

Radiation Effects

First, we model the number of radiation-induced events as a Poisson process. Recall that

each such radiation event affects αn variable and βn check nodes.
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Events occur based on a Poisson process of rate (parameter) λ while the event durations

are governed by a process of rate µ. This model is equivalent to an M/M/∞ queue; however,

from the point of view of the decoder, the largest possible number of events in the system is

at most 1/α (here recall that α represents the fraction of the total number of VNs affected

by a single radiation event.) When there are 1/α active radiation events, all variable and

check nodes are affected. The arrival/departure model for the radiation events allows for

more than 1/α events to be present in the system, but we collapse all such events into the

1/α state for the decoder perspective (i.e., the nodes are saturated by radiation.)

For an M/M/∞ queue, the probability that there are j events (for j > 0) at time `

(measured in decoding iterations) is given by [Kul96]

pj(`) = exp
(
−λ
µ

(1− e−µ`)
) (λ

µ
(1− e−µ`)

)j
j! ,

and, since we limit the number of events to no more than 1/α from the decoder point of

view, we write

PRj(`) =


pj(`) 0 6 j < 1/α,
∑∞
i=1/α pi(`) j = 1/α.

Now that we have established the probabilities of radiation events, we explore how radi-

ation affects nodes. The messages m′c→v and m′v→c are passed through a radiation channel

with some probability. The radiation channel is a two-state channel with the following be-

havior. The first state (representing the case where the node is undergoing a radiation event)

is depicted in Fig. 5.1. Each input is flipped with probability σ2 (σ4) and erased with prob-

ability σ1 (σ3) for variable (check) nodes. The second case, where there is no radiation, is

noiseless. When we condition on the number of radiation events j, we will simply insert a j

into subscript/superscript for each quantity.

The output from the radiation channel are the messages mc→v and mv→c which are

now also in the alphabet {−1, 0, 1}. Now we are ready to state a useful claim expressing
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the probability that a number of check (variable) nodes affected by radiation incident to a

variable (check) node is exactly k:

Claim 6. Consider a check (variable) node of degree dc (dv). Let γj,k (δj,k) represent the

probability that k of the dc − 1 variable nodes (k of the dv − 1 check nodes) incident to

the check (variable) node are affected by radiation given j radiation events according to our

model. Then,

γk,j =
(
dc − 1
k

)
(jα)k(1− jα)dc−1−k,

and,

δk.j =
(
dv − 1
k

)
(jβ)k(1− jβ)dv−1−k.

Proof. First, we have that jαn total variable nodes are affected by radiation, so that the

probability of selecting a variable node affected by radiation is jα. The remainder of the

claim is a consequence of averaging over the entire ensemble and taking the limit of the block

length n to infinity. The proof for δk,j follows the same idea.

5.2 Theoretical Evaluation

In this section, we perform a theoretical evaluation of our radiation-induced noisy decoding

setup. In this analysis, the channel noise is also a binary symmetric channel, with parameter

ε.

One of the most important tools for determining the theoretical limits of LDPC decoding

is density evolution. Below, we perform a similar analysis: we average over the ensemble of

codes, taking the code length to be infinity, and making the cycle-free assumption for the

graph. In addition, we average over the computational noise (e.g., the radiation-induced

effects) at each iteration, making the overall computation tractable.
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We observe that with noisy decoding, unlike the conventional noiseless model, there is

a non-zero residual bit error rate. We discuss this property after the conclusion of the

theoretical evaluation. Nevertheless, a density evolution-like approach remains a powerful

analysis tool. We note that the arguments concerning density evolution (concentration,

convergence to the tree-channel, etc.) can also be performed for our evaluation and follow

along the same lines as those in [Var11]. Symmetry in the error model (see Figure 5.1) as

well as in the decoding algorithm (see Figure 5.2) allows us to use the all 0’s (in our case,

all +1’s) codeword assumption.

Consider a code of length n with the fraction of edges connected to variable nodes of

degree a (2 6 a 6 vmax) denoted by τ va and the fraction of edges connected to check nodes

of degree b (2 6 b 6 cmax) denoted τ cb . We do not allow for variable or check nodes of degree

1 or less. In the case of regular codes, we have that τ vdv = τ cdc = 1 for some dv and dc.

We denote by ρ(`)
+ , ρ

(`)
0 , and ρ(`)

− the probability that a variable to check message mv→c at

the `th iteration is equal to +1, 0, and −1, respectively. These probabilities are influenced

by the radiation channel and its inputs; the probabilities of message values leaving variable

nodes but prior to the application of the radiation channel are given by ρ′(`)+ and ρ′(`)− for +1

and −1, respectively. The probabilities for check to variable node messages mc→v are given

by q(`)
+ , q

(`)
0 , and q(`)

− for +1, 0, and −1, respectively. These probabilities are also influenced

by the radiation channel and inputs; the hypothetical probabilities of hypothetical message

values leaving check nodes but before radiation are given by q
′(`)
+ , q

′(`)
0 , q

′(`)
− for +1, 0,−1,

respectively. Let us first express the ρ(`) and q(`) probabilities in terms of the ρ′(`) and the

q′(`). The quantities being tracked at each stage of the analysis are shown in Fig. 5.3. We

have the following fact.

Fact 1. For variable-to-check messages affected by radiation (that is, those messages passed

through a radiation channel in state 1 as depicted in Fig. 5.1.),

ρ
(`)
+ = (1− σ1 − σ2)ρ′(`)+ + σ2ρ

′(`)
− ,
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q
′(`),j,dc
+ , q

′(`),j,dc
− , q

′(`),j,dc
0

q
(`),j
+ , q

(`),j
− , q

(`)
0

ρ
′(`),j
+ , ρ

′(`),j
−

ρ
(`),j
+ , ρ

(`),j
−

ρ
(`)
+ , ρ

(`)
− , ρ

(`)
0

q
′(`+1),j,dc
+ , q

′(`+1),j,dc
− , q

′(`+1),j,dc
0

Radiation Radiation

Radiation Radiation Radiation

Averaging

Quantities Tracked

Figure 5.3: Quantities tracked at each stage of the decoding process. Here, the check nodes
displayed have degree dc and the variable nodes have degree dv. The quantities labeled by j
are evaluated for 0 6 j 6 1/α.

ρ
(`)
0 = σ1(ρ′(`)+ + ρ

′(`)
− ) = σ1,

ρ
(`)
− = σ2ρ

′(`)
+ + (1− σ1 − σ2)ρ′(`)− .

For check-to-variable messages affected by radiation,

q
(`)
+ = (1− σ3 − σ4)q′(`)+ + σ4q

′(`)
− ,

q
(`)
0 = σ3(q′(`)+ + q

′(`)
− ) + q

′(`)
0 = σ3 + (1− σ3)q′(`)0 ,

q
(`)
− = σ4q

′(`)
+ + (1− σ3 − σ4)q′(`)− .

For messages not affected by radiation, ρ(`)
+ = ρ

′(`)
+ , ρ

(`)
0 = 0, ρ(`)

− = ρ
′(`)
− , q(`)

+ = q
′(`)
+ , q

(`)
0 =

q
′(`)
0 , and q(`)

− = q
′(`)
− .

Proof. Follows directly from the radiation channels shown in Fig. 5.1.

Next, we will also use the following well-known facts:
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Fact 2. For m a non-negative integer,

m∑
i>1 odd

(
m

i

)
xizm−i = 1

2 [(x+ z)m − (−x+ z)m] ,

and
m∑

i>0 even

(
m

i

)
xizm−i = 1

2 [(x+ z)m + (−x+ z)m] .

To keep our expressions clean, we define

Om(x, z) := 1
2 [(x+ z)m − (−x+ z)m] and Em(x, z) := 1

2 [(x+ z)m + (−x+ z)m] .

Our first result is a set of coupled recursive expressions for q(`)
+ , q

(`)
0 , and q(`)

− .

Lemma 16. For ` > 1, the check to variable node probabilities for a check node of degree dc

satisfy

q
′(`),j,dc
+ =

dc−1∑
k=0

γk,j(Ek(ρ(`)
− , ρ

(`)
+ )Edc−k−1(ρ′(`)− , ρ

′(`)
+ ) +Ok(ρ(`)

− , ρ
(`)
+ )Odc−k−1(ρ′(`)− , ρ

′(`)
+ )),

q
′(`),j,dc
− =

dc−1∑
k=0

γk,j(Ek(ρ(`)
− , ρ

(`)
+ )Odc−k−1(ρ′(`)− , ρ

′(`)
+ ) +Ok(ρ(`)

− , ρ
(`)
+ )Edc−k−1(ρ′(`)− , ρ

′(`)
+ )), and

q
′(`),j,dc
0 =

dc−1∑
k=0

γk,j(1− (1− σ1)k).

Let us define

Sj(x) = (1− jαx)dc−1.

Then, the above quantities can be simplified to

q
′(`),j,dc
+ = 1

2Sj(σ1) + 1
2Sj(σ1 + 2σ2)(ρ′(`)+ − ρ

′(`)
− )dc−1, (5.1)

q
′(`),j,dc
− = 1

2Sj(σ1)− 1
2Sj(σ1 + 2σ2)(ρ′(`)+ − ρ

′(`)
− )dc−1, (5.2)
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and

q
′(`),j,dc
0 = 1− Sj(σ1).

Proof. The first factor inside the summation is the probability of k radiation-affected nodes

given j radiation events, γk,j. Now we have k nodes affected by radiation and dc − 1 − k

nodes not affected. For the outgoing message from the check node to be positive, we require

either an even number of negative messages from both affected and unaffected variable

nodes, contributing the probability term Ek(ρ(`)
− , ρ

(`)
+ )Edc−k−1(ρ′(`)− , ρ

′(`)
+ ), or an odd number

of negative messages from both the affected and unaffected variable nodes, contributing the

probability term Ok(ρ(`)
− , ρ

(`)
+ )Odc−k−1(ρ′(`)− , ρ

′(`)
+ ).

Note that since the unaffected variable nodes pass their messages through a noiseless

channel, as shown in Fig. 5.1, we may write ρ′(`)− and ρ′(`)+ instead of ρ(`)
− and ρ(`)

+ , respectively.

To obtain the simplification, we can explicitly write out the two terms for each of the Ek

and Ok expressions and perform the multiplication. The cross terms cancel. This leaves us

with

q
′(`),j,dc
+ =

dc−1∑
k=0

γk,j

(1
2(ρ(`)

+ + ρ
(`)
− )k(ρ′(`)+ + ρ

′(`)
− )dc−k−1 + 1

2(ρ(`)
+ − ρ

(`)
− )k(ρ′(`)+ − ρ

′(`)
− )dc−k−1

)
.

Next, we observe that ρ′(`)+ +ρ′(`)− = 1 and ρ(`)
+ +ρ(`)

− = ((1−σ1−σ2)+σ2)(ρ′(`)+ +ρ′(`)− ) = 1−σ1,

using Fact 1. We also have that ρ(`)
+ − ρ

(`)
− = ((1 − σ1 − σ2) − σ2)(ρ′(`)+ − ρ′(`)− ) = (1 − σ1 −

2σ2(ρ′(`)+ − ρ
′(`)
− ). Using these simplifications, we obtain

q
′(`),j,dc
+ =

dc−1∑
k=0

γk,j

(1
2(1− σ1)k + 1

2(1− σ1 − 2σ2)k(ρ′(`)+ − ρ
′(`)
− )dc−1

)
. (5.3)

Now, we note that

dc−1∑
k=0

γk,j(1− x)k =
dc−1∑
k=0

(
dc − 1
k

)
(jα)k(1− jα)dc−1−k(1− x)k

=
dc−1∑
k=0

(
dc − 1
k

)
(1− jα)dc−1−k(jα− jαx)k
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= (1− jαx)dc−1 = Sj(x).

Here, in the third step we used the binomial theorem. Next, using the formula Sj(x) =∑dc−1
k=0 γk(1− x)k in (5.3), we get

q
′(`),j,dc
+ = 1

2Sj(σ1) + 1
2Sj(σ1 + 2σ2)(ρ′(`)+ − ρ

′(`)
− )dc−1.

Similarly, for the outgoing message from the check node to be negative, we require either

an odd number of incoming negative messages that are radiation affected and an even number

of unaffected negative messages, or, an even number of incoming affected negative messages

and an odd number of unaffected negative messages. These two possible cases make up the

expression for q(`)
− . Simplifying, we can write

q
′(`),j,dc
− =

dc−1∑
k=0

γk,j

(1
2(ρ(`)

+ + ρ
(`)
− )k(ρ′(`)+ + ρ

′(`)
− )dc−k−1 − 1

2(ρ(`)
+ − ρ

(`)
− )k(ρ′(`)+ − ρ

′(`)
− )dc−k−1

)
,

and use the same ideas as the case of q′(`),j,dc+ to get our result.

Finally, for an outgoing message to be an erasure, we require at least one of the incoming

messages to be an erasure. The probability none of these are erased is given by (1 − σ(`)
1 )k

(note that the unaffected messages cannot be erased.) This gives the last expression.

Next, we track the variable-to-check probabilities prior to the application of radiation.

Of course, it is easy to relate these to the radiation-affected probabilities by conditioning

over the number of radiation events and applying Fact 1. We write ε̄ for 1− ε.

Lemma 17. For ` = 0, assuming the all +1’s codeword is transmitted (using the 0 → +1

and 1→ −1 mapping) and ε is the channel error probability,

ρ
′(0)
+ = 1− ε and ρ′(0)

− = ε.
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Let

Q′(i1, i2, i3) :=
(
cmax∑
b=2

τ cb (q′(`),j,b+ )
)i1 (cmax∑

b=2
τ cb (q′(`),j,b0 )

)i2 (cmax∑
b=2

τ cb (q′(`),j,b− )
)i3

,

and

Q(i1, i2, i3) :=
(
cmax∑
b=2

τ cb (q(`),j,b
+ )

)i1 (cmax∑
b=2

τ cb (q(`),j,b
0 )

)i2 (cmax∑
b=2

τ cb (q(`),j,b
− )

)i3
.

For ` > 1, ρ‘(`+1)
− = ∑1/α

j=1 PRj(`)ρ‘(`+1),j
− , and

ρ
‘(`+1),j
− =

dv−1∑
k=0

δk,j ×
vmax∑
a=2

τ va×ε


∑
i−,i′−,i0,i

′
0,i+,i

′
+

−w`+i++i′+−i−−i′−6b`

(
k

i+, i0, i−

)(
a− k − 1
i′+, i

′
0, i
′
−

)
Q(i+, i0, i−)Q′(i′+, i′0, i′−)

+

ε̄


∑

i−,i′−,i0,i
′
0,i+,i

′
+

w`+i++i′+−i−−i′−<−b`

(
k

i+, i0, i−

)(
a− k − 1
i′+, i

′
0, i
′
−

)
Q(i+, i0, i−)Q′(i′+, i′0, i′−)


 .

(5.4)

Lastly, ρ‘(`+1)
+ = 1− ρ‘(`+1)

− , and ρ‘(`+1),j
+ = 1− ρ‘(`+1),j

− .

Note that if the code is regular, with degrees dv, dc, theQ′ functions simplify toQ′(i1, i2, i3) :=(
q
′(`),j,dc
+

)i1 (
q
′(`),j,dc
0

)i2 (
q
′(`),j,dc
−

)i3 (and similarly for Q). Next, we give the proof.

Proof. The result follows from our decoder depicted in Fig. 5.2. If we transmit the all +1’s

codeword, the probability of a particular variable node (prior to radiation application) having

initial value 1 is given by 1− ε, while the probability of having initial value −1 is given by ε.

Next, we apply the rules from the decoder. Let us say we are working with a variable

node of degree a, that there are j current radiation events, and that the average number

of check nodes affected by the radiation incident to a particular node is k. A value of −1

to be sent from a variable node requires either an initial flip from +1 to −1 (probability ε)

with insufficient check node messages to flip this value back, or no initial flip (probability
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1 − ε) with sufficiently many messages to flip it to −1. There are two types of check node

messages: those affected by radiation, and those that are not. We write i+, i−, i0 for the

messages affected by radiation that are +1,−1, and 0 (erasure), respectively. The unaffected

messages are written similarly, but with an apostrophe.

In the first case, to avoid flipping to +1, we need the condition w`+ i+ + i′+− i−− i′− 6 b`.

Recall that our current variable node in the summation has degree a. Our variable node

receives a− 1 messages, of which k are radiation affected and a− k− 1 are not. We consider

all possibilities for the message values. To compute the average probability of an incoming

message from a check node with a particular value, we consider the proportion of incoming

messages from check nodes of degree τ cb and average the q probabilities.

Similarly, if the initial value is 1, (prob. 1 − ε) we need sufficiently many −1′s (at least

enough to satisfy w` + i+ + i′+ − i− − i′− < b`) to flip it to −1. The probabilities for a +1

value at a variable node follow from similar logic. A final average is performed over the

variable node degrees, the number of radiation-affected incident nodes k, and the number of

radiation events j.

In Lemma 17, we tracked the hypothetical, radiation-unaffected internal probability of

error. This probability is interesting, because it potentially allows for the search, in some

cases, for a true “threshold” where the error probabilities eventually converge to zero. For

the final “read” operation, the variable nodes are allowed to use all incoming messages for

the vote. The following quantities track the resulting probabilities:

Definition 3. Let the auxiliary quantities ρ̂′(`+1)
− and ρ̂

′(`+1)
− be defined the same as the

versions without hats, but using dv and dc in place of dv − 1 and dc − 1, respectively.

We show an example of the results of our analysis in Figure 5.4. Here, we depict the

bit error rate for a code with dv = 3 and dc = 6 (design rate 0.5). We show a range of

parameters α (the fraction of total nodes affected by one radiation event) and ε (the initial

channel crossover probability) ranging between 10−5 and 10−1. The radiation event process
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Figure 5.4: Output bit error rate (BER) computed through theoretical evaluation for a
(3, 6)-regular code with ε and α selected from [10−5, 10−1]. We selected λ = 0.01, µ = 0.05,
and σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = σ4 = 0.25.

Figure 5.5: Output bit error rate (BER) for check node noise only (σ1 = σ2 = 0, σ3 = σ4 =
0.25). The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.4. Note that the output bit error rate
reaches as low as 10−18, compared to 10−7 in Fig. 5.4.
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arrival and departure parameters were 0.01 and 0.05, respectively. We also used a radiation

channel with σ1 = σ2 = = σ3 = σ4 = 0.25. We used the decoder parameters b = w = 0 at

all iterations.

The results in Figure 5.4 are fairly representative of the typical output of the theoretical

evaluation. First, note that the parameter α (the fraction of nodes affected by radiation in

one event) matters more than the channel parameter ε. That is, a high α is disastrous for

the decoder, while a high ε can sometimes be tolerated.

Another interesting observation is that check node noise does not have a significant

impact on the overall performance. Changing σ3 and σ4 to zero does not significantly change

the plot in Figure 5.4. In other words, it is possible to approximate the system by using

variable node noise only. We can examine check node noise alone by setting σ1 = σ2 = 0

and σ3 = σ4 = 0.25. The resulting mesh, shown in Figure 5.5, has similarities in its shape

to the VN noise or combined noise mesh, but it has a much lower residual BER. Thus, it is

possible to recover from check node errors easier.

A further interesting idea is the notion of the noisy final read. In our analysis, we

performed the final computation yielding ρ̂′(`+1)
− and ρ̂′(`+1)

− however, it is possible that the

radiation affects the registers that we are reading from. We can compute this realistic, noisy

version of the residual error rate considering the radiation as well; we call this quantity pE.

It is given by

ρ
(`+1)
E =

∑
j>0

PRj(`+ 1)
[
(1− jα)(ρ̂′(`+1)

− )+

(jα)((1− σ1 − σ2)ρ̂′(`+1)
− + σ2(ρ̂′(`+1)

+ ) + σ1ε)
]
. (5.5)

We show the previous equation in the following way. First, recall that the hat quantities such

as ρ̂′(`+1)
− are analogous to the normal radiation unaffected variable to check node messages

probabilities; however, they are computed from all incoming check nodes at each variable

node, matching our decoding setup from Fig. 5.2. For ρ(`+1)
E , as usual, we first condition
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over the total number of radiation events. If there are j such events, the variable node is

not affected with probability 1 − jα, so that the decoder error is simply the probability

that a variable node has computed an incorrect message, given by ρ̂
′(`+1)
− . If our variable

node is affected by radiation, with probability jα, there are three possible sources of error.

In the first, the variable node has an incorrect message which is not changed by radiation

(probability 1−σ1−σ2). In the second case, the variable node has a correct message flipped

(probability σ2). Lastly, there is an erasure, regardless of the value of the radiation-unaffected

message (probability σ1). In the latter case, we default to using the original message, which

has error probability ε.

Interestingly, pE is generally non-zero no matter what code and decoder we select. This

behavior is explained as follows. Since we face the possibility of a radiation event in the final

read, if the decoder performs very well, the residual BER is dominated by this potential

event. In fact, (again, assuming we are transmitting the all +1’s codeword), even if ρ̂′(`)− → 0

and ρ̂′(`)− → 1, we can see from (5.5) that the final residual error rate is given by

ρ
(`+1)
E =

∑
j>0

PRj(`+ 1)(jα)(σ2 + σ1ε) ≈
λ

µ
(1− e−µ`)(ασ2 + ασ1ε).

Here, in the second step, we approximated the expectation of our queue model with the one

representing the true M/M/∞ queue.

Lastly, we can now also consider the difference between our updated model that considers

arrival and departure as well as affected node ratios versus a baseline model that assumes

i.i.d. noise on all variable nodes. Naturally, if we simply ignore α (that is, taking α = 1)

with σ1 + σ2 = 0.5, the resulting system will be nearly useless. Consider a less noisy case,

where σ1 = 0 and σ2 = 0.01. In this case, with the same α, λ, µ parameters as chosen above,

we have a vastly more precise result as well, shown in Figure 5.6. The colored mesh is the

result of our model, while the transparent mesh represents an i.i.d. noise model. This is an

important benefit of our model; the unrefined baseline model leads to results that are too
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between BER for our model (colored mesh) and “traditional” model
(transparent mesh) where α is not taken into account. Here, σ1 = 0, σ2 = 0.01, σ3 = 0, σ4 =
0. The other parameters are the same as those for Fig. 5.4.

pessimistic, potentially leading to code design that is unnecessarily conservative.

5.3 Analysis

Now that we have set up our theoretical evaluation, we can perform an optimization of the

voting threshold b` in the case of regular codes. Again, assuming that we are transmitting

the all +1’s codeword, we define the optimal voting threshold at iteration ` and with j

radiation events as b∗`,j = arg minbρ
′(`),j
− (b). Note that there is a different optimal threshold

for each number of active radiation events. This number is tracked and averaged over in

theoretical evaluations; in practice, it can be estimated by computing the expected number

of radiation events.

The following theorem characterizes b∗`,j . Note the terms in the denominator such as

jβq+ + (1− jβ)q′+; these terms can be intuitively viewed as conditioning on the probability

of a check node being radiation-affected. Given j events, this probability is jβ.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between a (5,10)-LDPC code with various values of the voting
threshold b. The red curve is the output BER with the optimal voting threshold calculated
at each iteration. We used w = 0 and the following noise parameters: λ = 0.005, µ =
0.02, ε = 0.004.

Theorem 11. Let j be the number of active radiation events and w` be a weight parameter.

Then, the optimal voting threshold at iteration ` with j events, b∗`,j, is given by

b∗`,j =

 log(1− ε)− log ε
log jβq++(1−jβ)q′+

jβq−+(1−jβ)q′−

− w` − 1

 ,

if the condition ε
1−ε <

(
jβq−+(1−jβ)q′−
jβq++(1−jβ)q′+

)w`+1
holds, and b∗`,j = 0 otherwise.

We defer the proof of Theorem 11 to the appendix. We show some examples of voting

thresholds computed according to the rule above in Table 5.1. Here, we directly set values of

the channel parameter ε along with a particular combination of q− and q′− (and thus q+ and

q′+) and compute the corresponding b∗`,j. For the table, we assume that dv is large enough

for the resulting b∗`,j to make sense, e.g., dv > 8. Here we also take w` = 0 to isolate the

results of b∗`,j. We observe that generally, a high voting threshold is necessary when we are

operating in an environment where we lack confidence, e.g., q− and q′− is relatively large,
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ε = 10−8 ε = 10−6 ε = 10−4 ε = 10−2

jβq− + (1− jβ)q′− = 10−1 7 5 3 1
jβq− + (1− jβ)q′− = 10−2 3 2 1 0
jβq− + (1− jβ)q′− = 10−3 1 1 0 0
jβq− + (1− jβ)q′− = 10−4 1 0 0 0

Table 5.1: Values of b∗` for various values of q− and q′− and ε. Here, w` = 0 and β = 0.

while the actual channel error probability ε is relatively small. It is also possible to compute

the savings (in the theoretical analysis) that is due to the decoder.

We also note that the optimized voting threshold has an easily-computed form, enabling

us to practically reduce the output BER. However, it is necessary for the decoder to keep

track of q+, q
′
+ and q−, q′− at each iteration during the decoding. In other words, a version

of the theoretical analysis must be performed by the decoder during the decoding process.

It is possible to also optimize the weight w; a practical approach towards this task was

presented in [RU01]. In Figure 5.7, we demonstrate that the proper selection of a constant

value of the voting threshold is dependent on the noise parameters. However, using the

optimum voting threshold b∗, we are guaranteed to perform at least as well as any of the

constant b values.

5.3.1 Finite Length Simulation

Through finite length simulations, we seek to validate the accuracy and relevance of the

theoretical evaluation. In order to simulate code performance, we have fully implemented

both the radiation channel model and our Gallager B/E hybrid decoder in MATLAB. It

is important to note that our theoretical analysis provides an approximation—not a lower

bound—of the residual bit error rate.

We set σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = σ4 = 0.25. Thus any node affected by a radiation event has

an equal chance of being in State 1 or State 0, and any variable node in State 1 has an

equal chance of being an erasure or a flipped-bit. We set our decoder to terminate after 30
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iterations (if it had not already stopped decoding due to the all 0’s syndrome).

We set the initial probability of error in the BSC channel: ε = 0.004; on average ≈ 8

variable nodes initially have the incorrect value. The radiation arrival rate λ is the variable

in the presented simulation results, varying from 0.001 to 0.015. The radiation departure

rate is set to µ = .2, meaning it takes an average of 5 iterations for a radiation event to

depart. We set α = 10/2048 and β = 5/2048 so that when a radiation even occurs, 10

variable nodes and 5 check nodes are in the radiation state.

In Figure 5.8 we present results over protograph-based regular (3, 6), (4, 8) and (5, 10)-

LDPC codes that are constructed using the circulant PEG algorithm. For the construction

of the (3, 6) code, we start with a 4 variable node, 2 check node protograph. The first

variable node is connected to the first check node by two parallel edges and to the second

check node by a single edge. All other variable nodes use the same connection configuration

with alternation between two check nodes. Next, the protograph is lifted by a factor of 4,

using 4x4 circulant permutations to get girth 4. The resulting protograph then is lifted by

a factor of 128 using 128x128 circulant permutations. Lastly, the circulant PEG algorithm

was used to assign circulant permutations to maximize the girth to 8. The other codes were

constructed in a similar fashion and all have rate 1/2 (n = 2048, k = 1024). This construction

is a known good approach to designing LDPC codes in the noiseless component case [?]. In

addition to the above codes, we also used “bad” codes with girth of 4. As expected, there

was a mismatch with the theoretical analysis due to the cycle-free assumption.

In addition to different densities, we also simulated various voting threshold values. Note

that for most parameters, the q(`)
+ and q(`)

− values converge very quickly towards a small range

of values, thus our optimal voting threshold will usually be constant for all iterations. The

fact that b∗ is usually independent of the iteration is useful in practice since keeping track

of q(`)
+ and q(`)

− may produce an unacceptable amount of latency.

5.4 Concluding Remarks
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Figure 5.8: Finite-length simulations and their corresponding theoretical evaluations. The
noise parameters are as follows: ε = 0.004, µ = 0.2, α = 1/2048, β = 5/2048. The dependent
variable is the radiation arrival rate, λ, and the y-axis is the residual BER. The solid curves
are the BERs from the theoretical evaluations, the dashed lines are the BERs from the finite-
length simulation of the good codes with girth 8, and the dotted lines are the BERs from
the simulations of the bad codes with girth 4.

In this chapter, we studied a noisy LDPC decoding problem that is a departure from the

traditional models where each edge in the Tanner graph contains a binary symmetric channel

representing component noise. In our model, inspired by noise due to radiation effects in

outer space, we allowed for a changing fraction of nodes to enter a noisy state allowing for

errors and erasures. This fraction is governed by Poisson processes. We performed a density

evolution-like theoretical evaluation, studied questions such as optimizing the decoder voting

threshold, and considered practical finite-length code cases. We hope that our work presents

a further step towards a complete and practical theory of noisy decoding.
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5.5 Appendix

Below, we give a proof of Theorem 11.
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Proof. Let the variable and check node degrees be dv and dc, respectively. We consider the

following difference operator f(j, b, i0 + i′0) = (ρ′(`),j− (b+ 1) − ρ′(`),j− (b))|i0+i′0 , where the |i0+i′0

notation refers to the fact that the expressions for ρ′(`),j− (b + 1) and ρ′(`),j− (b)) are evaluated

for an explicit value of i0 + i′0. We will see later on in the proof that the result is independent

of i0 + i′0. In the following, we drop the iteration number ` and the number of events j for

ease of notation.

The first observation we require is that the inner sums (the product of the multinomial

coefficients and the q terms) along with the δk,j in (5.4) are equivalent to the sum of the

terms in the expansion of

(
(q+ + q− + q0)(jβ) + (q′+ + q′− + q′0)(1− jβ)

)dv−1
. (5.6)

In particular, the terms are precisely those with exponents satisfying z1+z4−z2−z5 6 b`+w`

(for the first summand) and z1 + z4 − z2 − z5 < −b` − w` (for the second summand), where

z1, z2, z4, z5 are the degrees of q+, q−, q
′
+, q

′
−, respectively.

Effectively, the sum we wrote explicitly in (5.4) is just the binomial expansion of the

two terms in parentheses in (5.6). The (jβ)k(1− jβ)dv−1−k is precisely δk,j. Afterwards, we

expanded each of the trinomials (q+ + q− + q0)k and (q′+ + q′− + q′0)dv−1−k. Now, we rewrite

(5.6) as

(
(jβq+ + (1− jβ)q′+) + (jβq− + (1− jβ)q′−) + (jβq0 + (1− jβ)q′0)

)dv−1
, (5.7)

and we set y1 = jβq+ + (1 − jβ)q′+, y2 = jβq− + (1 − jβ)q′−, and y3 = jβq0 + (1 − jβ)q′0.

Then, the terms in (5.4) are precisely the coefficients of the terms in the expansion of (5.7)

where the degrees a1, a2, a3 of y1, y2, y3 satisfy −w` + a1 − a2 6 b`, for the term multiplied

by ε and w` + a1 − a2 < −b`, for the term multiplied by 1− ε. Noting that i0 + i′0 = a3, we

have, from (5.7), that
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f(j, b, a3) = (ρ′−(b+ 1)− ρ′−(b))|a3

= ε

 ∑
a1,a2

−w+a1−a26b+1

(
dv − 1
a1, a2, a3

)
ya1

1 y
a2
2 y

a3
3

+ ε̄

 ∑
a1,a2

w+a1−a2<−(b+1)

(
dv − 1
a1, a2, a3

)
ya1

1 y
a2
2 y

a3
3



− ε

 ∑
a1,a2

−w+a1−a26b

(
dv − 1
a1, a2, a3

)
ya1

1 y
a2
2 y

a3
3

− ε̄
 ∑

a1,a2
w+a1−a2<−b

(
dv − 1
a1, a2, a3

)
ya1

1 y
a2
2 y

a3
3



= ε

 ∑
a1,a2

−w+a1−a2=b+1

(
dv − 1
a1, a2, a3

)
ya1

1 y
a2
2 y

a3
3

− ε̄
 ∑

a1,a2
w+a1−a2=−(b+1)

(
dv − 1
a1, a2, a3

)
ya1

1 y
a2
2 y

a3
3

 .

Now, a1 +a2 = dv−1−a3. The sums above also give two equations: −w+a1−a2 = b+1

and w+a1−a2 = −(b+1). Therefore, we have two systems of equations. Solving for (a1, a2)

in these systems, we get, respectively, (a1, a2) = (1
2(b+dv +w−a3), 1

2(−b+dv− 2−w−a3))

and (a1, a2) = (1
2(−b− 2 + dv−w− a3), 1

2(b+ dv +w− a3)). Therefore, the above expression

equates to

f(j, b, a3) = (ρ′−(b+ 1)− ρ′−(b))|a3

ε

(
dv − 1

b+dv+w−a3
2 , −b+dv−2−w−a3

2 , a3

)
ya1

1 ya2
2 ya3

3 − ε̄
(

dv − 1
−b−2+dv−w−a3

2 , b+dv+w−a3
2 , a3

)
ya1

1 ya2
2 ya3

3

=
(

dv − 1
b+dv+w−a3

2 , −b+dv−2−w−a3
2 , a3

)
ya3

3 ×
(
εy

b+dv+w−a3
2

1 y
−b+dv−2−w−a3

2
2 − ε̄y

−b+dv−2−w−a3
2

1 y
b+dv+w−a3

2
2

)
.

Our first task is to examine f(j, 0, a3). To do so, we will show that y1 > y2 by an easy

inductive argument. The induction will be on the iteration index ` (this term is built into

the terms that make up y); we will show that q
′(`)
+ > q

′(`)
− and ρ′(`)+ > ρ

′(`)
− . This also implies

that q(`)
+ > q

(`)
− : we have that q(`)

+ − q
(`)
− = (1− σ3 − 2σ4)(q

′(`)
+ − q

′(`)
− ), by Fact 1. The latter
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quantity is positive, since σ3 + 2σ4 < 1, so indeed q(`)
+ > q

(`)
− .

Recall that we are transmitting the all +1’s message. Thus, for ` = 0, we have that ρ′(0)
+ =

1 − ε > ε = ρ
′(0)
− for ε < 1/2. Now, using the formulas (5.1) and (5.2), the only difference

between the expressions for q
′(0)
+ and q

′(0)
− is the sign of the term 1

2S(σ1 +2σ2)(ρ′(0)
+ −ρ

′(0)
− )dc−1,

which is positive for q
′(0)
+ and negative for q

′(0)
− . Since ρ′(0)

+ > ρ
′(0)
− and S(x) is positive for

x < 1, this term is positive, so that indeed q
′(0)
+ > q

′(0)
− .

Next, assume that the result is true for all iterations up to `−1. To show that ρ′(`)+ > ρ
′(`)
− ,

we must do some careful bookkeeping. We observe that the expressions for ρ′(`)+ and ρ
′(`)
−

computed in (5.4) are composed of terms (i+ + i′+, i−+ i′−) that satisfy i+i′+− i−− i′− 6 b+w,

etc. Let us write i+ + i′+− i−− i′− = t and b+w = z. Since b and w are non-negative, z > 0.

Then, terms with t 6 z contribute to ρ′(`)− (with factor ε) and terms with t < −z contribute

to ρ′(`)− (with factor 1 − ε). Finally, the terms with t > z contribute to ρ′(`)+ (with factor ε)

and terms with t > −z contribute to ρ′(`)+ (with factor 1− ε).

We consider the following four cases for t: (1) 0 6 t 6 z, (2) t > z, (3) −z 6 t < 0, and

(4) t < −z. Note that there is a bijection between the first pair of terms and the second

pair produced by mapping t to −t, that is, changing (i+ + i′+, i− + i′−) to (i− + i′−, i+ + i′+).

Moreover, the terms produced from cases (1) and (2) are strictly larger than those of (3) and

(4). This is the case because (1) and (2) have t > 0, so that i+ + i′+ > i−+ i′−, while (3) and

(4) result in i+ + i′+ 6 i− + i′−. From the inductive step, q(`−1)
+ > q

(`−1)
− and q

′(`−1)
+ > q

′(`−1)
− ,

those terms where the exponents of q(`−1)
+ and q

′(`−1)
+ are larger than the exponents of q(`−1)

−

and q
′(`−1)
− will be larger compared to their bijective mappings.

Finally, let us look at which of the two terms ρ′(`)+ and ρ′(`)− each of the cases contributes

to, using the analysis provided above. The term ρ
′(`)
− has contributions of ε from (1), ε from

(3), ε from (4), and 1 − ε from (4). The term ρ
′(`)
+ has contributions of 1 − ε from (1),

1− ε from (2), ε from (2), and 1− ε from (3). Using the bijective map above and matching

contributions with the same factor, we see that ρ′(`)+ has a larger number of case (1) and (2)

terms. We can therefore conclude that ρ′(`)+ > ρ
′(`)
− .
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Lastly, we again use the fact that the expressions for q
′(`)
+ and q

′(`)
− are identical except

for the sign of the term S(σ1 + 2σ2)(ρ′(`)+ − ρ
′(`)
− )dc−1. Using the fact that ρ′(`)+ > ρ

′(`)
− ,

this term is positive, and we have that indeed q
′(`)
+ > q

′(`)
− . Moreover, this implies that

y1 = jβq
(`)
+ + (1− jβ)q

′(`)
+ > jβq

(`)
− + (1− jβ)q

′(`)
+ = y2.

Our task is almost complete. First, assume that the condition ε
1−ε <

(
jβq−+(1−jβ)q′−
jβq++(1−jβ)q′+

)w`+1

holds. This is equivalent to ε
1−ε <

(
y2
y1

)w`+1
. Now we may write, again dropping the iteration

index ` for convenience,

f(j, 0, i0) =
(

dv − 1
dv+w−a3

2 , dv−2−w−a3
2 , a3

)
ya3

3 ×
(
εy

dv+w−a3
2

1 y
dv−2−w−a3

2
2 −ε̄y

dv−2−w−a3
2

1 y
dv+w−a3

2
2

)
.

We have that the multinomial term is positive. If y3 = 0, then a3 = 0 and we take ya3
3 to

be 1. Next, we can factor out (y1y2)(dv−a3)/2 from the difference term above. Moreover, the

latter factor is positive. All we have left is the term

(
εy

w
2

1 y
−2−w

2
2 − (1− ε)y

−2−w
2

1 y
w
2

2

)
.

From the condition ε
1−ε <

(
y2
y1

)w`+1
, we have 0 > ε

1−ε −
(
y2
y1

)w+1
=⇒ 0 > εyw+1

1 − (1 −

ε)yw+1
2 =⇒ 0 > εy

w/2
1 y

−w/2−1
2 − (1− ε)y−w/2−1

1 y
w/2
2 , so that indeed f(b, i0) is negative.

Since the difference operator f is negative at b = 0, the function ρ′(`)− (b+ 1) is decreasing

at this point. Its minima is attained when the operator f crosses 0 (as we will see that the

operator thereafter remains positive). We have that b∗`,i0 is given by solving f(j, b, a3) = 0 in

terms of b.

The factor
(

dv−1
b+dv+w−a3

2 ,
−b+dv−2−w−a3

2 ,a3

)
ya3

3 is positive, so f(j, b, a3) = 0 requires

εy
b+dv+w−a3

2
1 y

−b+dv−2−w−a3
2

2 − (1− ε)y
−b+dv−2−w−a3

2
1 y

b+dv+w−a3
2

2 = 0. (5.8)
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We have that

εy
b+dv+w−a3

2
1 y

−b+dv−2−w−a3
2

2 = ε̄y
−b+dv−2−w−a3

2
1 y

b+dv+w−a3
2

2 =⇒ ε

(
y1

y2

)b
= ε̄

(
y1

y2

)−w−1

,

such that

b =

 log(1− ε)− log ε− (w + 1) log y1
y2

log y1
y2

 =⇒ b =

 log(1− ε)− log ε
log jβq++(1−jβ)q′+

jβq−+(1−jβ)q′−

− w − 1

 .

The only remaining step is to check that f(j, b, a3) is positive for b > b∗`,i0 . This is not

too hard: consider the effects of b → b + 1 in the left-hand side of (5.8). The first term,

with a positive coefficient, is multiplied by
√

y1
y2
> 1, and thus increases. The second term,

with negative coefficient, is multiplied by
√

y2
y1
< 1, and thus decreases, so that the overall

expression is increasing. Finally, since f(b∗` + 1, i0) is positive and f(b∗` + r, i0) > f(b∗` + 1, i0)

for r > 1, f(b∗` + r, i0) is also positive, and we are done.

The other case is the one where the condition ε
1−ε <

(
y2
y1

)w`+1
does not hold. Then, it is

easy to see that f(0, i0) is positive. Then, from our analysis of the effect of b→ b+1, f(b, i0)

is increasing. Thus, the minimizer for the function ρ′(`)− (b) is indeed 0, and we are done.
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CHAPTER 6

A Unified Framework for Cache Error Correction

6.1 Introduction

This chapter studies techniques aimed at correcting cell errors in on-chip memories. Such

schemes have become increasingly important as factors such as process variation and voltage

scaling have decreased reliability. Some techniques rely on exploiting side information about

detectable cell faults gathered by built-in self test (BIST) routines. Others rely on error-

correcting codes, which correct errors by ensuring sufficiently large redundancy in the stored

data. There are also hybrid approaches that combine both concepts.

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to compare these reliability schemes against each other.

Unlike, for example, the LDPC codes described in the previous chapters, reliability tech-

niques are not typically expressed in the language of coding theory. Furthermore, these

schemes are typically validated against a fixed set of assumptions and may perform quite

differently when the assumed parameters change. As an illustrative example, in Figure 6.1,

we show the silent data corruption (SDC) rate for the variable-strength error-correcting code

(VS-ECC) technique [AWC+11] versus a comparable (further detail will be provided later

on) Bit Fix scheme [WGA+08] for cell fault rates p1 between 10−6 and 10−1. Both VS-ECC

and Bit Fix rely on identifying faulty cells using BIST and storing the relevant side infor-

mation for decoding. When BIST routines are perfect and cannot fail to identify faults, as

shown in the curves with thick lines, VS-ECC offers a slightly better SDC rate. On the
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Figure 6.1: Silent data corruption (SDC) rates for Bit Fix and VS-ECC. The p2 parameter
represents the probability a fault is not detected by a BIST-like routine; solid curves are for
p2 = 0 while dashed curves indicate p2 = 0.1. Observe that p2 has a significant effect on
VS-ECC SDC.

other hand, when some fraction p2 > 0 of faults are missed by BIST routines, as shown by

the dashed lines for p2 = 10−1, the performances are dramatically changed, with VS-ECC

nearly unusable. The value p2 = 10−1 represents the high end of practical range, as shown

in [CAW+09].

Situations like the one shown in Figure 6.1 motivate us to better define and explore the

rich design space of reliability techniques for memories. This is a challenging problem, due

to the fact that there are many known techniques with very different approaches. Therefore,

in this chapter, we introduce a general framework that can express previously introduced

techniques (and can suggest novel ones.) The framework provides abstract data storage and

decoding components and defines an overall “cost” function, allowing for a fair comparison

between different schemes. Furthermore, the framework includes three classes of fault/error

rates, capturing the complex fault behavior of systems. We use the framework to explore

performance of schemes in the practical case with high cell fault rates and varying BIST

fault miss rates.
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6.1.1 Technique Classification

There have been many proposed strategies to tolerate high fault rates in on-chip memories

(e.g., L1 and L2 caches). Broadly, such strategies fall into three categories - those that rely

solely on prior knowledge of fault locations, (fault aware), those that use no prior knowledge

of fault locations (fault agnostic), and hybrids combining the two.

Fault Aware Techniques

Several research works observed that if a fault is persistent and can be detected during an

offline built-in self test (BIST) routine or through online testing, then the corresponding

logical bits can be remapped to fault-free bits (at a cost in capacity or area) [WGA+08,

PKL15, ACC+09, SM99, AFGM11]. Bit-fixing [WGA+08] and word disabling are prototyp-

ical examples. Bit-fixing remaps adjacent bits in a cache line to redundant bits in an unused

cache line within the same set. From a coding-theoretic point of view, such schemes can be

viewed as instances of repetition coding. The redundant bits store the location of the faulty

patch and are used to shift the patch bits into the word for the faulty bits within a small

number of processor cycles (i.e., two or three cycles). Word disabling operates at a coarser

granularity; chunks of two cache lines are used to store the data for one cache line. If a

chunk contains one or more faults, the chunk is disabled. The line will be functional if half

or more of each of the chunks from the two original lines are fault free. Each chunk requires

a bit to specify if it is disabled or not. The advantage of fault aware techniques is that they

require a small amount of decoding complexity (i.e., hardware) to implement, making them

low cost in both decoder area and latency. Unfortunately, fault aware techniques lack the

ability to correct any faults which are not detected via a BIST-like routine.
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Fault Agnostic Techniques

In order to correct both BIST-detectable and BIST-undetectable faults, other works have

been proposed using error correction alone [CAW+09, WAC+10]. MS-ECC [CAW+09] uses

segmented Orthogonal Latin Square (OLS) codes to have low latency error correction, but

requires doubling the number of bits stored. Hi-ECC [WAC+10] uses large, 1KB Bose-

Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codewords to have a low number of redundant bits, but

requires a large, long-latency decoder. Since fault agnostic error correction ignores the fault

information from BIST, imperfect as it may be, the resulting schemes are inefficient either

in terms of storage overheads or decoding complexity.

Hybrids

Due to the undesirability of using either completely fault agnostic or fault aware techniques,

some past work has explored hybrid solutions [WAC+10, AWC+11, KYM+13]. [WAC+10]

applied a bit-fixing approach prior to using its complex, multi-bit BCH decoder. Unfortu-

nately, this adds the latency of both techniques making the resulting latency prohibitive for

latency-critical on-chip memories like an L1 cache. VS-ECC [AWC+11] uses information

about the number of BIST-detectable faults within a line to allocate a stronger, multi-bit

code only for lines with multiple hard faults. This reduces both the average latency of de-

coding and the number of redundant bits while still being amenable to correcting some

BIST-undetectable faults. However, VS-ECC still requires the hardware for a complex

decoder and cannot easily maintain yield and SDC targets over different rates of BIST-

undetectable faults. [KYM+13] proposes applying fault location information to a SECDED

code in the form of erasures. By replacing faulty cells with erasures, a SECDED decoder can

correct two faults per codeword and detect a third fault that may be BIST-undetectable.

The scheme then uses a low-overhead, low-coverage checksum to correct BIST-undetectable

faults. While EB-ECC makes efficient use of fault information, the storage of erasures for

higher fault rates would become prohibitive and the BIST-undetectable correction solution
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cannot handle BIST-undetectable fault rates as high as those evaluated in [CAW+09]. We

aim to use our framework to find techniques capable of efficiently handling high fault rates

and moderate BIST-undetectable fault rates.

Technique Comparisons and Evaluations

Past work’s treatment of BIST-undetectable faults has generally been ad hoc, providing

guarantees only for a single fault within a codeword ([AWC+11], [KYM+13]), rather than

SDC rates for entire caches. Furthermore, past work often targets very specific technology

(e.g., Hi-ECC targets eDRAM and MS-ECC targets estimated CMOS SRAM). Our work

provides a framework to fully explore the design space of reliability techniques of current

on-chip memory technologies in the context of imperfect BIST. The proposed framework will

be useful to fault tolerant design with future on-chip memory technologies where absolute

fault rates, BIST-detectable fault rates, and correction latencies significantly differ.

6.2 Unified Framework

In this section, we introduce a general, unified framework for representing error-correction

schemes capable of incorporating side information for on-chip memories. Our goal is to

provide an abstraction of a system that is sufficiently general to encompass any of the

existing, proposed approaches. Moreover, the framework allows for a combination (or hybrid)

consisting of multiple schemes. We begin by motivating the need for such a framework.

We dedicate the following four subsections to a description of the framework, consisting of

storage, decoding functions, costs, and error rates. Finally, we give examples of how existing

schemes, such as Bit Fix or VS-ECC can be expressed in the framework.

Motivation

Previous works focus on proposing a particular system and showing (analytically or through

simulation) superior performance to existing systems for some particular set of parameters.
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Figure 6.2: Block diagram depicting storage components of a single sharing unit. On the
left is the base code region, containing m codewords c1, c2, . . . , cm from a [n, k, t]q code CB.
Each codeword stores k information symbols and r redundancy symbols with k + r = n.
On the right is the side information region, consisting of j side information blocks. The ith
block contains information referring to Ni cells; the location of these cells is stored in `i and
the relevant information in vi. The pair (`i,vi) is denoted by si. The costs (in symbols) of
the two fields are Li and Vi, respectively.
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As we saw in Figure 6.1, if the parameters are changed, a very different result may arise.

Similarly, for the comparisons to be fair, a number of different factors must be kept constant

between different systems (similar areas, etc...) Changing some aspect will also change the

comparison results. These notions motivate us to describe an abstract, general framework

that can express as many systems and as much of the design space as possible.

In other words, we are interested in describing a framework consisting of “dials” that we

can turn in order to reach different parts of the design space. These dials include errors and

fault rates, but also abstract costs that correspond to area and latency. The framework we

propose has the advantage of defining a rich design space, allowing for partitioning, search,

optimization, and extensive comparisons. It also allows us to examine questions that cannot

be easily answered without the framework. For example, we might wish to explore when the

reliability of side information is sufficiently low that systems should no longer rely on it. The

answers to such questions cannot be found without an expressive underlying framework.

Storage Components

The first part of our framework are the storage components. We divide the system’s storage

into sharing units with two parts (or regions) each, as shown in Figure 6.2. An entire cache

consists of many sharing units. The storage components of a sharing unit can only be used

to correct information symbols within that sharing unit. The two regions are

1. A base code region, which includes the information symbols that store data and redun-

dancy symbols used for decoding the base codewords, and the

2. Side information storage region, which is a set of cells storing information that is used

to aid or improve decoding the base codewords, but is not part of the base codewords.

In other words, the two areas include cells storing codewords from an error-correcting

code and an additional area that contains one or more types of side information. Specifically,

we define side information as any information pertaining to the stored words that is not found
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in the base code information or redundancy symbols.

There is a separation between the two regions. The base code region is designed to

have inherent redundancy which can correct errors with no knowledge about these errors.

Conversely, the side information region is designed to store specific information (acquired

from BIST during device operation) about cells that can be used (possibly in conjunction

with the base code) to correct errors. Note that we can represent the extreme cases where

there is no code (by allowing the code not to have any redundancy) or no side information

(by leaving the side information region empty.)

Next we define these terms more precisely. We refer to cells capable of storing a symbol

from [0, q − 1] = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} as c1, c2, . . .. We take the base code region to include m

codewords from a [n, k, t]q (length n, qk codewords, t-error correcting) code CB, where each

codeword has k information symbols and r redundancy symbols from [0, q − 1]. Therefore,

the base code region stores mk symbols (or, equivalently, mkblog2 qc bits) in an array of nk

cells (representing nkblog2 qc bits). Here, the cells are c1, c2, . . . , cmn, where the ith codeword

ci is given by ci = cn(i−1)+1, cn(i−1)+2, . . . , cn(i−1)+n.

The side information region is organized as follows. We store j side information (SI)

blocks. Each block contains some type of information that refers to a particular group of

cells. In our framework, we require each separate block to refer to an aligned, contiguous

group of cells. In order to take advantage of side information, the system requires both the

locations of the cells being referred to and the pertinent information. Therefore, each block

must contain several fields:

1. The location field for the ith block contains the location z of a group of Ni contiguous

cells cz, cz+1, . . . , cz+Ni−1. This location information is stored as `i. The total number

of symbols required is defined to be Li.

2. The value field stores the relevant side information. There are Vi symbols used for the

ith field. We define the information in the value field to be vi, where vi ∈ [0, q − 1]Vi .
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3. The redundancy field ri stores Ri redundancy symbols used when side information is

protected with an additional error correcting code.

The total quantity of side information in symbols is then ∑j
i=1(Li + Vi + Ri). Side

information blocks need not be the same size. This enables the framework to represent a

system that uses a combination (a hybrid) of multiple schemes.

Decoding Functions

The previous subsection described the storage components of a general system. In addition,

we have circuitry that is needed to decode the stored data. Naturally, each of the components

in our system (the base code and the side information blocks) will have an associated decoding

function. Although slightly complex to state formally, these decoding functions are needed

to maintain full generality in expressing different side information schemes. Later on we give

illustrative examples to clarify the idea.

Let us say that we have written the value x = x1, x2, . . . , xmn to the cells c1, c2, . . . , cmn

in the base code. After some time, these cells are read as y = y1, y2, . . . , ymn, where possibly

yi 6= xi due to an error.

We have an initial decoding function D0 that does not use any of the side information

blocks. This function may (but is not required to) use the decoder DB of the code CB. Ap-

plying D0 produces an estimate x̂(0) = D0(y). In addition, with the ith SI block we associate

the two decoding functions DSi and Di. The function DSi decodes the side information (when

it is protected by an error-correcting code using Ri redundancy bits), providing an estimate

(ˆ̀
i, v̂i). Afterwards, Di operates on the (estimated) side information block data (ˆ̀

i, v̂i), the

read data y, and the output x̂(i−1) of the previous decoding function Di−1 to produce an

updated estimate x̂(i) = Di(y, x̂(i−1), ˆ̀
i, v̂i).

Finally, we allow for a “final” decoding map DF that uses the result of the last side

information decoding estimate to produce a final output read x̂ = DF (y, x̂(j)). The purpose

of the final decoder is to allow the system the flexibility to use the base code decoder either
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Figure 6.3: Block diagram illustrating the framework’s decoding process.

before (as D0) or after (or both before and after) side information decoding. We illustrate

the abstract decoding process in Figure 6.3.

For all of the decoding maps D0,D1, . . . ,Dj,DF , we introduce corresponding decod-

ing area complexities (measuring the worst case number of operations required for decod-

ing) γ0(m,n), γ1(m,n, L1, V1), . . . , γj(m,n, Lj, Vj), γF (m,n) and decoding latency complex-

ities (measuring the worst case number of operations needed to be performed in series)

δ0(m,n), δ1(m,n, L1, V1), . . . , δj(m,n, Lj, Vj), δF (m,n).

Costs

We also introduce an overall cost associated with our system. The cost measures resource

consumption in a real system by mapping different quantities (area, latency, complexity,

etc...) into a single abstract number for easy comparison. The first part of the cost involves

the storage for the base code and side information cells. We set each base code cell cost to 1

and each side information cell to a parameter α. This models robust side information cells

with a lower fault rate (in which case α� 1.) The total cost of storage for a sharing unit is

given by mk + α(∑j
i=1(Li + Vi +Ri)).

We also consider the decoding complexity, which we further break down into two com-

ponents: added decoder area and added decoder latency. We weight the components by

two parameters, β1 and β2. β1 defines the relative importance of decoder latency while β2

defines the relative importance of decoder area. Depending on what type of on-chip memory
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
ρ 16KB/(mk) α 1.0
β1 1.0 β2 1.0

Figure 6.4: Cost function parameters to model an L1 cache built in a 65nm CMOS technol-
ogy.

is being designed, these values will be different (e.g., an L1’s β1 will have a higher value than

an L2’s β1 because latency is more critical to an L1’s functionality1).

The area per sharing unit and latency terms are multiplied by the number of sharing

units, ρ, because they are applied equally to each sharing unit. Since the decoding area

complexity is amortized over the entire cache, it is not multiplied by the number of sharing

units. With this, we may write the total cost of our system as

ρ

mk + α

 j∑
i=1

Li + Vi +Ri

 +

β1

δ0(m,n) +
j∑
i=1

δi(m,n, Li, Vi) + δF (m,n)


+ β2

γ0(m,n) +
j∑
i=1

γi(m,n, Li, Vi) + γF (m,n)
 .

Error Rates

Thus far we have introduced the system storage, decoding functions, and an abstract cost

function. Next, in order to give a performance comparison or analysis, we must describe the

system error rates. Towards this end we introduce three error rate parameters p1, p2, p3:

1. p1 is the input bit error rate probability. This is the probability that one of the base

code cells ci (1 6 i 6 mn) experiences a fault, so that yi 6= xi.

2. p2 is the probability that a fault or error is not caught by a self-test (BIST) routine
1If a processor supports speculation across cache error correction, the latency parameter, β1, may be set

very low.
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(and is thus not available to be described as side information). An error not caught by

BIST cannot be corrected through side information and must be corrected through the

base code’s redundancy. We can further divide this case into two possibilities: BIST

failure and soft/intermittent error.

3. p3 is the probability that a symbol is in error in the side information. If “robust” cells

are used as the storage for the side information blocks, we will have that p3 < p1.

Illustrative Examples

We give examples of existing systems for error correction and describe how they can be

expressed in the framework. For the systems that rely on side information, we describe the

side information blocks, the sizes Li and Vi and the functionality of the decoders.

1) MS-ECC (using OLS codes). No side information is used so that j = 0 and we use

the single decoding function D0 which corresponds to the OLS code C. This case represents

one of the extremes of our system setup.

2) Bit Fix. In Bit Fix, the locations and correct values of pairs of adjacent faulty binary

cells are stored. There are two cells referred to by each SI block, so that Ni = 2 for all i.

The location of a pair of cells requires Li = log2
mn
2 bits and the values vi = (v1, v2) require

Vi = 2 bits. `i and vi are protected by a single error-correcting code. The total cost is then

j(log2(mn/2) + 2 +R) bits for j pairs, where R is the needed amount of redundancy bits to

protect `i,vi. Here, the decoding function Di is almost immediate: If the two cells specified

by the Li location bits are xz and xz+1 and the value field contains v1 and v2, then,

x̂(i) = Di(y, x̂(i−1), `i,vi) = Di(y, x̂(i−1), z, v1, v2)

= x̂
(i−1)
1 , . . . , x̂

(i−1)
z−1 , v1, v2, x̂

(i−1)
z+2 , . . . , x̂

(i−1)
mn .

In other words, each side information decoding function simply replaces (fixes) the relevant

bits.
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3) VS-ECC. With VS-ECC, codewords that contain more detected faults are targeted for

additional protection with a very strong code (in excess of the base SECDED code. First,

the initial decoding function D0 corrects only those codewords that are not targeted for

extra protection. These codewords are decoded with DB. Next, each side information block

refers to a full codeword of n cells, so Ni = n. The location of a particular codeword requires

Li = log2
mn
n

= log2m bits. Next, vi consists of the additional redundancy bits needed for the

codeword. Let DS be the strong code decoder. With this, if the zth codeword is the one being

targeted by the ith block, x̂(i) = Di(y, x̂(i−1), `i,vi) = Di(y, x̂(i−1), z,vi) = x̂
(i−1)
1 , . . . , x̂

(i−1)
(z−1)n,

DS(y(z−1)n+1, . . . , yzn,vi), x̂(i−1)
zn+1, . . . , x̂

(i−1)
mn .

Here too, DF is an identity function that does not change the estimate x̂(j).

4) Single-cell erasure scheme. In this scheme individual faulty cells are marked with

erasures and decoded using an errors-and-erasures decoder. Thus, Ni = 1 for all 1 6 i 6 j,

Li = log2(mn), and, interestingly, we do not need any information about cells other than

their locations, so that Vi = 0 and vi is an empty vector. The total bit cost is thus j log2(mn).

The decoding function Di marks the locations given by the location fields as erasures: x̂(i) =

Di(y, x̂(i−1), `i,vi) = Di(y, x̂(i−1), z) = x̂
(i−1)
1 , . . . , x̂

(i−1)
z−1 , ‘?’, x̂

(i−1)
z+1 , . . . , x̂

(i−1)
mn .

It is also interesting that with this scheme, the main decoding is done entirely by the

final decoder. That is, we take the base decoder to be DB(y) = y, so that no errors are

corrected. Afterwards, the erasures are marked with the use of side information. Finally,

the decoding (of both errors and erasures) is performed with DF .

6.3 Practical Results

In this section, we use the framework to derive practical results. We are especially interested

in the realistic case where we have a relatively high fault rate p1, imperfect BIST routines

(p2 > 0), and moderate side-information fault rates p3.
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Scheme Type n k m j Vi Li Ri

MS-ECC FA 128 64 1 0 0 0 0
Bit Fix FW 64 64 1 5 2 5 4
VS-ECC H 21 16 4 4 5 2 0
EB-ECC H 72 64 1 4 0 7 0

OLS/Erasures H 96 64 1 2 0 7 0

Figure 6.5: Parameters n, k,m, j for five different error correction techniques, including
fault agnostic, fault aware, and hybrid techniques. The OLS/Erasures scheme is novel. FA
indicates a fault agnostic technique. FW indicates fault aware. H represents hybrid.

6.3.1 Methodology

We compare several implementations of existing schemes in terms of yield and reliability. The

idea is to produce a fair yield and reliability comparison by matching the costs. As an initial

evaluation, we set a constant useable space (i.e., 16KB) and set the other cost parameters

to 1.0 as shown in Figure 6.4. We leave a more rigorous evaluation of cost parameters to

future work. Under these cost assumptions, the code parameters shown in Figure 6.5 have

equal cost. The fifth scheme, called OLS/Erasures is a novel technique that we propose in

this work, motivated by the possibility that p2 > 0. The idea is to use an OLS code capable

of correcting several errors and to mark BIST-detected faults by erasures. These erasures

(along with possibly undetected errors) are corrected by an errors-and-erasures OLS decoder.

We selected reasonable values for cost parameters for an L1 cache by biasing decoding

complexity towards low latency, setting α according to circuit parameters [KR12], and setting

a constant useable space (i.e., 16KB).

We note that although our framework enables us to derive parameters for different

schemes with comparable cost, we must still derive yield and reliability results analytically or

through simulation2. Below, we detail how to derive the yield rate and silent data corruption

(SDC) rates for the five schemes we have described at comparable cost. In many cases, it

is possible to derive formulas based on the parameters p1, p2, p3 from our framework. For
2The performance of using our framework to derive parameters is dependent on the efficiency of analytic

solutions or of simulations. It took us approximately 10 minutes to gather the results presented here.
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Figure 6.6: Yields for fault rates p1 for five techniques for p2 ∈ {0, 0.1}.

example, in the case of yield rate for Bit Fix, we write pU for the probability a patch (that

is, one side information block) is usable, so that pU = (1−p3p̄2)a +ap3p̄2(1−p3p̄2)a−1. Here,

p̄2 = 1 − p2 and a = Li + Vi + ri. This result comes from the fact that Bit Fix patches are

protected with a single error-correcting code. Then, if pb is the probability that there are b

(0 6 b 6 j) usable patches, pb =
(
j
b

)
pbU(1− pU)j−b. The overall yield rate is then

1−
j∑
b=0

pb

 n/2∑
i=b+1

(
n
2
i

)
(1− (1− p1p̄2)2)i(1− p1p̄2)2(n2−i)

 .
We perform similar calculations for yield and SDC rates for each of the five schemes in order

to derive the plots described in the yield and reliability comparison section below.

Yield and Reliability Comparisons

First, in Figure 6.6 we show a plot of the yields for five schemes with two curves for each

scheme. The solid line indicates the case of p2 = 0, so that BIST is capable of detecting

all faults. The dotted lines indicate p2 = 0.1, so that many faults are missed by BIST.

All schemes follow a similar pattern: the yield is 100% until a narrow increase in p1 yields

a dramatic drop in yield to 0. A surprising observation is that a higher BIST miss rate

p2 improves the yield. However, this means that a higher fraction of faults exist during

operation, resulting in a higher SDC rate. Therefore, as we will see, in the high p2 case, we
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Figure 6.7: SDC rates for different fault rates p1 for five techniques in the cases of p2 ∈
{0, 0.1}. The fault probability of the side information is p3 = p1 × 10−5. This case models
relatively reliable side information storage.

pay for the yield with a higher SDC rate.

Next we plot silent data corruption (SDC) rates for the schemes in Figures 6.7 and 6.8.

We sweep p1 over the range 10−6 to 10−1 and include the two extreme cases p2 ∈ {0, 0.1}

for BIST reliability. In addition, we let the side information storage fault rate p3 maintain

a constant ratio with p1, so that higher p1 also yields higher p3. The two ratios are 10−5

(top plot) and 10−1 (bottom plot). Naturally, the MS-ECC scheme that does not use side

information is identical in all cases. However, we observe that erasure-based schemes are less

sensitive to BIST misses (high p2) compared to other schemes. On the other hand, the p2

BIST failure parameter is much less important when the p1/p3 ratio is large (reliable side

information storage) compared to when p1/p3 is low (unreliable side information storage).

These observations show the power of our proposed framework: we can see the effect of key

parameters such as p3 and p2 (and their interplay) on various techniques.

6.4 Concluding Remarks
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Figure 6.8: SDC rates for different fault rates p1 for five techniques in the cases of p2 ∈
{0, 0.1}. Here, the fault probability of the side information is p3 = p1 × 10−1. This case
models very unreliable side information storage.

In this chapter, we introduced a general framework for error-correcting techniques in on-

chip memories. The proposed framework defines a rich design space and suggests different

approaches when selecting techniques for a particular set of parameters or targets. As a

proof-of-concept, we showed that erasure-based schemes are less sensitive to BIST detection

failures and are therefore suitable for systems facing this issue.

For future work, there are many possible applications of the framework to system design.

The framework can also be extended in various ways. For example, we may seek a principled

technique or algorithm to derive allowable scheme parameters for a fixed cost. In addition,

we can perform a theoretical analysis of the framework. Although a full optimization is

computationally intractable, the framework can be analyzed and results derived for extreme

cases. The resulting insights can be used as heuristics helpful in performing system design.
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CHAPTER 7

Channel Coding for Machine Learning Data

7.1 Introduction

Machine learning is one of the most important tools for analyzing and predicting our world

and the data it produces. The study of learning algorithms has gained enormous popularity

over the course of the last three decades. Considering this popularity, it has become common

to execute such algorithms on inexpensive, imperfect hardware, while using input data stored

in noisy memories. These limitations are departures from an idealized model of learning,

where the input data is read from storage and transferred to computational units error-free.

The problem of dealing with noise in storage and computation devices has long been a

target of research interest, dating back to the 1940’s. Existing solutions can also be ap-

plied to learning systems; however, by considering machine learning problems and reliability

questions separately, we may be incurring inefficiency. For this reason, we are interested in

studying joint problems of learning and reliability. Specifically, in this chapter, we consider

learning problems where some of the features are protected with redundant symbols (as in

standard coding theory). Given a finite budget of redundancy symbols, the key question is

how to allocate this limited budget in order to minimize the effects of noise on the output

of the learning algorithm. This setup is depicted in Fig. 7.1. An intuitive idea is to assign a

larger amount of redundancy to those features that are most important (and thus invest our

reliability budget into the most critical information). However, it is not immediately clear
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Figure 7.1: The block diagram on top represents a conventional machine learning algorithm.
The bottom block diagram illustrates a modified version of the problem we consider in this
chapter. Highlighted in color are those elements of the setup that we modify. Rather than
applying a uniform reliability scheme (e.g., a single error-correcting code) to the feature data,
we consider the impact of the reliability of each of these features on the algorithm itself.

how to do so; in this chapter we seek a principled approach.

In Figure 7.2, we illustrate the potential power of this idea for a simple classification

example, without assuming a particular coding technique is used. In Figure 7.2, we show a

naïve Bayes classifier trained noiselessly on Fisher’s classic Iris data set [Fis36]. After this

initial training stage, the features in the data set are affected by additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) and re-classified as a test set. The total noise is fixed and can be distributed

among the features in two ways: first, uniformly, so that each feature suffers equally strong

noise, and, secondly, in an optimized fashion, inversely proportional to a feature ranking

based on an information gain ranking filter. The first technique illustrates a naïve coding

scheme where all features are equally protected, while the second demonstrates that different

coding power should be allocated to different features. Observe that there is a significant

impact on the performance of the classifier, particularly at higher noise levels.

7.1.1 Related work

There are a number of previous topics that relate to our problem setting; we briefly describe

a few such works in this section. One such area is distributed learning. In [ZPJ10], opti-

mality guarantees are provided for distributed estimators in the cases where the nodes are

isolated and interactive communication occurs between them. In [HA98], problems such as
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Figure 7.2: Illustrative example for a naïve Bayes classifier and Fisher’s Iris data set [Fis36].
Here, the features are corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with total vari-
ance between 0 and 2. We optimize the allocation of this noise into features to illustrate
the idea of non-uniform coding. The red curve shows the baseline approach, where the
noise has equal strength among all features. The blue curve optimizes the noise allocation
among features, allowing for a much smaller degradation in performance as the noise strength
increases.

hypothesis testing and parameter estimation are considered for the multiterminal case where

each terminal has certain data compression constraints. However, unlike the work in this

chapter, these papers do not consider channel coding (or explicit coding schemes).

Another relevant area is that of feature selection. A general introduction to feature

selection used to improve the performance, speed, or cost effectiveness of predictors can be

found in [GE03]. In a sense, the work in this chapter can be seen as a previously unexplored

type of feature selection.

Several existing works have considered the robustness or stability of various machine

learning algorithms. For example, an experimental study of a variety of algorithms when

data sets are artificially polluted with noise was performed in [KACN16]. In [DS08], the

case of missing or corrupted features was dealt with by introducing two machine learning

techniques, the first based on a linear programming approximation and the second on an

online-to-batch strategy. Similarly, [GR06] examined solutions that avoid over-reliance on

a particular feature (that could be missing at test time) in classification by using a game-

theoretic approach. Here, classifiers were developed that are robust to feature deletion.
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Feature selection for submodular objective functions was considered in [KMGG08]. However,

these works do not consider controlling robustness to noise through coding strategies.

Another area of study is that of the value of information. For example, the robustness

of decisions to hidden variables can be measured by computing the probability the same

decision would have been made if these hidden variables were observed. This is the so-

called “same-decision probability,” introduced in [CXD12], and referred to later on in this

chapter. The problem of label noise for classification algorithms is described in [FK14].

An interval-based approach to producing Bayes classifiers that are robust to missing data

(without assumptions on the patterns of this data) was given by [RS01]. The work in this

chapter can be viewed as complementary to these efforts, as it also produces a value of

information, but in the context of allocating protection against noise.

The rest of the chapter is organized in the following way. In Section II, we introduce

some preliminaries and notation. Afterwards, in Section III, we consider optimizing coding

for linear regression algorithms. In Section IV, we comment on coding for noisy classifiers.

We conclude in Section V.

7.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we recall some basic facts about learning algorithms. We start with a training

set with T data points (x(t), y(t)) where x(t) ∈ RK , y(t) ∈ R and K ∈ N, for t ∈ {1, . . . , T}.

We call the x(t)’s data points and the y(t)’s target values. Each entry in the vector x(t) is

referred to as a feature. The goal of regression algorithms is to predict the target value y

for a new data point x based on the training set. This prediction follows from the choice of

model; for example, linear regression models y as a linear function of a particular data point

x such that y = aᵀx + b for a ∈ RK , b ∈ R.

In classification problems, the same setting applies, but we force the y(t)’s to be class

variables with discrete values from the set C = {0, 1, . . . , B − 1}. In particular, the naïve

Bayes classifier makes the assumption that all the features are conditionally independent
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conditioned on the class variable. With this assumption, the maximum a posteriori (MAP)

estimate of the class of a point x is maxc∈C ΠK
i=1p(xi|c).

Perhaps the simplest type of error-correcting code is the repetition code. For a binary

information vector z of length k, let c be the encoded version of z. We replace the bit zi

with ci, the bit zi repeated multiple times. This code has the property that for each ci,

d|ci|/2e − 1 bits are always correctable using maximum likelihood (ML) decoding (in this

case, just taking the value of the majority of the bits). Thus, the entire codeword c allows

for the correction of minid|ci|/2e − 1 errors.

Now, suppose that c is passed through a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover

probability εBSC. Then if |ci| is odd, the probability of decoding error for the ith bit is

|ci|∑
j=d|ci|/2e

(
|ci|
j

)
εjBSC(1− εBSC)|ci|−j. (7.1)

7.3 Codes for Regression Data

In this section, we consider coding strategies for the linear regression problems. The goal is

to protect the stored data points from noise in a way that maintains the predictive power

of the linear model. We may also wish to control the overall distortion of each feature in

the stored vector x so that new models can be accurately learned from existing stored data

points.

Suppose a data point x is composed of K features x1, x2, . . . , xK , and the ith feature xi

is an ni-bit unsigned integer represented in binary, or a signed integer represented in two’s

complement with ni magnitude bits and one sign bit. Let W be the total number of bits

among all the uncoded feature vectors. For example, if all the features are unsigned, we have

that W = ∑K
i=1 ni.

We wish to protect data points of this type against substitution errors produced by a

binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability εBSC. Let us say that we are
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allowed a budget of N bits per data point. In order to best maintain the predictive power

of the algorithm, we will likely desire to protect features of higher importance more than

features of lower importance. At a finer level of granularity, we may also wish to protect

more important bits within a feature’s binary representation more than less important bits

for the same feature. Finally, since each feature is useful independently of the other features,

the code should have some chance of decoding each feature, regardless of whether the entire

feature vector is decodable.

Many popular error-correcting codes are not explicitly designed to address any of these

desired properties. However, the simple repetition code presented in Section 7.2 has all

of these properties. We can protect a bit b1 of higher importance more than a bit b2 of

lower importance by simply repeating the b1 more than b2. Each feature bit is decoded

independently of the other bits using maximum-likelihood decoding. More sophisticated

codes that have a subset of the desired properties (such as variable strength codes) exist;

however,we begin with repetition coding as a first step. Afterwards, we consider how to use

non-repetition codes.

Let x be a feature vector and xi be the ith feature in x. We can view xi as an integer;

however, xi is stored in bits as xi1, xi2, . . . , xij, . . . , xini , where xij is the jth highest order

magnitude bit in the binary representation. If the ith feature is a signed integer, let xi0

be the sign bit. We write x′ for the noisy feature vector after it has been encoded using

repetition coding, passed through a BSC, and decoded. Let r and ε be two vectors where

rij is the number of times the bit xij is repeated in the codeword and εij is the probability

that a decoding error occurs for the bit xij. The elements rij appear in r in order of ij where

i1j1 < i2j2 if i1 < i2, or if i1 = i2 and j1 < j2. The elements of ε are ordered in the same way.

Here, j ∈ Pi = {0, 1, ..., ni} if the ith feature is signed, and j ∈ Pi = {1, ..., ni} if the ith

feature is unsigned. Clearly, εij is a function of the underlying noise εBSC and the amount
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of redundancy used rij. Using the formula in (7.1), we have

εij =
rij∑

k=drij/2e

(
rij
k

)
εkBSC(1− εBSC)rij−k (7.2)

for rij odd. The case of even rij can be handled similarly.

Expected Loss For Predictions

One statistical measure of the predictive power maintained by redundancy assignment r is

the expected loss on the predicted target value:

E[E[|xᵀa − x′ᵀa| | x]] =
∑

x̂
Pr(x̂)E[|x̂ᵀa − x̂′ᵀa|].

For general x, this objective function requires knowledge of the prior distribution on x.

One approach to redundancy assignment is to minimize this function directly. We refer

to this model as M1, and we can express it as:

min
r

E[E[|xᵀa − x′ᵀa| | x]]

such that:
K∑
i=1

∑
j∈Pi

rij = N rij > 1.

Note that r is implicit in the objective function: each rij term determines εij while each εij

determines a channel. The collective impact of these channels on x produces x′.

Unfortunately, M1 appears intractable, and requires knowledge of the prior. For this

reason, we proceed to explore other strategies for assigning redundancy.

Individual distortion

A different strategy is to assign redundancy to a bit according to how much an error in

that bit alone distorts the prediction, independently of other bits. The intuition behind this

choice is that if a decoding error occurs in a small number of bits, it is desirable that each
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such bit’s contribution to the error is minimized. The contribution to the prediction for bit

xij is |ai|2(ni−j). The idea here is to limit the worst case magnitude of the distortion. In this

sense, such a model provides an upper bound on the optimal value found by M1.

One model with this property performs the following: minimize a weighted sum of εij’s,

where each εij is weighted by the distortion of aᵀx caused by an error in bit xij alone. The

distortion is given by |ai|2(ni−j), and we refer to this value as the influence of bit xij. Observe

that the influence of the sign bit for the ith feature is |ai|2ni since flipping the sign bit in two’s

complement representation changes the ith feature value by 2ni , regardless of the magnitude

bit values. We refer to this model as M2:

min
ε

K∑
i=1

∑
j∈Pi

εij|ai|2(ni−j)

such that:
K∑
i=1

∑
j∈Pi

rij = N, rij > 1, f(rij) = εij,

where f(rij) is the probability of decoding error in (7.2).

To help justify this particular choice of objective function, observe that if all the errors

are in the same direction with large probability, the upper bound on the objective value

found by M1 becomes tight.

In addition, this model minimizes E[E[|xᵀa−x′ᵀa| | x]] for the following modification of

the original BSC. Consider a modified channel C ′ where only a single bit is affected by noise.

Suppose that each time x is passed through C ′, a random variable z takes on the value of

a feature bit index ij. All feature bits except the zth bit are passed through the channel

noiselessly. The encoding of the zth bit however, is passed through the original binary

symmetric channel C. M2 then gives the solution to the minimization of W × E[E[|xᵀa −

x′ᵀa| | x]] under C ′ when z is uniformly distributed over the feature bits.

One of the main advantages of model M2 is the existence of tractable approximations.

Since r is a vector of integers, M2 is a discrete optimization problem. The number of

possible redundancy assignments is lower bounded by
(
N+W−1

W

)
, which is prohibitively large
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if we wish to use an exhaustive search for non-trivial values of N and W . We do not know

of any efficient algorithm to find the exact solution.

To approximate the optimal solution to M2, we can relax rij to be continuous, and

approximate the formula for εij with a continuous function. We can then put the problem

into a convex form, obtain a solution using a convex solver, and perform rounding to obtain

an integer assignment r. Additional details can be found in [MSdBD16].

Beyond Repetition Codes

How can we go beyond the repetition codes that we have considered thus far? Consider

primitive BCH codes with parameters [n, k, t] = [2m − 1, n−mt, t], where n is the length, k

is the dimension, and t is the number of errors being corrected. This family of parameters

is more flexible than those used for repetition coding, which has the form [2r + 1, 1, r]. We

begin with the optimization problem M2 and modify it in the following way.

We now select v BCH codewords, each with their own parameters [ni, ki, ti] = [2mi −

1, 2mi−1−miti, ti]. We use a map f for each bit ij, where f(i, j) maps to the set {1, 2, . . . , v}

and tells us which codeword to encode the bit into. Now, the constraints are the following:

the errors are a function of ti, each codeword’s correction ability, the total number of bits

N must be sufficient for all v codewords, and, most importantly, we must limit ourselves to

encoding 2mi − 1−miti bits in codeword i. Thus, the modified model, M ′
2, can be expressed

as

min
ε

K∑
i=1

∑
j∈Pi

εij|ai|2(ni−j)

such that:
v∑
i=1

(2mi − 1) 6 N, 0 6 ε 6 .5

εij =
2mf(i,j)−1∑
k=tf(i,j)+1

(
2mf(i,j) − 1

k

)
εkBSC(1− εBSC)2mf(i,j)−1−k,

|{(i, j) : f(i, j) = k}| 6 2mk − 1−mktk.
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The three constraints are: (1) codeword lengths are no more than our budget N , (2)

BSC errors are set according to error tolerance for each codeword, and (3) a maximum on

the number of bits that can be mapped to the information bits of a codeword.

The previous repetition coding model M2 comes directly out of M ′
2 by taking v =∑K

i=1
∑
j∈Pi 1 and forcing each codeword to have just one information bit, so that the map

f(i, j) = (i, j).

7.4 Classification

In this section, we briefly consider the coding problem for classifiers. As an example, for the

naïve Bayes classifier, the penalty function for classification must relate to the probability

of the class being changed once noise is added. That is, we would like to maximize the

probability that the classifier preserves the class for noisy x′ compared to x:

Pr
{

max
c

∏
i

Pr {xi|c} = max
c

∏
i

Pr {x′i|c}
}
. (7.3)

Note that since we have a different penalty function and a different problem, the resulting

coding scheme could be quite different from the one we derived for linear regression in the

previous section.

For binary classification, the probability (7.3) is equivalent to the same decision proba-

bility (SDP) [CXD12], the probability of reaching the same decision Pr{u > T |d} if some

hidden information H was used Pr{u > T |d,H}. Note that the probability in (7.3) can be

viewed as the probability that the same decision (specifically the class variable) is reached

when relying on either x or x′. However, since xi can be determined by x′i and the indicator

function zi for an error in the ith bit, we can write Pr {xi|c} as Pr {x′i|c, zi}. Then, we can

view zi as the SDP hidden variable. Although computing the SDP is hard, the following

example shows that even a simple heuristic can improve the performance over a naïve coding

scheme.
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Example 3. We considered a naïve Bayes classifier noiselessly trained on Fisher’s Iris data

set [Fis36]. Here, the features are corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with

total variance between 0 and 2. We optimize the allocation of this noise into features. This

task models coding without explicitly selecting a code (i.e., we view the encoder, channel, and

decoder as a compound channel where the noise power is reduced.) The results were shown

in the introduction in Fig. 7.2.

The noise allocations were performed in two ways. The first (red curve) is equal strength

among all four features. In the second allocation (blue curve), we computed a metric of infor-

mation gain on the features in training. The information gain is defined by H(c)−H(c|xi),

where H is the entropy function. The resulting information gain vector is [g1 g2 g3 g4]ᵀ.

Here we allocated noise inversely proportional to this metric among all features, i.e., if the

total noise power was V , the noise allocation for the ith feature (1 6 i 6 4) had variance

given by 1/gi∑
j

1/gj
V . In other words, noise is allocated inversely proportional to information

gain among all four features.

Binary Naïve Bayes Classifier With Binary Features

Next, we consider the particular subproblem of a naïve Bayes classifier with a binary class

variable and binary features. Let the n binary features be X1, X2, . . . , Xn ∈ {0, 1} and the

single class variable be C ∈ {0, 1}. We do not have access to the noiseless features Xi, but

instead the noisy observations X ′i. The noisy observations depend on the noise variables

Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn, where Zi ∈ {0, 1}. If Zi = 1, the observed binary feature X ′i = X̄i, so that

an error occurs. If Zi = 0, X ′i = Xi, and no error occurs. The probability Pr(Zi = 1) = εi.

The model shown in Figure 7.3 represents the n = 2 case for this problem.

Now, let the conditional probabilities be p(Xi = 0|C = 0) = αi and p(Xi = 0|C = 1) = βi

for 1 6 i 6 n. We define the binary input function f in the following way:

fa(0) = a.
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Figure 7.3: Bayesian network for classifier with noisy features. Displayed is the n = 2 case
with two binary features.

and

fa(1) = 1− a.

Then the class for some point x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is performed according to the sign of

n∏
i=1

fαi(xi)−
n∏
i=1

fβi(xi).

Next, let z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) be an instantiation of the noise (recall that if zi = 1,

the channel will flip feature bit xi, and that this occurs with probability εi.) Then, the

corresponding product that we compute is

n∏
i=1

fαi(fzi(xi))

for the first class. We may write the same decision probability for a particular point x as

∑
z∈{0,1}n

n∏
i=1

f1−εi(zi)×

1

{
sgn

(
n∏
i=1

fαi(fzi(xi))−
n∏
i=1

fβi(fzi(xi))
)

= sgn

(
n∏
i=1

fαi(xi)−
n∏
i=1

fβi(xi)
)}

,
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where 1 is an indicator variable that yields 1 when the equality inside holds and 0 otherwise.

Note that we produced the same decision probability by considering every possible noise

vector. With this, we may write a new model M3 for binary features when repetition coding

is employed:

max
ε=(ε1,...,εn)

∑
x

∑
z∈{0,1}n

n∏
i=1

f1−εi(zi)×

1

{
sgn

(
n∏
i=1

fαi(fzi(xi))−
n∏
i=1

fβi(fzi(xi))
)

= sgn

(
n∏
i=1

fαi(xi)−
n∏
i=1

fβi(xi)
)}

such that

εj =
Rj∑

i>
Rj+1

2

(
Rj

i

)
εiBSC(1− εBSC)Rj−i,

R1 +R2 + . . .+Rn 6 N.

The downside of this approach is that we are examining an exponential number of fea-

tures. Consider a single test point x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). Recall that we have the conditional

probabilities p(xi|c = 0) = αi and p(xi|c = 1) = βi. Without considering the coding task, let

us require that the features are affected by a BSC with parameter εBSC . Even in this simple

case, it is not possible to efficiently compute the same decision probability, as explained in

the following.

We may classify x according to sgn(∑n
i=1 log(αi)−log(βi)) = sgn(∑n

i=1 log(αi/βi)). With-

out loss of generality, fix the class to 0, so that the sign function value is positive. Then, if

there is a single bit flip at position j, the sum above changes as follows:

log
(
αj
βj

)
→ log

(
1− αj
1− βj

)
.

Let us set the quantity log
(
αj
βj

)
− log

(
1−αj
1−βj

)
to Wi and log

(
1−αj
1−βj

)
to Bi. After this substi-

tution, our problem is equivalent to enumerating the subsets of {W1,W2, . . . ,Wn} that have

sum greater than or equal to −(∑n
i=1Bi). For example, if {W1,W2,W3} is such a subset,
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then

W1 +W2 +W3 > −
(

n∑
i=1

Bi

)
=⇒ A1 + A2 + A3 +B4 + . . .+Bn > 0

If the latter equation is holds, it contributes to the same decision probability. In this example,

the first three bits have probability (1−εBSC)3, and the remaining bits have probability εn−3
BSC ,

so that the total contribution is (1− εBSC)3(εBSC)n−3.

The previously described problem is the subset sum problem (with real numbers). As a

result, we must rely on a polynomial time approximation algorithm. Such an algorithm will

enable us to perform the optimization in model M3.

7.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we considered the problem of evaluating and optimizing noisy machine

learning algorithms through channel coding. We provided an analysis of coding for the linear

regression algorithm with two strategies. The first strategy directly optimizes a natural

performance measure, but appears to be intractable. We introduced another principled

strategy that we can approximate and does not require a prior distribution on the feature

data. These strategies were based on repetition coding. We also showed how to extend the

optimizations to allow for other codes, such as BCH codes. We also examined the equivalent

problem for binary naïve Bayes classifiers operating on binary features.

Many intriguing problems remain. We are also interested in other problem settings,

where, for example,

• The model parameters are also affected by noise and can be protected by redundancy

bits from the coding budget.

• The training itself is performed in a noisy setting, so that the learned model is noisy.

• The code addresses more than one learning algorithm.
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In each case, we must find an appropriate penalty function to optimize (as we did with

models M1 and M2 for linear regression and M3 for binary classification).
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary of Our Results

This dissertation studied two classes of problems related to data management. The first

class of problems dealt with data edits and changes. We considered the data reconstruction

problem for information structured as insertion/deletion-correcting codes and provided a

novel exact result on the number of distinct traces needed to reconstruct without error when

the traces are affected by up to a fixed number of insertion errors. This generalizes an existing

result for unstructured data. We also applied our results to the celebrated Varshamov-

Tenengolts code, showing that reconstruction of VT codewords requires the number of traces

given by our first result. In addition, other channels were examined.

We proceeded to study the related problem of data synchronization. An efficient inter-

active synchronization protocol was introduced that can deal with a number of edits pro-

portional to the lengths of the files being synchronized. The performance of this algorithm

under certain conditions was characterized. We also showed that the algorithm performs well

in comparison to existing tools. We also considered the question of synchronizing ranked

data, focusing particularly on partially-ranked lists, or, equivalently, multipermutations. We

introduced a model of edits for this type of data and provided coding-theoretic bounds and

error-correcting code constructions for this novel problem setup.

In the second part of the dissertation, we examined data storage in unreliable memories
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and data storage devices. First, we considered noisy decoders for low-density parity-check

(LDPC) codes, inspired by the problem of dealing with radiation effects in spacecraft mem-

ories. We introduced a novel non-uniform noisy decoding model and an associated LDPC

decoder based on a combination of the Gallager B and E decoder. We performed a density

evolution-like theoretical evaluation for this scenario and provided optimized versions of the

voting threshold for the decoder.

We considered practical schemes for correcting errors in caches and on-chip memories.

We introduced a theoretical framework that can express many existing schemes, placing

such strategies in a common context. The framework is capable of describing multiple types

of schemes, including those based on available side information (in the form of knowledge

about faults), on error-correcting codes, and on combinations of the two. We showed how to

describe several popular cache reliability schemes in the framework and provided examples

of previously unknown behavior in certain regions of the design space.

Finally, we explored the idea of protecting data for learning algorithms. Our approach

is not to protect the data so that it is read back correctly, but rather to protect it in such

a way that the distortion of the output of the learning algorithm is minimized. This led

us to set up optimization models (and approximations) for codes protecting data in linear

regression and binary classification algorithms.

8.2 Future Directions

Many intriguing directions for future work in data management problems remain. For the

data reconstruction problem, it would be useful to provide an efficient algorithm that can take

the minimum number of traces we provided and perform the reconstruction task. The ver-

sion of the problem that allows for traces to be formed by an insertion/deletion/substitution

channel is also of practical interest. Furthermore, we may ask how to perform the recon-

struction to within a target accuracy level, rather than insisting on exact reconstruction.

For the problem of data synchronization, it would be interesting to seek a theoretical
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bound on the minimum necessary bandwidth for synchronization given the source and edit

channel conditions we provided. Such a bound is known only for the case of deletions (and

no insertions) and suffers from several other restrictive conditions. This bound would allow

us to theoretically measure the gap between our protocol’s performance and the optimal

performance. In addition, we are interested in synchronization protocols that operate with

many nodes over a network (rather than two linked users). Lastly, it would be useful to

provide a complete extension of the synchronization protocol to the case of partially ranked

lists (multipermutations), using the single edit-correcting construction we provided.

For the noisy decoding problem for LDPC, it would also be interesting to find finite-

length optimized LDPC code constructions that are specifically designed to handle radiation

effects (or more generally, non-uniform decoding failures).

Possibilities for our framework abound. A version of this framework can be used as a

design tool, enabling cache designers to select from a series of choices optimized for particular

parameters of interest (in other words, a tool allowing for an exploration of the design

space). The framework can also be used to suggest novel possibilities for schemes that are

not apparent without the theoretical characterization provided by the framework. A further

possibility is to study the fundamental limits of schemes by applying information-theoretic

bounds to the framework.

Finally, coding for machine learning is a novel, open area with many results waiting to

be developed. For example, we may seek coding strategies in cases where the learning stage

itself is noisy, or in cases where the learned model operates on noisy hardware.
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